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Dennis Miller scores with sarcastic wit
Heights Staff Writer

Evian bottle, Miller deadpanned
intellectual zingers that kept the
audience absorbed, lest they

Considering that he feels that
the average American attention
span is equivalentto a "ferreton
adoubleespresso,"DennisMiller
didpretty well bringinghis unique
brand of cerebral comedy to
Conte Forum last Tuesday night.
Sipping from his ever-present

should miss one of his political,
social or literary references.
Mi Iler's act wasfast-paced and
entertaining; you feel smart if you
got his jokes', hopelessly uneducated if you didn't. His material
ranged from politics ("Ross
Perot...a dementedTolkienchar-

By CLARISSA CRUZ

acter with a gold card"), to airplane bathrooms('The toilet's a
fucking NyQuil cup") to Andrew
DiceClay ("Fonzie with Tourette
Syndrome").Not to mention the
dilemma every male must face
when encountering a Craftmatic
adjustable bed in "V" position
(use your imagination).
Miller's act occasionally bordered on the offensive, particularly his material concerning the
Roman Catholic Church. However, it is refreshing to be enter-

Bostonians impressively performed several songs, with En
Vogue's "You're Never Gonna
escapades.
Get It," as the highlight. Tom
It is this acerbicwit thatbrought Murphy, a.k.a. "Murph the PhysiMiller fame as the anchorperson cal Comedian," lived up to his
on Saturday NightLive's "Weekbiding as he presented an act that
end Update." Candidly alluding couldn'tbe more differentfrom
to his now-cancelled "Dennis Miller's. Murph relied on visual
Miller Show," he claimed, "I had humor for his amusing performy own talk show, now I'm an mance, the highlight of which
asshole again."
involved a unicycle and a ranThe two opening acts were dom audience member.
enjoyable as well. BC's own (Interview with Miller, page 25)

tamed by a comedian who gets
most of his material from his intellect rather than his bedroom

UGBC debates Middlemarch

By DANIEL

McGINN

Heights Business Editor

Dennis Miller, the king of sarcastic wit, performed in Conte
wightsassociate photo editor/jencannon
Forum on Tuesday evening.

Each spring the excitementof
the Middlemarch Ball comes to
the Boston College campus. But,
longbefore costumes are donned
for this year's premier social
event,planners are debating over
whetherto change the size, budget and location of the gala.
Middlemarchhas been a tradition at BC for 20 years and has
ranked as one of the top ten college social events in RollingStone
andP/ayboymagazines.Thecostume ball is held each spring in
O'Connell House,which istransformed with the assistance of
props and decorations to fit the
evening's theme.
This year, however, some
UGBC officials are concerned
about the fairness of spending
$30,000 on an event that can
accommodateonly several hundredstudents. In past years, space
limitations and fire regulations
governing O'Connell House
made it possible for only 250
students to attend. Without
changing the location, there is
littlethat can be done to include
many more students.
The debate within the student

government began last week,
when UGBC senate president
Rob Brennan attendeda meeting
of the O'Connell House Board of
Governors to express his concern overthe cost of event. "During the meeting, I brought up the
possibility of cutting it back," he
said.
Afterthe meeting, Brennansaid
there was an "informal discussion" among UGBC senators over
the spring event. "There was no
vote taken, but the general sentimentwas that changes haveto be
made, whether it means significantly expanding the number of
people that can attend, increasing theticketprice, or decreasing
the amount of money spent on
it," he said.
Brennan's concern focuses on
the costs borne by the UGBC in
connection with the event. Last
year, according to his estimates,
the eventcost $ 120 per person to
produce, but tickets cost only
$32.50 per person. "Each person
who goes is being subsidized
$87.50 by UGBC," Brennan said.
Most events sponsored by
UGBC are subsidized; ticket revenues rarely cover the cost of
dances or concerts on campus.
"The UGBC ran Dennis Miller,

Homesickness prevents smooth
transition for freshman students

pecially freshmen, who are missing home," McGuinness said.
"Out of that number, there is a
Although some recoginze the small portion who is terribly unformal definition of homesickhappy here and wants to leave
ness as "longing for home and desperately, and in fact, some
family while absent from them," do."
many students have their own
Further into the semester, a
definition, as suggested by Dr. fewer amount of students who
Thomas McGui nness, d irector of report to the Counseling Service
University Counseling Services.
want to discuss feelings about
"People are 'homesick' for themselvesand BC, accordingto
many different reasons. Some McGuinness.
truly miss their family, friends,
"Most [students] have made
and familiar surroundings. Othan adjustmentby this time.Those
ers don't see themselvesas fitting who haven't should think about
in and want out," McGuinness Counseling Services as a tool to
said.
help fix their problems, not hurt
AlthoughCounseling Services them," he said.
sees students on a variety of isFor the past two years, Counsues throughout theschool year, seling Services has sponsored a
thefirst two weeks of the semes"HomesicknessGroup,"but very
ter are especially busy.
few students have attended the
"In the beginningof theschool group meetings, according to
By CHRISTOPHER STEPHEN
Heights Assistant to the Editor

year, we see many students, es-

McGuinness.

"Although the turnout for the
meetings was lessthan expected,
private consultationswent up. So

his only orientation to American
life.
In the United States, Waldron
I guess, in an odd way, the pub- sees people as "alwaysspeaking
licity for the group meetings their mind
sort of shooting
worked," he said.
from the hip, whereas I was
McGuinnessstated that adjustbrought up to think before I
ment and transition is the key. spoke."
Freshmen, in particular, are the
He likes the openness and the
primary sufferers of homesickfreedom to do whatyou wantto
ness. "Most are used to living at do here in the United States. He
explained that in the islands, if
home, knowing their surroundings, having many friends, and you say something wrong, "you
beingcomfortable in theirareas." could get shot by the police.
he said. "This is all new and Crime there is minimal. That's
different people adjust in differ- why I think before I speak."
ent ways."
Religion is radically different.
KurtWaldron,A&S'96,isfrom
He was reluctant when people
Trinidad-Tobago, a small island told him to go to a Baptist church
in the Caribbean. He has lived here, because in Trinidad-Toall over the world, moving with bago, they would march down
his father, who is in the United the street ringing a cow bell and
States Army. Two months before chanting spells.
school started,he livedwith relaThe thing that Waldronmisses
tives in Rhode Island. This was
Students, page 8.
?
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which was a very successful
event, and took a loss on it,"
Brennan points out. "That's not a
problem. Part of what the Student Activity Fee is supposed to
do is make programming within
reach of a student budget."
But Brennan objects to thesize
subsidy
of
the
for
Middlemarchers, which exceeds
the $57 that they pay into the
Student Activity Fund. Subsidizing concert tickets by $10 or $15
is one thing, but "a line has to be
drawn," hesaid. He said thatthe
senate's role is to monitor use of
the Student Activity Fund, and
that the senate has a right to be
concerned.
UGBC presidentBrandon Lobb
agrees that there are legitimate
concerns over the cost of the
event. "When weran the <jueen
Latifah show, the criticismwasn't
that it wasn'ta good event. It was
that we spent too much money
per person onthe show," he said.
"The same arguments are being
madeabout Middlemarch."
Lobb plans to appoint a committee which will examine the
costs of the ba 11andmakerecommendations to the O'Connell
House staff, which plans the
Changes, page 12.

BC junior
passes away
in accident
By LIZANNE WNEK

Heights News Editor

Whileworkingathis landscape
Job, Marc B. Maflei, CSOM
'94,waskilled on Fridayevening
at approximately7:30 pm due to
trig

an auto incident. He was a marketing major from Walpole, Mas-

sachusetts.
Marc is survived by his parents
Kenneth and Anne Maffei of
Walpole. He is also survived by
his brothers Brian, David, Glenn

and Scott all of Walpole.
Funeral servicesfor Marc were
held at theJames H.Delaneyand
Son Funeral Home, 48 Common
Street, Walpoleon Monday at 9
am. A Mass of Christian Burial
was celebrated in the Blessed
SacramentChurch inWalpoleat
10 am.
Donations in Marc's memory
maybe made to the Boston College DevelopmentFund.
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How does sex fit into the lives of BC students?

stated that they do not use any
other form of birth control on a
regular basis, according to the
survey.
"[Students] must realize that
Forty yearsago, sex was taboo.
Twenty years ago, sex was the when you sleep with someone,
subject of revolution. In 1992, you are not only sleeping with
however,sex is more openlydisthat person," Connolly said, "but
cussed and more seriously conall the partners that person has
sidered. Sex is a matter oflife and had also. It's hard to believe that
death.
people are so quick to engage [in
Inthefaceofa life-threatening sexual activity] it's wild."
disease, such as AIDS, "safe sex"
One BC seniorshared his fear
and "abstinence" have become of contracting AIDS when his
buzzwords. Pamphlets, movies, condombroke during sex. "[The
commercials and lectures publigirl and I] met at a party and she
suggested that I go home with
cize thedangersand risks of carelesssexual behavior as a resultof her. We got friendly. The latex
AIDS. Has the message, howcondombroke. It struck me a few
months later that she might be
ever, been heard by Boston Colinfected. I always practice safe
lege students?
"[Theprevalenceof] STDshave sex," he said.
He decided to call the AIDS
reaffirmed my habits," said Raffi
Bandazian, A&S '93. "To me, it's hotline and have an HIV test.
disrespectful to constantly be After two weeks of waiting nerhooking-up with someone new vously for the results, he was
at weekend parties. I'm curious informed that he was not HIV
positive.
to know when people will realize that lust is insatiable.I'drather
"After that, I asked myself if
anything is worth that time of
have one girlfriendand be completely devoted."
pangs and anxiety. The pleasure
It appears, however, that not of sex can never be worth taking
all BC students feel this way. that type of risk and eventually
According to Lieutenant Maggie risking the life of someoneelse,"
Connolly, students still need to he said.
Many students and adminischange their sexual behavior. "I
don't think AIDS has scared trators have agreed that careless
peopleenough," shesaid. "I think sexual behavior often stems from
it's the 'nature of the beast,' as alcohol abuse.
"Alcohol plays a verylarge role
they say
[college students),
because oftheir age group, think in sex at BC," said Karen Scannell,
nothing is going to happen to A&S '94. "The severe consethem because they're young."
quences of sex, both emotional
According to a survey con- and physical, are lessened if you
ducted by The Heights, almost are intoxicated."
60 percent of BC students have
"Alcohol and sexual problems
overlap," said Dr. Theresa A.
had from one to five sexual partPowell, professor of "Human
ners whileattending BC. Six percent stated they have had six to Sexuality" at BC. "But, the abuse
ten partners and three percent of alcohol did not begin freshanswered more than ten.
man year. A lot of students have
Out of the sexually active stubeen drinking since seventh or
dents, how many of them are eighth grade and are two-fisted
using condoms for protection drinkers by the time they enter
againstSTDsandunwanted pregcollege."
"From the stories and anecnancies? Sixty-fivepercent stated
dotes that we hear in our office,"
that they do use condoms regularly, but 37 percent responded said Bob Sherwood, dean of
that they do not, accordingto the ODSD, "it seems thatthereis a lot
ofsexual activity under the influsurvey results.
Ofthe BC studentswho are not ence of alcohol."
It is alsowell documentedthat
using condoms, over 55 percent
By MICHELE LAMURA and TIM
O'DONNELL
Heights Staff Writers

?

alcohol abuse is often connected
to date rape.
"BC is a small city, a microcosm of what goes on around
them,"Connoley said about how
alcohol relates to sexual assault.
"When alcohol is involved, it
decreasesthe ability to handle a
situation. You are not as alert."
But howdostudents feel about
sex?
Both students and administrators admit that the prevalence of
words such as "hooking-up,"
"scamming," beer-goggling" and
"the walk of shame," are representative of the lax attitude BC
students have toward sex, as well
as the lack of dating on campus.
"People are very liberal about
sex," Scannell said. "Students
both men and women arevery
uninhibited about talking about
sex."
With all the talk about sex,
however, students express their
disappointmentwith the dating
scene at BC.
"There is a mild dating scene,
?

?

but the social environment at BC
encourages moreof a non-dating
scene," said Carey McCabe, SOE
'94. "You wouldn't bring a date
to a party. Often, if you have a
boyfriend or girlfriend, you are
not interested in or you are excluded from the party scene.
"The lack of fraternities and
sororities at BC reduces events
for which studentsrequiredates,"
Scannell said. "There is hardly
any dating scene at BC in comparison to other universities."
"Thereis moreofa datingscene
at other colleges," McCabe said.
"Colleges like Notre Dame and
Providence College, havesinglesexdormsandlimitationsonhow
late you can have a member of
the opposite sex in your room.
You can't just bring someone
back to your room to sleep over,
like at BC."
BC, however,is a Catholic institution whichdoes notcondone
premarital sex or the use of birth
control.
But does this curb the sexual

behavior of students?
"The religious influence exists
at BC, but it is not pressed upon
you, which I think is a good thing
since not every student at BC is
Catholic," McCabe said. "Students act on the basis of their
own values, not on the ones according to theCatholic Church."
According to The Heights survey, however, 32 percent stated
thatthey have had no sexual partners at BC. "I think thereare more
virgins than people think,"
Scannell said.
"I think today peopleare much
more educated and responsible
than they were 20 years ago,"
McCabe said. "There is a scare,
and peoplerealizethat they must
be more cautious."
It is evident, however, that the
remnants of the sexual revolution have not diminished. Perhaps when students start talking
about"safe sex" and "abstinence,"
instead of "hooking-up" and"the
walk of shame," the revolution
will have disappeared.

?

Voices from the Dustbowl

By Geoff Meek, Emily Hancock, and Fran
Auricchio of the Wisconsin Auricchios

What is the scariest thing that you could
ever find your parents doing?

Neil Giugno,
SOM "96

Jackie Gecan,
A&S '96
"Putting condoms on
their heads and
blowing them up with

"Each other."

their noses while
smoking marijuana
and standing on hot
coals."

Beth Cotter,
SOE '95

Gevonne Anatol,
A&S '95

Carrie Wisowaty,
SOM '94

AntoineteLefebvre,
A&S '95
"Bouncing at

M.A.'s."

"Working in
"Being in the same
room with one McElroy to pay my

another."

tuition."
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Eating disorders group offers students support
or bulimia (compulsive bingeeating and purging).
Although University Counseling already offers support groups
The Women's Resource Center recently began a new Eating and individual therapy for stuDisorders Support Network this dents with eating disorders, acSeptember which meets every cording to LeCaultthe networkis
Tuesday, from 7:30 pm to 8:30 differentbecause thesessions are
more casual since appointments
pm in McElroy 21 3.
The network is an open supand regular attendance are not
port group that helps students necessary.
take steps toward recovery by
"It's a place where people can
sharing their self-destructive come whenever they want,"
struggles with food and weight. LeCault said. A person who has
The group helps students realize not been diagnosed and is not
that they do not suffer alone.
sure if they have an eating disorMichelle LeCault, a graduate der is also welcome to attend a
student in higher education, session to see whetheror not they
started the group because she have a problem.
Jen*, a senior at BC, feels the
wanted a less formal self-help
program to be availablefor stugroup alleviates the loneliness
dents who suffer from anorexia she feels from having an eating
(obsession with food, starvation disorder. "You're just so isolated
dieting, severe weight loss) and/ from everybody else," she said.
By DIANE VANKOSKI
Heights Copy Editor

"You're supposed to be able to
eat normally. This [support group]
is a place where you can be vali-

that a student suffering from an

group and make some steps toward getting better."
Sharlene Hesse-Biber, chairperson of the BC Sociology Dedated as a person becausr there
partment, conducted a study
are people here who are just like
yourself."
published in 1987 thatrevealed
LeCault and Amy*, another LeGault said, who was trained as that "an overwhelmingly large
grad student at BC, feel that shar- an undergraduate to facilitate proportion of women and some
ing experienceswith others who psyche-education programs for of the men [at BC] are engaging
in at least some of the behavioral
have the same problems helps eating disorders. "I strongly receliminate the feeling of shame ommend that people use our symptoms associated with
that accompanies an eating disgroup in conjunction with other anorexia and bulimia."
order. "There's a lot of shame methodsof individual therapy."
The study, entitled Eating PatApproximatelysix orseven stuinvolved [with having an eating
terns & Disorders Among Bosdisorder] and some sense that dents attend the group regularly. ton College students, was based
you're alone in many ways," Some members of the network on theresponses of 395 students
LeCault said.
feel that there are many more [282 females and 113 males]
"In coming to the group,"Amy students at BC whosuffer from an from theClass of 1986.
said, "you find that other people eating disorder.
Of thestudents surveyed, 58.8
are struggling as you are. There's
"I feel that the small number in percentfell into the three "probthe group doesn't come close to lematic categories" of eating
nothing to be ashamed of."
Although sharing experiences representing the number of stuwhich involveany of thefollowwith others is a major step toward dents at BC who need help," ing symptoms: obsession with
recovery, LeCault emphasized LeCault said. "There are a lot of weight issues, binge eating, exwomen who haven't addressed treme fasting and dieting, and
their issues surrounding food."
severeweight-loss methods such
"I definitely feel the cases are as vomiting and the use of laxahigher," said Brenda*, a grad stutives and diuretics.
dent at BC. "I think it's very hard
The study shows how women
to recognize they need help, and
Students, page 24.
to have the courage to come to a

eating disorder should not depend solely on the network for
help.
"Our group is not a substitution for counseling or therapy,"
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BC considers cable TV for dormitories
By BRIAN J. DiMATTIA
For The Heights

them return to campus and can't
get it in their senior year," he

Dr. Robert Capalbo, director
of University Housing, responded
to rumors that Boston College
dorm rooms may soon have access to cabletelevision and said,
"at this point we are looking into
it."
Capalbo said, "One question
is 'Will we determinewhat stations will be available to students, and will this be viewed as
censorship?'Mechanically, it can
be done. At this point I just don't
know."
He cited a survey completed
last year which stated that students want the option of having
cable in their dorm rooms. "Students can get it off campus in
their junior year, but many of

said.
Capalbo also responded to a
recent trendofother universities,
which are struggling for student
applications, making cable services available in dorms.
He said, "Cable is becoming a
marketingtoolfor institutionsthat
are trying to keep students.I think
this is a pathetic wayto market an
institution."
Capalbo addressed other concerns the University has with
bringing cable into dorms.
"If we have cable, some students will be watching TV all
day. For instance, college basketball is a very popular thing to
watch here. But in the height of
the basketball season, so much
of it is on television that you

.

With Transportation You Can Trust
\u25a0
\u25a0
\u25a0

AV&sCOO

NEWTON
527-0300

TBANSPORTATION

BROOKLINE WELLESLEY
235-1600
527-0300

mise whereby we would run
cable to the TV lounges of those

dorms that have more than one
lounge, as long as there would
still be a place for students to
study. After all, TV is a great
educational tool, when used
properly."

Is there anyone out there who can write WELL?
If you are one of the precious few,
join The Heights News Staff ?we need all the
help we can get.
Meetings on Monday at 5 pm in McElroy 113.
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Personal irresponsibility
should hope you can alsohandle

To the Editor:

Well, I'll tell you, some of the
people of this campus have
reached a new low in the area of
personal responsibility. Never
have I hearda morepreposterous
notion than when I read in The
Heights that people actually believed thatBostonCol legeshouId
provide and distributecondoms
on campus to students.
Now, before some of you go
running off to get a pen andpaper
to write a doctoral dissertation
on tolerationof differinglifestyles
and beliefs, this is not an attack
on AIDS awareness programs or
safer-sexeducation. I believethat
theseare both importantand necessary, but seriously
Who are you people kidding?
If you want condoms so bad, go
out and buy a box. We are all
adults(I assume), soassumesome
personalresponsibility. If you are
mature enough to handle sex, I

..

going into a drug store to pur-

chase your own condoms.
This issue has absolutely nothing to do with liberal or conservative, Catholic or otherwise. It
does, however, have to do with
this pervasive notion that the
major institutions in our country
i.e. the State and Federal Government, colleges,corporations,
etc., should provide its people
with every "necessity" and creature comfortfree of charge.
Give it up. If you need
condoms, take a walk over to
Maddie's, they have quite a selection.Ifyou can'tdothatmuch,
you are not only lazy, but you are
also irresponsible and neither
represent the majority of the students on this campus, nor the
people of this country.
Michael Ricciardi
A&S '94

Papa Gino's service is inefficient
with
Outrage
laundry
write
service
Papa
whether
or
an
editorial
on
Gino's
debating
While
not to

for BC students, several editors at The Heights decided to test out service for
themselves. After taking ten minutes on the phone to place a simple order of two
large cheese pizzas (apparently Papa Gino's did not understand the order and was
unsure of McElroy's location,) we received a slightly warm pizza 57 minutes
later. Needless to say, Papa Gino's did not pass this little "test," and its service is
indicative of what other students have experienced over the past few weeks.
Boston College originally had a great idea by allowing students to use
their meal plan at Papa Gino's. This would enable the often poorly-fed and
strapped for cash students to finally have a break from BC Dining Services, while
not having to shell out extra money. However, several problems have overshadowed the benefits of a pizza delivery service that can be charged to a student's
meal plan.
Papa Gino's food is too expensive. Why would students want to spend
$9.39 for a large cheese pizza, when they could purchase one for a much cheaper
price from other places. For instance, Pizzaman delivers for only $6 a pizza, and
with a'coupon, a student could buy a pizza for only $4.
To place a spending limit of $30 on students who are on the mandatory
meal plan translates into about two pizzas with toppings and maybe a few salads
or orders of breadsticks. It isridiculous that such a service really only can be used
once or twice by students, because Papa Gino's high prices quickly propel them
over their limit.
In addition, Papa Gino's takes too long to deliver their food. Some students have had to wait for up to one and a half hours to receive their orders.
Others have waited 45 minutes, only to have half of their order forgotten or left in
the delivery truck. While everyone is entitled to a mistake, Papa Gino's has
committed too many blunders in the past few weeks to be completely ignored.
Questions also have been raised as to whom exactly gets charged for their
meals. Often students will place an order and give their BC identification number,
and later realize that they have been charged for someone else's order. Also, Papa
Gino's has charged students for food that it does not always deliver.
If such a service is to be offered to students, it must become more efficient
so that everyone can benefit. Papa Gino's should:
?Reduce their prices, specifically on pizzas, for BC students who use the
service. Papa Gino's will certainly continue to make money from the deal, since
many students are currently using the service, despite its difficulties. Thus, with
reduced prices, more students will order from Papa Gino's more often.
?Employ more drivers or cooks, especially at night. The fact that students
have to wait more than one hour is outrageous. Other pizza places guarantee
delivery within 30 minutes. Although they do have a separate phone number for
BC students to use, if Papa Gino's is to seriously take part in this service, they
should better equip themselves for the large demand of a possible clientele of
8,500 BC students.
?Remain open later, solely for BC deliveries. Papa Gino's closes at midnight during the week and at lam on Friday and Saturday nights. Obviously, this
time is far too early to adequately serve the needs of BC students, who are often
awake until two and three in the morning. If Papa Gino's remains open until two,
for example, they would generate much more business and would satisfy the
student want as well.
Finally, perhaps BC should offer the same contract that it now holds with
Papa Gino's to an additional pizza company. This would allow for competition,
and would also keep food prices down.
The idea to allow students to use their meal card at an outside vendor is a
good one. However, the current service agreement with Papa Gino's is inefficient.
Many of the aforementioned problems need to be worked out before Papa Gino's
can adequately serve the needs of the students. If they are not solved, Papa Gino's
may soon lose business instead.

line for the dryers, which don't

To the Editor:

even dry your clothesall theway.
I'm writing in regard to the I guess I should consider myself
washingmachines in O'Connell lucky though that my clotheswere
House on Upper Campus. Let not colored red from the rust in
me tell you about the horrenthe water, as I have heard has
dous experience I had washing happened.
my clothes last Sunday. After
My experiencesare not unique,
arriving at O'Connell House many BC students I know have
basement 1 first had to waitthirty had similar experiences and are
minutes just to use a washing veryangry! What makes me even
machine, because of the inadmore outraged is that I am a
equate numberofwashersforall sophomoreliving on Upper and
thestudents. Therefore, you can I haveto trekoutsideto pay money
imagine my excitement when I in an attempt to wash clothes in
could actually put my clothes in machines that don't even funca washer.
tion properly. At least as a freshAfter putting my quarters in man on Newton last year I could
the washer and waiting over 45 wash my clothes without being
minutes, I was disturbed to noripped off and wasting an entire
tice that my clothes were stuck day.
in the rinse cycle. After many
BC already gets enough of my
attempts to restart the machine, money, do they really need to
had to wait again for a free take an extra $1.50 of my quarIwasherand
transfer my dripping ters every time I want to wash a
clothes to anothermachine, and load of clothes? I feel the very
least BC could do is to make sure
pay 75 <t for anotherwash. Thinking my ordeal was over was a the few washings machines that
mistake, for the next machine are there arejunctioning propwouldn't even start when I put erly. I will give BC creditthough,
my money in! Lucky for me there for thinking upsuch a conniving
scheme of using big, bad washwas a nice boy who had a special gift for fixing washing maing machines to eat our money
chines and he managed to turn and destroy our clothes!
some knobs and get it going for
Tanya Oldenhoff
me.
Then of course there was the
CSOM '95

Total

support

To the Editor:

O.K. Notre Dame hurt. Maybe
we are not ready to step into the
top ten. After all, we haven't had
this successful a season since the
infamous Flutie years. Is Notre
Dame really that far out of our

league?
No way! BostonCol lege isone
of the most successful teams in
the country. Until last weekend
(November 7-8), we were one of
the twoteams in the country that
werestillundefeated. Mostof the
team playing now is returning

from last year, and Coach
Coughlin has beenableto put the
game of football into a winning
perspective for everyone. However, the big difference between
Notre Dame and Boston College
is that NotreDame has a sense of
inflated pride in their tradition.
We have yet to gain this pride.
Yeah, when game day comes
everyone breaks out their maroon and gold best, but what
does clothing say about our real
tradition? It seems like most students are more interested in tailgating thanfootball. The stadium
does not fill up until the second
quarter. After the Notre Dame
game, the feeling I received was
oneof shame,even disgrace.Hey
BC, that is no wayto support your

team.

needed

Notre Dame's greatest asset is
their mystique. Let's face it, everyone knows Notre Dame.
When their fight song plays,
Alumnus and students get tears
intheireyes. How manystudents
here evenknow the words to our
song? We need to get more excited as a university, and as a
body. We need large-scale pep
rallies. We need spirit days. We
need to create the kind of hype
our South Bend counterpart already possesses.We are theother
Roman Catholic Division 1 football school on the block. Should
Notre Dame really beallowed to
have a monopoly as "America's
Team?"Let's give them a run for
their money and give the east
coast afootbal I Jerusalem to worship!

Our bowl hopesare not up yet.
return home proud, and
I want tomy

BC memorabilia at a
buy all
place otherthan the bookstore. It
is all up to us. This is our school
and it is what we make it. We
need total support and enthusiasm for our school and team.
Let's finish out this season strong
and proud. Go BC!
Bryan McLaughlin

A&S '95

Letters to the Editor Policy
Letters must be typed or submitted on disk by Thursdays at 5 pm.
To be considered for publication, letters must be 300 words or less,
and include the author's name, school, yearof graduation, and
phone number (for verification purposes only.)
The editorreserves the right to reject, edit and condense all letters.
The letter's author, not The Heights, is responsible for all statements.
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Embarassment over Eagle fans enthusiasm
at Notre Dame should never happen again

Irish and their fans. I personally back, mentioned it and further
felt humiliation for our Boston said he had neverseen that sort of
College family. I know that this thing happen before at a Notre
As a Boston College alumnus
group did not, by any stretch of Dame rally.
and seventeen yearfootball seaThepurpose ofthis letter is not
son ticket holder, I am always student body that together had the imagination, represent the
theresultofa Notre Damecomemajority of the Boston College to point fingers or lay the blame
pleased and proud whenthefootball team does well. Although back and subsequentvictory. The community. However, I would on any one individual,or group,
always loyal and supportive, it is moral ofthe story is never wakea be remiss if I did nothing about fortheunfortunate happenings at
this unfortunate situationfor the South Bend, butto protect against
admittedly easier when the team sleeping giant.
is winning. The highlight of any
This past weekend the two fear that this ugly occurrence this type of situation becoming a
staple of Boston College's future
season is to havethe opportunity teams met at South Bend, and could happen again.
to travel with the team to away
again I had the opportunity to
I believe the mascot Lepre- endeavors.
Coach Tom Coughlin, hisstaff,
games, to observehowother colattend thegame and the accomchaun expressed it fully when he
reminded theaudienceaboutthe andthe players haveworked very
leges and universities support panying festivities. This visit ingame at South Bend a few years hard and conducted themselves
their teams, and the exciting tra- cluded, among our group, Bosditions that go along with the ton College fans who had never earlier that was labeled "The with appropriate demeanor, on
been to Notre Dame before; acCatholics vs. The Convicts." He and off the field, to deserve this
greatest sport in America, colcordingly I suggested that we at- further stated that the game the kind ofblemish. Coach Coughlin
lege football.
In 1987 I had theoccasion to tend the pep rally on Friday next day might be appropriately and the football program have
visit South Bend, Indianafor the evening so that they could obdescribed as "The Catholics vs. demonstrated a high degree of
class and I believe they should
first on-campus meeting between serve the fine tradition of Notre The Catholics." But, he continNotre Dame and Boston ColDame football. We did in fact ued, the difference will be that receive nothing less in return from
us, their fans.
attend the rally and, in all canNotre Dame will be the Catholege. It was a tremendous expeThere is nothing wrong with
rience to see probablyone ofthe dor, the experience was disas- lics with class, at which point the
trous.
entire Notre Dame team stood loyal and total support of one's
most exciting traditions in college footballhistory. Anyone who
The Notre Dame officials at and directed their displeasure at schooland team, However,there
is a time and a place for everyhad been to a Notre Dame foot- the rally estimated the crowd at the rowdy Boston College stuball weekend prior to my initial approximately 7500 people in dents. As I have stated above,the thing. I hope and pray that the
visit advised me to go to Notre attendance.Among thoseattend- cardinal rule is , you neverwake Boston College family is never
again subjected to this type of
ing I would estimate that several a sleeping giant.
Dame pep rally on Friday night,
that it was something to see. hundred were Boston College
We all know the results of the embarrassment. Especially for
Heeding their advice,I did go to fans. A group of roughly 150 BC game and the humiliating defeat Coach Coughlin and the team,
handed our team by the Fighting for they are the ones that must
the Notre Dame pep rally and students congregated in one sectheirpredictionswere true. What tion of the hall and began chantIrish. I don't know whether the pay the price for someone else's
I observed was a collegefootball ing familiarBC cheers before the Friday night incident played a indiscretion; I urge you to advocate that, in the future, Eagle entradition at its best; the support, rally even began. They were impart in the outcome of the game,
loyalty and spirit exhibited by mediately confronted with jeers but I suspect that it did. In post thusiasm be tempered with digthe Notre Dame community for from the enormous Notre Dame game interviews,the Notre Dame nity.
their team was, and is to this day, contingent. At the time I remarked players all referred to the disrupVery truly yours,
one of the most enjoyable and to our group that I hoped the BC tions at the pep rally. Jerome
Philip B. O'Toole
unique experiences I have ever studentswouldn't press the issue Bettis, the talented Irish running
had. The hundreds of Boston and that they would quietly obCollege fans who were at the serve theprogram at hand. Much
rally, among the thousands of to my chagrin, and that of the
Notre Dame fans, were quiet, other Boston College alumni in
respectful, and above all knew attendance, this was not to be.
that it was an Irish rally, and not
As the rally began,andthroughours. We were treated with reout the proceedings, the Boston
spect and hospitalityby the Notre College students repeatedly and
Dame people,and weresponded obnoxiously disrupted the rally
in kind.
and the individual Notre Dame
Thefollowingday, at thegame speakers. They drew the attenitself, BostonCollege was enjoytion of the fans, players, band,
ing a half-time lead, and by all Notre Dame officials and even
accounts Notre Dame was perthe Notre Dame Leprechaun,
forming somewhat below par. who was serving as the master of
The individual that announced ceremonies. At various times
the Boston College band at halfthroughout the rally they were
time on the P.A. system reminded directly referred to by the speakLetters are due by Thursdays at
and
thepartisan Notre Dame crowd, ers, but yet they became more
and in particular the student belligerent in their obvious mismust include name and phone number.
body, that what they were witsion to raise the ireof theFighting
To the Editor:

nessing was an upset of major
proportions. Needless to say, the
second half produced a greatly
revived Fighting Irish team and

You only have
two weeks left in
this semester to
express your opinion
in a letter to the editor!
spm,

Printer

backed
up

9

hours

It's

six o'clock on Sunday night,
and I'm writing this from com
puter number39 in theO'Neill
Computing Facility. My deadline
is Friday afternoon, but I've always been a pretty bad procrastinator. When I'm finished, I could
print it out if I wanted, butchances
are by the time it was done, The
Heights will already have been
shipped to ourprinter in western
Mass, 10,000 copies printed, and
shipped back and stacked in
McElroy, waiting to be read. I'd
still be sitting on the floor of the
printout room waiting for some
guy to come through the large
grey steel doors with this article
in his hand.
SometimesI wonderwhat goes
on behind those doors. Perhaps
there are governmentagents back
therewhoread everysi ngle sheet
of paper printed at the facility.
They're looking for Communist
conspiratorsplotting to overthrow
the government.
I have another theory. Maybe
BC thought the Macintosh laser
printers weretoo expensive.They
got a good deal on a handful of
high-qualitytypewriters, and they
have work-study students who
retype all the papers and have
them ready in a matter of hours.
No matter whatthe hold up is, it's
bad, and as the semester goes on,
it only gets worse.
Thanksgiving is quickly approaching, and beflbre we go
hometo stuff ourselves with turkey, professors like to pile on the
work. The center will be packed
with people from now until finals, and lines will be out the
door. Less than 120 Macintosh
computers are not enough for all
B,ooo+ students.
Recently, the OCF has addeda
great deal of new services. You
can register for classes, send mail
to friends and professors, you
couldprobablyevenchangeyour
grades with a little computer
skills. One thing you can't do is
print a paper quickly, which is
what most students use the center for.
Another problemwith the printing room is that on weekends
they only put the printed papers
out every halfhour.You cou Id be
the only one in the center, and
still have to wait a half an hour if
you miss the cutoff.
In the three and a half years I
have been here, the OCF has
neverbeen adequate. At the end
ofevery semester ittakeshours to
get a computer and forever to
print something out. However,
the center always seemed to be
moving in the right direction.
They haveadded computers and
printers. This semester, though,
they cut the hours back and are
usuallyonly open until midnight.
Most procrastinators like myself
don't even start papers until 12
am.
OCF is the most inadequate
facility on campus. Don't get me
wrong, the people who work
there do a great job. They're always willing to help someone
with a computer problem, but
the center itselfdoes not have the
resources to serve the student
body.
Maybe that's theway BC wa nts
it. Maybe they have some kind of
agreement with Macintosh to
keep the center inadequate so
students will buy more PCs. I
know if I had the money, I certainly would.
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Briefs
BC

Volunteer Opportunities
Workfor women's rights by helping the Boston Chapter of the
National Organization for
Women with phoning, mailing,
data entry and crafting campaigns
for women's rights. Flexible day
and evening hours. To get involved,call Boston NOWat6l 7-782-1056,or stop by theoffice at
971 Commonwealth Aye.
Poetry Reading by Carolyn

Forche

Poet Carolyn Forche will give a
reading of her poems on Thursday, November 19 at 8 pm, as
part of the fall 1992 line-up of
Boston College's "Country Between Us" and "Gathering the

Tribes" which detail the dayto-day violence of life in Central
America. Her poetry describes
the plight of womenas victims of
terrorism.The poetry readingwill
take place in Gasson 100. The
reading, funded by a grant from
the Lowell Institute of Boston, is
free and open to the public. Call
Father Sweeney, director of the
Humanities Series, at 552-3739
or 552-8200 for further information.
?

Environmental Law Course
A comprehensive introductory
course, "Environmental Law,"
covers several aspects of the legal system, such ascommon law,
litigation, constitutional claims,
complex government agency
regulation and the creation and
enforcementof international legal norms. It is an excellent \2hicle for a course analyzing the
structure and function of the legal system. It is taught as a stepby step exploration of the entire
legal process from common law
to constitutional, statutory, and
administrative law, and over a
widerange ofenvironmentalsubject areas. The course is offered
under Professor Zygmunt Plater,
senior author of an environmental law casebook, for BC undergraduate and graduate students.
Register for the course: PS3O7.
Contact Sandee MacDonald in
the Dept. of Political Science at
552-4144.

Students Wanted for Belizean
Summer Camp
Interested in helping teach and
coach elementary students in a
developingCaribbean nationfor
the month of August? Then find
out what the Ignacio Volunteers
is all about and come to an information meeting, to be held on
Wednesday, Nov. 18 at 8 pm in
the Edmonds first floor lounge.
Twelve BC undergraduate students will be chosen to participate in the Ignacio Volunteer summer camp program, which will
be held in the town of Dangriga,
Belize, a small town of about
7,000 on theCaribbean Sea. The
volunteerswill teachclasseseach
morning and coach sports each
afternoon. No experience in
teaching or coaching is riecessary. The Ignacio Volunteer program is sponsored by the
Chaplain'sOffice of Boston College, and Father Ted Dziak, SJ.
For more information, contact
Father Ted in McElroy 215 at
552-3475.
Peace Corps Activities at BC
Peace Corps offers what today's
graduatesseek ?an opportunity
to be socially active, gain experience and develop skills. Peace
Corps recruiters will be on campus to talk about positions availableto students majoring in math,
science, engineering, health and
education as well as other areas.
For more information, stop by
the information table in McElroy
loungeon Monday Nov. 16from
9 am to 4 pm or call 1 -800-648-8052.

Students struggle to adjust to BC
Continued from page 1.
most about home is thelove that
everyonehas for each other.Even
those of different races were "together." In the United States, "You
have to be careful when you approach someone. Because you
know that they have already stereotyped you. It is so different
between here and home."
"Every day and every night,
Kurt tells me how he misses his
home and his family. He isn't
used to American culture yet,
and I think it will be a while
before he gets acclimated," said
Joe Lee, A&S '96, Waldron's
roommate.
Joining the BC family andmaking it the student's "home," assists in the transition, according
to McGuinness. While letting go
of roots at home, they must grasp

the new concepts and ideas of
the University.
"Someone who is 'homesick'
is just having trouble separating

*3wi

the two,"McGuinness said. "You
could have one student saying
they think BC stinks and *he
people are too superficial, and
everybody likes to party' so the
focus would be on what is here
for them.
"Another student might genuinelymiss theirfamilyand home.
They see how differentthings are
here and tend to miss home
more," McGuinness said.
"Now I have my independence, but that is a double edged
sword," said Angela Esmi lla, A&S
'96. "About a month before I left,
my parents put a curfew on me
and got overbearinglystrict. I told
them that they couldn'tdothis to
me in a month. Now I wish they
could."
She admittedthat she now realizes the reasons why her parents scolded her for doingthings
of which they did not approve.
"Now I havetotal responsibility for my own actions. Money

when andwhere I do work, basically everything I do I am accountablefor now," Esmi I la said.
"I miss the security of my
house, having a problem and
letting my parents fix it, homecooked food, and weekend
money I used to get. You really
have to save here," said Cristina
Domingues, A&S '96, who is
originallyfromtheUnited States,
but for the past three years, has
lived in Sao Paulo, Brazil.
She stated that it is difficult to
acclimate to the American life-

WIS

*

Wm**Ji

she arrived at BC.
"It's hard to find someone who
will listen to you and give you
adviceyou can trust," Domingues
said. "Since myparents know me
the best, they are the ones who
were always there."
Like Esmilla, Domingues misses
her parents tellingher,'"Youcan't
do this, and you can't do that.'
Now, every action I do or don't
do, I have to live with the consequences, and the blame is all
mine. If they had said OK to do
something, and I messed up, it
would almost be theirfault since
style.
they let me go," Domingues said.
"I got smacked inthefacewith
"One of thehardestthings about
how cold people are. In Brazil, being homesick is having your
the only good thing right now is parents send you a care package.
the friendliness of the people. When you call them, on the interHere, people on the street won't national phone lines, there is a
evenglance at you," Domingues time lapse between when you
speak and when they hear you.
said.
Shesaid that it was hard to fi nd You hear your echo, and you
someone totrust. As a freshman, realize how far awayyou really
she said that she felt "lost" when are," Domingues said.
management, time management,
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TEACH FOR AMERICA

urban or rural public school without
being
y an education major!
Teach For America is a national
teacher corps of talented,
dedicated individuals from all
academic majors and ethnic
backgrounds who commit two
years to teach in under-resourced
urban and rural public schools.
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Abortion debate inspired in lecture at BC

By CHUCK ABDELLA
Heights Staff Writer

Father Ronald K. Tacelli, SJ
delivered a lecture entitled "Is
A
Abortion
Murder?
Philosopher's Plea," on Thursday
night which caused controversy
among some members of the
audience in Higgins 304.
Bill Olevitz, A&S '93, president of the St. Thomas More Society, invitedTacellito speak in a
discussion format sponsored by
the society. Tacelli, an author of
various workson abortion, chose
the subject and commented that
he knew he "could get a talk up
on it quickly." Olevitz supported
the topic because it was timely,
considering the recent election
of Bill Clinton who supports the
Pro-Choice movement.
Tacellibilled hisdiscussionas,
"A philosopher'splea, designed
for the uncertain or uncommitted."
He began by refuting the language used in the Pro-Choice
debatesuch as "right to choose"
or "personal, private decision."
He stated that the question was
not "Who decides?" but rather
"What are we deciding?" and

that the child's dependency
means the woman is not respon-

is false, Tacelli said, because the
fetus looks perfectly normalfor a

that all humans were alikeat that
particular, "normal" stage of development. In addition, Tacelli
found it "ridiculous" to justify
abortionof a child until full brain
development.
Several members of the BC
Theology and Faith, Peace, and
Justice departments challenged
Tacelli's position during the following period of discussion.
Tacelli concluded the lecture
with a plea not to confuse "being
a human" with "functioning as a
human." All beings, from conception, are guaranteed the right
to life, according to Tacelli.
He dismissed the idea, instigated by the audience, that a
being must reach a certain level
before it deservesto be part of the
Father Ronald K. Tacelli, SJ delivered a controversiallecture entitled "Is Abortion Murder?" on
community. "This reasoning,"
h£/chts assistantphotoeditor/colin mccarthy
Thursday evening.
according to Tacelli, "has been
murder others for personal ben- sible.
human beingatthatearly stageof responsiblefor discriminatingon
efit. Tacelli said, "Because murTacelli stated that the more development.
the basis of intellect and race,
der is the deliberatekilling of an dependentsomeone is, the more
Tacelliremindedtheaudience and it is wrong."
innocent human being, we responsibility humans have for
shouldn't support abortion."
that person.
Tacelli argued that human obHe also supported his position
ligation is vital in the abortion by refuting arguments from the
issue. He said that parents are opposition. Tacelli found it
expected to feed and raise their "amazing" that people would
children, due to a biologicalbond justify abortionbecause "the unand Pro-Choice supporters argue born doesn't look human." This

"Who has that right?"
He felt that humans cannot

WHY OUR STUDENTS SCORE MORE

If

they accept the charges, you can tell

them about ChasePhoneSM It lets you
use your Chase card to make long distance calls at MCl*"s low rates. And that's
just one of the unique ways we'll help
make your life a litde easier at school.
That's because
we've created Chase
StudentServicess"*5"*
an entire group
ofspecial benefits
justfor students.
For example,
when you take off
during Winter and
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not a
chance

Kaplan
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strengths andweaknesses

Class size
Extra help sessions always
with a teacher not a tape
Teachers expertly trained by
people- not a tape
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Spring Break,
Chase Student
Travel will take off
with you. In fact,

you'll get 5% off

the lowest prices
you find on airfares, train rickets, car rentals and even
hotels.
Or, if you're moving off campus, we'll
even write acredit reference letter to help
you get an apartment.
Bestof all, we won't ask you to fork
overan annual fee for thefirst year. . \u25a0?
So look in your mailbox around
Thanksgiving for an application. Or,
pick one up on campus and apply for
your Chase card today.
ak
And the next rime
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you call mom
mTJk
dad,
and
they 111
may actually be 1M
m
happy to hear \u25a0
Ml
from you.
lH|
3f i
?\u25a0
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; At
least 3 computer-analyzed
diagnostic tests, pinpointing

The Princeton
Review
yes
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hutter than ever
Join the growing number
of students who make their
summers count for credit.
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Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad
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Syracuse, NY 1324+4170
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Building a business wardrobe
For her

For him

By THOMAS DAMBRA and

By KAREN CRINCOLI
Heights Staff Writer

JOHN SANTO DOMINGO
For The Heights

Interviewseason isquickly approaching, and with it comes the
nervousness that students feel
about making a good impression
on a potential employer. Obviously one's resume is most important, but a good appearance
is vital as well.
So how should a female college student look at a job inter-

Shopping for man's businesswearcan be frustrating, and can
consume lots of time and money.
There are an endless number of
brands ofmen's suits on the market today, and suits areone of the
most difficult things to purchase.
Even if you can find the perfect
suit, finding enough cash to own
it can be an obstacle. College
students shopping for their first
outfit to impress their corporate
interviewers had better remember their Cold Card. A quality
outfit consisting of shoes, suit,
shirt and tic, averages around

view?

"Very conservative and professional," says Melissa Madden,
the Campus Recruiting Administrator at the Career Center.
"I would suggest a well-tailored suit, but I would not advise
flashy colors and styles. What
you want is something which
presents a good appearance and
at the same time does not set you
too far apart from the crowd," she
said.
Madden also noted thatdifferent industries follow different
dresscodes. While it is necessary
for a student to wear a suit to all
interviews* a less conservative
firm, such as an advertising
agency, might be more lenient
as far as what is acceptable clothing and what is not.
She did not recommend pant
suits, noting that "they have a
more casual look about them."
However, she saidthatshortskirts
can be equally inappropriate.
A female student's wardrobe
should consist of about two
suits?either complete suits or
jacket and skirt separates which
can be matched togetherto form
at least two outfits?with theskirts
being about knee length.
Shopping for these two suits
can be a challenge with price,
style and a place to find the suits
being the major obstacles.
Large department stores such as
Jordan Marsh offer a wide selection of colors, styles, and sizes
with a wide range of prices. Another advantage to a large store is
that often a whole outfit including suit, coat, shoes, handbag,
and other accessories, can be
found all in one store.
Unfortunately, not all department stores offer personal service, so it may be hard to find
someone knowledgeable to help
in the suitselectionprocess. Salespeople, although friendly and

knowledgeable in
their department, could have
worked in the hardware section
the previous week.
"Crepe is verypopularthis season with navy blue being one of
the most popular colors," said a
salesperson at Jordan Marsh. "Our
suits range in size from about
four to eighteen. We also have
many different styles."
Smaller specialty stores, such
as Ann Taylor, offer more personalized service with salespeople often having a wealthof
informationabouttheclothesand
see Her, column 2
sometimes

$550, according to salespeople
in the Chestnut Hill Mall, but can
vary enormously.

Heights StaffPhoto/Dan Levasseur

Students face many options when shopping for business wear.

For Him

For Her

(continued)

(continued)

the store. Suits are sometimes
more expensive in these stores,
but this is not always the case.
A smaller store tends to hinder
one'schoice of colors, styles and
sizes. Also, it may be difficult to
purchase all theparts of an outfit,
includingshoesand accessories,
at one store.
"Ann Taylor stores sell mostly
separates," said jeri Savidge, Director of Press Information at Ann
Taylor. "This enables women to
matchdifferent parts of theiroutfit together to suit their tastes and
needs."
"Our sizes range from two to
twelveor fourteen and we have
a widerange of prices. Handbags
and hosiery can be purchased at
all Ann Taylor stores. Most Ann
Taylorstores selI shoes;however,
there are a few which do not,"
she said.
The last step to havingan interview wardrobe is maintenance
and upkeep. While dry cleaning
is not always necessary?for specific garments read the label?it
can be done for about eight to
ten dollarsdependingon the suit.

You will find that almost all
suits are made ofwool.The worsted wool suits are of the best
weave because they wear well
and are ideal in any season.
?Be aware of you knowledge
as a consumer. If you've never
bought a suit before, you' 11 probably want to stick to a standard
retailer, like the mall stores or
Milton's, a discounter across
Route 9. These stores feature
trained salespeoplewhocanhelp
you find the right fit, and can
takecare of a Iterationsfor you. If
you feel confident enough to go
it alone, you might venture into
Filene's Basement, Simms, or
other "outlet" type stores, where
prices are low but helpful service is not prevalent.Butif you're
knowledgeable, take a look.
? Black shoeshavebeen found
to be most appropriatefor interviews. If you take care of them,
shoes can last for years, so good
shoes are worth the investment.
Top quality brandsrange in price
from around $75 to the topofthe
line, which can cost up to $400.
?

THE HEIGHTS

Remember, price and brand
name are not always good indicatorsof qualityapparel.For some
primers on buying men's suits,
check the September issue of
Consumer Reports, which offfers
hintsandrates the nationalbrands.
Sbffie stores in the area that the
prospective buyer should look at
are Filene's, whose price range is
broad, Brooks Brothers, where the
price of an "entry level" suit is a
little more expensive, and possibly Polo Ralph Lauren, whose
prices are considerably higher.
All three stores are in the Chestnut Hill Mall.
The salespeople we interviewedtold us what to look for in
a conservative suit.
? The first decision is single or
double-breasted.Although singlebreasted may be the more traditional choice, double-breasted
suits have been in stylefor several
years now, so that the choice is
largely a matter of personal preference.
?Check the proportion of the
suit. The measurement from the
top of thecollar to the hem of the
jacket should be half thedistance
from the top of the collar to the
bottom of the trousers. Remember that sizes can vary greatly
between manufacturers.Concentrate on howthe suits fits you, not
what size the label says it is.
? Double stitched edges and
tightly woven fabric add to the
life ofthe suit. Look closely at the
stitching?the more stitches per
inch, the better. Most stitching
ranges from eight to fourteen per
inch.
? Pleated pants are the most
popular for college students.
Don't worry if the trousers are not
a perfect fit ?alterations are free
in most good stores. Concentrate
on getting a good fitting jacket,
since jackets are more difficult to
have altered correctly.
? Stick with the conservative
colors of dark gray or navy blue.
A white oxford shirt and a red or
burgundy tic are recommended.
see Him, column 3

Business
Briefs
Economists and business
leaders are closely watching
President-elect Clinton
amidst speculation over the
steps he will take to try to
speed economic growth following the inauguration in
January. He plans to create
an Economic Security Council to advise him oneconomic
matters, andaides say thathe
will announce his economic
appointments before other
cabinetpositions. Expertspredict his picks to be moderate
toconservative business leaders who will calm the markets, which are concerned
over Clinton's resolve to reduce the deficit.
?

?Troubles continue at General Motors. One week after
replacing chairman Robert
Stempel, the automaker announced that it may cut the
benefits of 21,200 employees who were previously laid
off. The company was also
warned by Standard and
?Poor's that its preferredstock
rating could fall to junkbond
levels.
&W&
? Ford is expected to an?
nounce that Alexander
Trotman will succeed Harold
Poling as chairman of the
company.
? The unemployment rate
dropped one-tenth of a per-

centagepoint in October, but
experts say the drop was attributable to a decline in
people seeking jobs, not
growth in employment. In

other economic news, the
Labor Department issued a
report which showed that inflation is likely to remain
stable in the near future.

? Retailers have not bolstered
inventories as much as they
usually do in preparation for
the Christmas shopping season. The result, analysts say,
is that deep discounts in the
week before the holiday are
unlikely.
? Boston College's loss toSyracuse on Saturday afternoon
affects more than their winloss record. The team's Hall
of Fame Bowl bid will pay
only a fraction of the money
that would havecome from a
bid to the Fiesta Bowl, which
was a possibility had they
beaten Syracuse.

?Officials said they are optimistic about the chances of
finishing the Uraguay round
of the GATT talks. Theround
has lasted six years without
reaching an agreement.
Source: The Wall StreetJournal and The Boston Globe
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Stock of the Week Finding a job on Wall Street
New direction at
Digital Equipment
By TODDJ.AITOMARE

Heights Staff Writer

EXCHANGE:

NYSE

PRICE AS OF

11/12/1992: $34 3/4
(52 WEEK): $32 7/8 65 1/2
RANGE
PRICE

UPDATE: STRONG BUY

-THE COMPANY
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DigitalEquipment Corporation
manufactures, distributes, and
services networked computer
systems, software, and peripher-

-

\u25a0

\u25a0

One of the new foundations

entering the computer industry,

and one thatwill leadDigital into
the 21 st century is the Alpha mials. HeadquarteredinMaynard, croprocessor. Just released on
November 10, "the ALPHA repMassachusetts, DEC hasencountered substantial losses in earn- resents Digital's' commitmentto
ing over the past two quarters. be the technology and solutions
leaderin opencomputing through
FormerCEO andfounder of Digital, Ken Olsen, revolutionizedthe the 1990's and beyond," says
computer industrybyway of new Barbara Waters, a writerfor the
innovations and his personal QuarterlyDEC Jourrtaf.
The name ALPHA is used as a
strength as a manager, to make
code namefor threereasons. It is
Digital the best provider of computer software and networking Digital's new 64-bit reduced instruction set computing (RISK)
systems amongits competitors.
After the huge losses in thepast architecture. It is able to perform
two quarters, Olsen was under at extremely high levels and is
overia
much pressue to signal which reliable. It should perform
\u25a0\u25a0''\u25a0'\u25a0'\u25a0,-,
-\u25a0

New Digital CEO Robert Palmer.

'

wiotoby-DEcworid

direction Digital was heading. period of over 25 years. The secMany analysts and shareholders ond aspect is that it is a singlefelt that they needed some new, chip, offering over double the
young blood in management in speedofanyother availabletechorder to lift the company to the nology in its class today. And

finally, ALPHA systems will be
interconnected, in that it will
enable other technologies and
services to movefrom desktop to
the central data center.
EVALUATION
ALPHA is a force that should
enable Digital to moveforward
into the 21 st century. The techagement and strategies.
Ken Olsen hadcontributed his nology of open computing from
life to his company and many the desktop to the data center is
othercomputercompaniesinthe astounding. Digital customers
industry with his dedicationand willundoubtedlybenefitfrom the
leadership. But Robert Palmer ALPHA microprocessor as well
brings new life to Digital and an j as the many organizations that
industry that has been hurting; forecast demand for open comoverthepast year. Palmer'sfocus j puting.
is to bring Digital back to profit-,
Digitalwill inevitablyseelosses:
able operations by ongoing re- in the first an second quarter of
structuring and cost reduction fiscal year 1993, but in the second halfof the year you should
plans.
At the corporation's 1992 an- see DEC back where ifs supnual meeting last week, Palmer posed to be?showing positive
told shareholders that he plans growth in earnings.
"to enhance our focus on cusALPHA is thefuturefor Digital.
tomer needs, and we will strucDEC istrading at thelowto middle
tureourselves intoa limited numthirties. 1 believe that investors
berofcustomer-focused business should buy the stock now while it
units. These units will befocused is near its five-year low. In order
on providing solution to their to profit from this security, it is
customers. They will also have imperative that you be very paresponsibility for business strat- , tterit, because there probably
egy, investment,revenue genera- won't be any immediate capital
tion, and profit and loss."
gains for a few months. But*-!.'
He brings to Digital intelli- think thatgiven the strategicplans
gence,leadership, and newtypes of the new-CEO Palmer arid the
of strategies that will bring forth longawaited
new computer innovationsto the ALPHA chip, this stock has pc
industry worldwide.
tential to double In a year. BUY!
Sources: DEC QUARTERLY JOURNAL & DOWJONES
top once again. Ken Olsen announced retirement after presiding over DEC for 35 years, and
Robert Palmer waschosen as the
new Chief Executive Officer October 1,so he couldperhaps lead
DEC strongly into the 21st century with his new vision of man-

lose," she said. "Meet as many
people as you can, and try to fill
up a bag of research tools."
In order to help students with
the networking process, BC has
created the Wall Street Council.
The one hundred BC Alumni and
BC parents who comprise the
council have volunteered to assist BC students in their search for
jobs on Wall Street.
JohnFarrell explainedtheWall
Street Council as a structured
networkingsystem. "Theycantell
you where the open doors are.
Take advantage of this," he advised.
Recent graduate Christin
O'Hara said that she "went to
anything and everything offered
by the Career Center," and asked
for input from many people, including her Wall Street contacts,
when she worked on her resume.
When lookingatresumes, John
Ottosaidthat superiorgradesand
academicrecords naturally come
first, but non-academic achievement is also very desirable in a
job candidate. On-and-offcam-

like to see that an applicant can
overcomeadversity.
Another important step
"We're going to tell it like it is,"
stressed by the panelists was reMarilyn Morgan, Director of the
searching the companies. "Take
CareerCenterof Boston College,
some time and do research on
told the group assembled in the
thefirms," said Farrell. McAllion
Fulton Honors Library for the
and O'Hara advised job-seekers
"How to find a Job on Wall Street"
to know the business so that inpanel discussion. She said that
telligentquestions can be asked
finding a job on Wall Street takes
during the interview.
hard work, but can also be very
The interviewitself is a crucial
rewarding.
aspect of job-seeking. O' Hara
The discussion, which was
recommendedthatstudentsdo a
mock interview on videotapeso
sponsored by the Finance Academy and the Career Center, feathat they can constructively critured a distinguished panel of
tique themselves. The panelists
advisedstudentsto interviewwith
guests, including Michelle
McAllion, BC '86, of Goldman,
their most desirable firm last so
Sachs & Company; John Otto of
that they will be polished and
confident.
Bear Steams & Coompany; Christen O'Hara, CSOM '92, of KidSelf-confidence and self-proder, Peabody & Company; and
motion were two key points emphasized by the panelists.
John Farrell of Fairfield Financial
McAllion said, "It's all in the
Holdings.
The guests offered insights on
packaging. Be enthusiastic,professional, punctual, and creative.
networking, interviewing, selfpromotion, and general mistakes
Promote yourself."
made by job seekers.
O'Hara said, "Try to be yourself. It seems simple, but it is so
Morgan, in her opening
speech, stressed the enormous pus activities, meaningful sumbasic. Beanindividualand make
importance of networking. Almer jobs, travel, and other extrasure that you come across well."
Otto pointed out that Bear
though students of>°n feel pushy ordinary achievements are important.
oruncomfortablenetworking, she
Steams interviews are usually
said, "Networking is a very imAll ofthepanel ists strongly recconducted by junior level people
who are not trained in interviewportant skill to be comfortable ommend that students differentiwith. Everybody does it."
ate themselves in their resumes. ingandtheapplicantshouldlearn
Michelle McAllion explained John Otto said that hobbies are to "negotiate allocated time and
the importance of having a wellusually included in a resume, but move the balance of conversaplanned process of researching activities like tennis or skiing are tion. There is an art to asking
not unusual ordistinguishing. He questions."
companies, writing letters, folOne key to beingsuccessful in
lowing-up with phone calls and suggested that if students had
thank-you notes ?a process she overcome,a large obstacle or the hunt for a job on the Street is
went through in her job search.
failure in their life, they should persistence. "Looking for a job
She advised students to deon Wall Street is a process,"
bring it up.
"Everything doesn't always go McAllion said. "If it falls apart,
velop relationships with people
inthe companieswhere you hope yourwayon Wall Street," he said, you have to regroup and move
to.work. "You have nothing to and a potential employer would on."
By RENEE OUST

Heights Staff Writer

Heights Stock Contest Update
We have reached the halfway point in the fall Heights Stock Contest, and many
of our stock pickers are doing quite well. Winners currently outnumber losers by
more than three to one, and a handful of students' picks are up by 15 percent or
more.
With three weeks to go, the leader is Egghead Company, a chain of discount
software stores, I isted on the NASDAQ exchange. It closed at $8.38 on theday the
contest began, and rose over 43 percent to close at $12 last Thursday.
Stockpicker Aaron Ford, CSOM '94, says he invested in the stock several months
ago, and has been pleased with its performance. "I heard something about it in the
news, looked into it, and liked what I saw," he said.
Ford, who says he became interested in the stock market because he is "very
interested in anything having to do with money," plans to pursue a joint law/MBA
degree after completing his double major in accounting and information systems.
He says he sometimes advises friends on their portfolios in his spare time.
Second place McCaw Cellular is creeping up on Egghead; its growth rate puts
it less than nine points behind the leader. The winner will be announced in the
December 7 issue of The Heights, and will receive a $100 prize.
If your stock is not listed here, it is because we are having problems finding its
price quotes. Please stop by the office to help us find your stock's listing.

Company
Egghead Co. Inc.
Integrated Waste
Vishay
Cenzym

Airborn Freight
US Health Care
US Health Care
Wendy's
Merck
Toys R Us
Cambex
Williams Cos.
Wells Fargo
Vishay
Hewlett Packard
Upjohn
McDonnel Douglas
Int'l Flavor/Fragrance
Household Int'l
Disney
Compaq

Repligen

Growth
43.28%
0.00%
6.00%
10.48%
0.00%
9.20%
9.20%
-0.92%
5.17%

-0.35%
-6.78%
-2.60%
5.51%
6.40%
1.55%
0.82%
7.36%
5.22%
5.15%
2.17%
3.05%
14.71%

Company

Growth

Company

Immune Response
Biogen Inc.
EMC Corp.
Navistar
Grossman's
Homeplex Mort. Inv.
T.H.Q. Inc.
Delta Queen
Archer Comm.
lntel
Allied Pdts.

17.91%
22.97%
19.39%
0.00%
3.33%
-6.25%
16.22%
4.67%
-1.72%
2.97%
-23.53%
-10.45%
8.33%
4.29%
6.78%
2.56%
-1.91%
-4.28%
-18.97%
-10.34%
9.09%
15.38%

Nerframe
Viacom
McCaw Cellular
KCS Energy
Michael Baker
Cambex
Cisco

Borland Int'l
Syntro

SLM Int'l
Ad apt Tec
Organogenisis

DeltaAirlines
Kellogg
Storage Tech
Maxus Energy

Presley Co.
Comshare

Growth

15.74%
11.97%
34.74%
9.00%
3.92%
-6.78%
18.96%
Biogen
22.97%
Scoreboard, Inc.
13.37%
Marcam
6.31%
Am. Integrity
18.18%
Stortech
-18.97°/
CM Enhancements
0.00%
Chrysler
2.31%
Am Tech
0.02%
Medical Care Am.
20.22%
Zenith Electric
2.38%
Video Lottery
8.77%
Alcide
0.00%
Electronics Imaging 1.27%
Repligen Inc.
14.71%
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Changes considered for Middlemarch Ball

that,'" he said.
Jill Thomsen, UGBC programming director and an O'Connell
House staff representative, welcomes the committee's recommendations."It's our goal to make
Middlemarch better," she said.
However, she said that many of
the costs of the event are difficult
to reduce.
Lobb and Thomsen point to

the large outlays for food and
beverages, which University
regulations dictate must be provided by BC's Bureau of Confer-

ences.

They said that efforts to increase thenumberof peoplewho
can attend will proportionately
increase these costs. They also
said that trying to "enlarge" the
house by using outdoor tents,
which would have to be heated,
will add more to the tab.
"You want more people to go,
but that meansyou have to spend
more money, and the price per
person goes up," Lobb said.
Although Thomsen intends to
invite UGBC senatorsto become
involved in the planning process
so they can better understand the
constraints on the event, she ob-
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substance abuse.
m addition to acquiring valuable and
rewarding experience, VISTA Volunteers
may receive deferment or partial cancellation °f certain student loans. VISTA
Volunteers receive a living allowance based
on me economic level of the communities

As you look toward graduation, consider becoming a VISTA Volunteer.VISTA
offers you the opportunity to shape a cornmmm munity
share a vision of a better
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VISTA Volunteers are assigned to project r>p
sponsors which may be private or public KH
non-profit organizations. Volunteer activities ULj
may include, but are not limited to, organizingfood
distribution efforts, creating networks to support
literacy projects, or designing programs to combat
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Open 24 hours a day. 7 days a week.

your education to work in realistic settings.
VISTA Volunteers learn life skills - skills
only a year of unique VISTA experience
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shape when VISTA Volunteers mobilize
and develop community resources to address the many faces of poverty.
After your college career is completed,
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Spring Break Sweepstakes
f° r a trip f° r two to
I Cancun, Mexico for Spring Break 1993.
n a cnance
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VISTA Volunteers share the vision of a
better tomorrow bymaking a contribution in
the community today. Brighter futures take

nothing.
Brennan advocates a lottery
system similar to the one used for
the Homecoming Dance.

Thomsen said that they are
looking for ways to make the
ticket sales moreequitable.Lobb
added, "Part of the allure of
Middlemarch is the mystique,
the exclusivity of it. That's what
makes people want to sleep out
for tickets."
In the end, Lobb said, it is the
UGBCsenatewhowillhavecontrol over the Middlemarch budget, which does much to determines the size of the event.
"With a two-thirds vote of the
senate, theycan change anyone's
ets.
budget," he said. Although he
The system, which Brennan hopes that a compromise can be
called "absolutely ridiculous," reached before a vote is necesdraws complaints because there sary, he said, "Even my hands
is no supervision at the locations are somewhattied on this."
Thomsen, who has already
until thetickets are sold.Brennan
said that what happens is the perbegun preparing for the gala, is
hopeful that a solution is reached
son in line with the most dominant personality makes up "rules" quickly. "This is a prestigious,
for each location.
nationally recognized dance,"
Last year, at some locations shesaid. "That should beconsidyou could put your name on a list ered."

Ml

|p>

Custom Photo Calendars
Unique Bookmarks, Ornaments, and Placemats
Holiday Cards, Invitations, and Newsletters

(Across from Boston College)

and then leave to go to class,
whereas, at others, you needed
to find someone to hold your
place ifyou wanted to leave even
for a few minutes, he said. He
stated that last year's O'Connell
House staff received complaints
about the problems before tickets even went on sale, but did

FATHER'S FIRST and BUDWEISER

TURN YOUR FAVORITE PICTURES
INTO UNIQUE PERSONALIZED GIFTS.
irS FAST, EASY, AND AFFORDABLE!

1 783-9240

event's costs can't be decreased,
ticket prices should be raised.
Last year, tickets were $65 a
couple. Ticket prices for this year
have not beendecided upon yet.
But Thomsen says that the
evening is already quite expensive for students, if the cost of
costume rentals?which start at
around $50 per person but average much higher?and the cash
bar are included.
"We feel that $65 is a lot," she
said. "If you raise it much higher,
it's going to be only the wealthy
crowd that can afford to go to
Middlemarch."
Brennan also pointed to the
complaintsreceived last year over
ticketdistribution, and urged that
therebe changesmade.Each year
the organizers advertise clues in
The Heightswh'ich directstudents
to thefive secret locationswhere
tickets will go on sale. Students
usually figure out the locations in
advance, and sometimes camp
out for days waiting for the tick-

ject to the senate revising the
budget. The senate passed an
itemized budget for the event
during its summer session, she
said.
"Our concern is that now that
we've submitted our budget and
gotten it back, people are now,
halfwaythrough the year, saying
that they might want to change
our budget after we've already
for
[planning
started
Middlemarch]," she said.
Brennan has suggestedchanging the location of the event to
accommodate more people, or
running the eventon several consecutive nights in O'Connell
House. LobbandThomsendoubt
these plans would work.
"Part of the tradition is having
it in O'Connell House. It's truly
one of the nicest buildings on
campus," Lobb said. "When you
get down to it, I think it has to be
there."
"Can you imagine having a
masquerade ball in the Plex?"
Thomsen said.
Thomsen said that running the
event over several nights would
drastically increase costs forfood
and therental of the propswhich
adorn O'Connell House, andthat
keeping the decorations intact
over several nights would be impossible. "There's no way you
could rebuild Middlemarch in a
day," she said.
Brennan suggested that if the

tomorrow

To find out more, talk with VISTA
V \JU\JI 1 1 UUI 1 re presentat ive Brian Geoghegan at an
information session in O'Neill, Room 247, between
Or, call 1-SOO-4245867
111 on November
1-202-606-5256).
DD
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Volunteers in Service to America
(VISTA) is part of ACTION, theFederal Domestic
Volunteer Agency, Washington. D.C. 20525

-

Continuedfrom page 1.
event.
"I think we have to come to an
agreement over how much
[UGBC] can spend for each
ticket," Lobb said. "I think we
can find a compromise."
"I'm going to tell [the committee], 'This is our acceptable level
of loss. You make recommendations that will help us come to

\u25a0

???
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Bring your ideas to the
Inside BC section meeting
Monday at 4:oopm in
McElroy 113. New writers
are welcome.

INSIDEBC

The "joys" of road tripping to Notre Dame
we went with, took the string off
his sleeping bag and got them
working again. Things were fine

By KAREN ABUCEWICZ

HeightsFeatures Editor

With the approaching football

again.
"In the middle of Pennsylvania, we stoppedto make a driver

game atArmy this Saturday, it is
necessary to look back to the
Notre Dame game to learna valu-

able lesson: how not to road trip.
This was suppose to be the
road trip of the year, the game
that everyone couldn't wait for:
the trip to Notre Dame. But for
quite a few BC students, this
turned into the trip from hell.
The engine of therecreational
vehicle(RV)thatSeanMiller, A&S
'93, and his traveling companions rented got on fire. To extinguish the fire, the guys used
Gatorade. But after that, their
problems weren't solved as easily.
"The radiator hose blew in
Freemont, Ohio on Friday. When
the mechanic looked at the RV,
he told us it shouldn't even be on
the road. The company told the
mechanic to do a fix-up job so it
would run," Miller said.
"Then theyrented us vansfrom
Toledo and hotels in Freemont.
We took the vans to Notre Dame
so we could see the game. But
we had to return the vans to Toledo. We werestrandedout there.
We ended up getting rides back
with friendswho had extra room,"
said Miller.
Lauren Jones, SON '93, also
ran into mechanical difficulties,
but not to the same extreme.
"We had muffler trouble and
our muffler nearly blew. It could

ITailgating in RVs may have been fun, but traveling in them was a nightmare for many BC students.

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR/MATTHEW WEST

have been worse. They also
quoted us with a gas price and
we had to pay twicethat amount
and we had to pay for all the oil
we lost. Then we had to pay
more money because BC towed
us when we got here," Jones said.
For some travelers, the trip
became an extended journey.
"Our alternator broke on Friday afternoon, one and a half
hours from Notre Dame. We ran
the RV on batteries to get there.
On Sunday, one of the guys we

weretravelingwith,Paul Bureau,
tried to install a new alternator
but it didn'tworkeither. We had
to wait until Monday to see a
mechanic and we didn'tget back
until Tuesday," Ron Malloy, A&S
'93, said.
But the worst adventure of all
has to belong to Gary Zielinski,
CSOM '93, and his fellow adventurers. Their story is a lesson in all
the things that could possibly go
wrong on a road trip.
"Things were great when we

Commentary

left BC. About Hartford, CT, as it
was getting dark, we wentto turn
on the lights. That's when we
noticed the auxiliarybattery was
going dead. So we called the
company. They sent us to Sears
to get a new battery and everything was fine," Zielinski said.
"Thingswent well until we got
to Pennsylvania. It started to
snow and we wentto turn on the
windshield wipersand they didn't
work either," Zielinski said.
"Jonas Gieger, one of the guys

shift change, and we shut off the
engine. It was about 2 am and
the RV wouldn't restart. There
was a Ramada Inn about a half
mile away, so we went there to
call the company at theirtollfree
number. They couldn't do anything for us until the morning.
We then decided to call AAA,"
Zielinski said.
"Two guys showed up to look
attheßV and said itcouldbeany
number of things and they
couldn'tdo anything. They gave
us a number for a tow company
and left," Zielinski said. "At7:30
am, we called the tow company.
They agreed to tow the RV but
couldn't guarantee they would
get a chance to work on it that
clay."
So Zielinski and his friends
called the RV rental company
again to see what they could do
for them.
"The RV company talked the
garage into looking at the RVand
they rented us two rooms so we
could shower and sleep while
the garage worked on the RV,"
Zielinski said.
"We found out that both the
starter and the alternator were
gone on the RV. The mechanics
at the garage showed us how to
hot wire the RV so we could get
Road trip, p.15

Feature Photo of the Week

Some thoughts on thinking
By IVAN TSE
Heights Asst. Features Editor

The lasttime I looked, theworld
was not a happy place. News
spews forth from a sundry of
wells most of which consists
solely of bad news. The AIDS
virus... the current state of the
environment... it surrounds us.
In truth, perhaps, it overwhelms
us.
Consider our nation's
economy. Here is a fine example
of trust being broken
some
employees who have worked 10
or more years for the same company find themselves wondering
what happened to "job security."
Who is capable of fixing such
instability? Do we think in terms
of the common man? Or, do we
release ourselves of all obligation and answer the question
much in the same way a mother
answers a child, "I don't know,
honey, I'm sure somebody will
think of something."
Generally speaking, in this
given situation, there exist two
types of people and two methods
of handlingaproblem. Thereare
those who have faith that society
will remedy all its ills, and those
who have come to realize that
maybe they have overestimated
the true competency of society.
Unfortunately, people who fall
in this second category not only
?

?

lose faith in society but also lose articulate our beliefs.
faith in themselves. Perhaps they
Question: Did you really think
about an issue? Or did you just
simply fail to see the light.
Emerson said: "Trust thyself: decide to agree and be complaevery heart vibrates to that iron
cent, but wishing, at the same
time, to sound knowledgeable
string."
Emerson's words may sound and politically correct? It is befancy, out-dated and incapable cause we fail to think, that the
of relating to modern ills, but tight graspof fear, insecurity and
whatthe man possessed is both a ignorance bind everyone into
sense ofself-worthand a sense of chainsof mediocrity. Sometimes,
how much we need society and it is okay to admit that we simply
howmuch we don't. In thewords do not know. It takes immense
of Life Magazine's columnist, courage to be able to stand on
Roger Rosenblatt: "If you abjure open ground and say that perthe compelling and conforming haps we cannot understand why
power of society, be better than certain people's opinions and
society. Behavebetteralonethan beliefs differ from our own. And
people do in the mass."
at the same time, acknowledge
Trusting society is one thing, that theseindividuals are not right
and trusting one's self is quite or wrongor good or bad, but just
another. The division between choose to think in another way.
those who do and do not trust
I'm sure we are all aware that
society may be a fairly balanced many people who have contribone. However, the percentageof uted to history were probably all
those who actually trust them- considered, at one time, to be
selves is significantlylower than different, strange, odd. We are
those who do not trust them- surrounded by those who give us
parents, friends, the
selves. Now, why is that?
advice
In general, I believethis is due Church, etc. Some of the advice
to the fact that a lot of people is extremelyconservative. Other's
seldom think. Tell meyourviews appear radical. Neither side
on abortion, on affirmative acseems particularlyappealing. So,
tion on ANY controversial issue. which side do we take? I suggest
Then, BE HONEST. The truth that we take our own side.
Life, it turns out, may be no
that remains is that if we were not
directly quoting an authority in more than simply a big lesson on
the field, most of us would not be the virtue of compromise. Many
Commentary, p.15
ableto find the words in which to
?

Murph the Physical Comedian in a scene from his opening act
for Dennis Miller.
HEIGHTS ASSOC PHOTO EDITOR/JEN GANNON
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Slang causes confusion in college language
UGBC senator.
"Now when I go to Chicago, I
can ask for a pop and not look
One night last week, a friend of like an idiot by askingfor a soda.
mine left mea yellowgramon my I have also noticed that I have
picked up a lot of my friends'
door.
It said, "Wouldn't you knowit? slang; stuffthat back in New York
The one night I've got work up City people might think I was
the yin-yang, I can't find my the- pretty weird for saying," said
saurus and my hypewriter breaks Hernandez.
Mostslangcan be described in
down. AlllhavetosayisSNAFU.
the contex of a party. A few
There goes my hopes at becoming an armadillo stomper. I've weeks ago, for example, I heard
headed to O'Neill. Don't nuke aboutthesetwo people "hooking
up" while they were drunk. Or,
too much of my popcorn until I
as it was described: "It was a
get back. Later."
sweet party. The music got a bit
Ah, the beauty of the English cheesy, but so many peoplewere
language. Or maybe I should fried no one cared. There were
call this the College language. so many peoplemaking toll calls
All in all, it is wicked confusing,
nest ce-pas?
Since the beginning of time,
humankind has developed thousands of different verbalforms of
communication. As educated
college students, we can surely
namequite a few, even put them
into categories. French, Italian
and Spanish are Romance languages, German and English are
Germanic languages, and languages like Czech, Russian and
Serbian are Slavic languages.
in the bathroom. Anyway, Jack
As many of us have experi- and Jill (names have been
enced, however, understanding changed to protect the innocent)
each other isn't as easy as learn- started playing tonsil hockey on
ing the language. We all speak the dancefloor. Later that night
English here at BC, whether it be they hooked up!"
our first, second or even third
Let's just imagine how a norlanguage. However, we've all mative English speaker might inrun into our little sometimes terpret this. How a party could
even big misinterpretationsof be associated with the taste of
people's personal slang. At a sweet might be the first question.
university in particular, beyond How does cheese sound, anyour omnipresent terms like way? Why would there be tele"Dustbowl" and"The Mods," phones in thebathroom, andhow
some interlinguistic andregional does one "face off" in a game of
differences can lead to some tonsil hockey? (Nopun intended!)
messy misunderstandings.
To begin with some explana"Understanding everybody's tions, the positive-affirmation
slang is really important and slang consists of words like
works to your advantage in a "choice," "sweet," and anything
social situation," says Robinson which is "wicked" followed by
Hernandez, CSOM '96, and your favorite adjective. As most
By THERESA REGLI
Heights Staff Writer

of us know, "cheesy" has nothing
to do with anything between the
realms of mozzarella or brie;
rather, it is something gaudy,
tacky or old-fashioned.
"Making a toll call" has nothing to do with AT&T, but means
your alcohol experiences from
the evening are reaching out to
touch someone the toilet.
Words like "blasted," "buzzed,"
and "fried" only lightly taint the
endless amounts ofwords to describe an oh-so-amusing intoxicated individual.
Lastly, in terms of parties,
there's always the confusion of
"just how far those two went."
To many, "hooking up" is something as innocent as a kiss; to

slang keeps the
is for sure
conversation interesting.
"Thefunnythingaboutslangis
that it doesn't logicallyfit into the
contex of the sentence," points
out Heidi Huber, SOE '96.
True, most slang makes no
grammatical or logical sense.
We've grown so accustomed to
adjectives like "cheesy" and
"wickedcool" that weneverthink
twice when we hear them.
Most of us don't think of the
word "yellowgram" when we
think of the little yellow Post-it
notes our friends leave us. And
perhaps it wouldhavebeenmuch
easier for my friend to simply tell
me she had a lot of work than to
confuse me by suggesting she
had recently become an enlightened Buddhist.
A hypewriter is the same thing
as a word processor with a thesaurus, and an armadillo stamper
is a straight-A student. At least I
knew notto microwavetoo much
of her popcorn, and thanks to a
father who was in the military, I
knew the acronym SNAFU: Situation Normal, All Fouled Up. (As
a linguistic note, in College language, the letter "F" has been
others, it means "doingthedeed." known to stand for other adjecNo explanationrequired forthat, tives.)
I am sure. Just fathom the misunThe quest to understand each
derstandingsthis may cause.
individual's linguistic quirks is
There is an endless amount of one which knows no end. As my
factors which create the College best friend from back home always says, "It's enough to drive
language. Naturally, each student brings to school their own you googly."
A hallmateof mine attempted
lingo from back home. As a
to define this term so our fellow
nativeof Philadelphia,I will continually tell peoplethat the sand- residents would not beconfused
wich everyone loves to get at the when hearing me speak.
Stuart grill is a cheesesteak, not a "Googly," it says on a little pink
"steak and cheese." I still call card on his door, "a state of hys"subs" or "grinders" hoagies, and terical babbling induced at
miss my hometown Tastycakes. patience's end. "
Many of us have to get used to
Well, at least we are all trying
our Southern friends saying
"y'all,"andour West Coastfriends to understandeach other. That is
who say "man" and "dude" in the first step, and in essence, the
very point of language. Hopeevery other sentence. But despite all the differences, one thing fully, the words will get around.
?

Why would there be
telephones in the
bathroom and how does
one "face off" in a game
of tonsil hockey?

?

?

Viewpoints.

Opinions from students on current issues.
By Matthew West

Should priests be allowed to marry in the
Catholic Church?

BEST
BETS
FOR THE
WEEK
WHAT: UNDERDOR FILM FES
TIVAL
WHERE: COOLIDGE CORNER
THEATRE
290 Harvard St., Brookline
WHEN: Friday 9:45 pm and
midnight
Saturday midnight
Sunday Thursday 9:45pm

-

The superdog with the black
nose and the big black ears who
runs around in red pajamas and
a blue cape comes to Brookline
on Friday for an animationfestival- Watch the dogsave the day;
in "Hoorayfor Underdog."
TaketheMßTA"C" Green line
from Cleveland Cirlce to
Coolidge Corner.

WHAT: CHILDREN'S MUSEUM

WHEN: MUSEUM WHARF

Friday until 9 pm.
PRICE: $6 for adults, $5 for
children over 2 and seniors, $2
for oneyear-olds, $1 for ALL on
Fridays.

Returnto thedaysofyour chi Idhood and play like a little kid ar
the Children's Museum. The
museum features
many

particapatory activities, such as

a rock climbing exhibit, a science playgroundand a two-story

suspended puzzle piece climbing maze.
The museum iseasily accesible
by the Blue line of the MBTA.
Take the Green line to
ment Center and transfer to the
BJue line.

What to do
sober*
WHAT: DRACULA, the movie
WHEN: Friday, Nov. 20
WHERE: Showcase Cinemas
Cleveland Circle

YES.
WHAT: DRAGONWtNGS

think that
priests should
be
allowed
to marry because priesthood should
be regarded as
just any other
career. Everybody else can
marry, why
I

not them?

Pablo Carrington
CSOM '93

Maria Boeke
SOE '93

Not unless we
change
the
philosophy of
what a priest is
to be. We cannot ask a man
with a family to
do all that we
ask priests to
do. I'd much
rather
see
orwomen
dained first.

WHEN: Friday, N0v.20,7:30pm
WHERE: Emerson Majestic The
atre
219 Tremont St., Boston
PRICE: $5 tickets for students
A highlyacclaimed play about
a youngboy wholeavesChina to
join his father in America for a
new life.

WHAT: PATMETHANY
WHEN: SAT. NOV. 2TAT
WHERE: ORPHEUM THEATRE,

The secret stone tour. Highly
talented jazzrock performer, an

PROVIDED BY UGBC ALCOHOL AND DRUG AWARENESS
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Professor LeBlanc talks of the days of old People
By MIKE

HOFMAN

Heights Staff Writer

The goals of every college student are pretty much the same.
We all want to spend our four
years doingeverything wecan to
ensure thatwe graduateand move
on, be it grad school oran actual
job in the real world.
For Prof. Robert J. Leßlanc,
everything fell into place back in
1944. His college years and his
post-collegiate life became one.
In 1944, as World War II was
drawing to a close in Europe and
Asia, Leßlanc was getting ready
to graduate from BC as a Math
majorandeditorofSi/0 Turri, the
yearbook. Servicemen were
streaming home from the war
and into America's universities
throughtheG.l. Bill. Fr.Mulcahy,
the dean at time, askedLeßlanc if
he would be willing to stay on as
a part-time instructor. He accepted, and became a full-time
professor some months later. He
has held that jobfor the past 47

Seen changes at BC for over 40 years
handfull of buildings. As we sat
in theprofessor's corner office in
Carney, he remarked that we
were probably on the goal line
of the old football field.
The school was also much
more religiously motivated according to Leßlanc. "I still start
and end every class with a

BC became what it is today. He
worries, however,that BC is going
too far in losing its religion.
"There is very little emphasis
on Catholicism here any more
andthat is what made us different
fromall of the surroundingschools.
In the next 50 years, I think we're
going to lose our Jesuit identity

thereal world. "There is moreto
life, moreto everythingnow," he
said. "In my field of math, I went

from teaching algebra and trig to
teaching trig and analyt, then
analyt and calc, and now I teach
all calc."
"Technology is advancing. I
look at my grandchildren, watching Sesame Street and playing
N intendo.. .We're teaching more
and soon, we'll have to go to
school more hours to keep up. It
is inevitable?everything is
changing. I wonder...," Leßlanc
said. He had a gleam in his eye
and he stared off into the corner,
either recalling the past, or perhaps contemplating thefuture.
When asked why he stayed at
BC so long,Leßlanc wasquick to
answer. "I love the work. It is
something I enjoy to do and that
1 am able to do. I love working
with the young peoplefrom those
first guys coming homefrom the
warto thekids today. I'm happy
here," Leßlanc said.

should
take their
own sides

Commentary,from p. 13
are brought up in the belief that
things are eitherblack or white.
The truth always seems to lie
somewhere in between. Find
the desirable,decidewhattotake,
incorporate them all together,
and add a dash that makes this
"idea," your idea, all the more
unique.
It is unlikely thattheworld will

ever heal itself. I don't think it
possessesthe capacity to do so.
The transition occurs in reality,
one person at a time.

Please recycle
The Heights.

years.

Leßlanc recalls those first students, fresh from the war, as very
serious.

"Those guys were very motivated; they realized their lives?
their futures?were at stake. I
remember St. Mary's was taken
Prof. Robert J. Leßlanc of the Math Department remembers how
over by the army for the war. in
the morning at 8:00 when I'd BC was and contemplates on what it will be like in the future.
HEIGHTSSTAFF PHOTO/GEOFF MEEK
walk down the street over there,
prayer...The dean hasn't called more and more until there are
I'd see theboys doing their exercises, gettingready to goto class," andtold me to stop, so I guess it's simply no more Jesuits," Leßlanc
he said.
still alright. In the summer, if said.
In thefirst years after the war, you went intothe cafeteria you'd
As BC was struggling to accept
BC in Leßlanc's words "mushsee all different nuns in different the changes of Vatican 11, the naroomed into a great, wonderful kinds of habits. First the nuns tion was being shaken at its roots.
university." The school began lost their habits, and then we Leßlanc remembers the 1960's as
using the "Old Ligate Estate" as seemed to lose the nuns," he a time when there was turmoil
classroom space. Leßlanc re- said.
everywhere. He remembersthose
members teaching in one of the
"Back then, the students pracinfamous Four Days in November
few rooms in the main housethat tically majored in theology and of 1963 as all otherAmericans do.
was transformed from manor to philosophy, they took so many He had just finished up a class
schoolhouse.
courses in them," Leßlanc said. when Bob Williams, an associate
"There was excitementwhileI When asked whether he preof his in the department, ran up
was teaching there one year beferred the old academic system, and told him that the President
cause they filmed a movie in the he stated that he thought the had been assassinated.
house. It was called 13 Rue newer core system was "much
"That was particularlytroubling
Madeline and it starred James better."
to the campus. [JFK] had been
Leßlanc remembers that The herebefore (duringthe 1960camCagney. [BC] renamedthe house
and was actually going to tear it Heights used to publish an April paign) and held a rally at BC. In
down a few years ago, but then Fool's edition in which every this area he had a lot of support,"
they figured it was historical. It's writer created the most ridicu- Leßlanc said.
called O'Connell House now," lous story possible. Theyranged
Another traumatic event ocLeßlanc said.
from "Women admitted; Dorms curred in 1970 when the faculty
In the 1940'sand 19505, BC coed" to "Meat served in cafetewent on strike. "That was very
was a very different place acria on Fridays," from "Liquor upsetting for me?we didn'thave
classfor nearlya semester. It was
cording to Leßlanc. A student servedon campus" to "Birth conwas suspended for two days ifhe trol discussed by visiting panel." a very unhappy situation, just
dared to walk around campus The irony is self-evident.
awful," he said.
without a necktie.
The professor citesthe changes
Prof. Leßlanc has seen many
Physically, there were only a made by Vatican II as the reason changesoverthe years, in BC and

Trip to ND turns into nightmare for some
Road trip, from p. 13

to Notre Dame for the game,"

Zielinski said.
But the troubles were far from
over for these guys.
"The auxiliary battery went
dead again when we were at
Notre Dame, so we didn't have a
generator," Zielinski said.
"When we startedback to BC,
we went two miles and the RV
died in a Bob Evans Restaurant.
The owner there was really nice
and he tried to help us out. By
now, we had enough with this
RV and we called the RV company. We told them what had
ha ppenecl a nd that wewereleaving the RV there. We thenrented
three cars andhad an uneventful
trip back," Zielinski said.
Other people had problems
that weren'trelated to their mode
of transportation. They had prob-

lems with theiraccommodations
once they got to Notre Dame.
"We were staying in a dumpy
hotel in Niles, ML, in the middle
of farmland with no houses
around for two miles. We all
wentout on Fridaynight and got
back about 1 am. My roommates decided to go get some
food and I feel asleep," Brian
Flinn, A&S '93, said.
"In the halfhour that they were
gone, someone popped the lock
on our hotel room door and
grabbed my stuff, which was by
the door. They took my camera,
my watch, my roommate's
walkman and some of niv
clofhes-about $500 worth of
Stuff," Flinn said.
"We didn't realize that anything had happened until the
next morning

when I went

to

take a shower. I went to get my

stufftotakea showerand realized
that some things were missing,"
Flinn said.
"I thought my roommates were
playing a trick on me. Then we
realized what had happened. We
called the police and filed a report
but they said there was nothing
that could be done," Flinn said.
Although all these guys had
problems with their trip, they were
taking thewholesituation in stride
by the time they got back to' BC.
When asked if they plannedon
traveling to West Point forV this
week's game, Flinn and Zielinski
both laughed.
-.' %
-"I think I'll wait until January
before I make another road trip.
It'll be warmer then and I won't
need as-many clothes," Flinn said.
"One road trip like we had is
enough for a lifetime." Zielinski

?

said.

MADAME K's.
HOROSCOPES
for the week of Nov. 16
SCORPIO(Oct.23-Nov.22):The

good times from the last
weekend's tailgate continue to
roll through the week: The stirs
have been in your favor, having
made November a wonderful
monthforyou.However,becareful of what you eat on campus,

Instead, channel your energies
into accomplishing a long-term
goal. Watch your sweet-tooth,
especiallywhen in the vicinity of
Sweets and Treats,
GEMINIfMay 21- June 20) : I
hope you have recovered from
the Syracuse taflgate. An old,

:

SAGITARRIUS(Nov.23- unfulfilled promise comes back
Dec.2l): A minor spat with a to haunt you this week and you
friend maybe fatal. Patch things need tothink on your toes. Make

up as quickly as possible, all it
takes is a little effort. You will
developa friendship with an interesting person you meet somewhere in Lyons.

surethatyouwerenotmischarged
on your phone bill,
CANCERfJune 21 - July 22): After
thestorm has passed at work,you
will receivea welldeserved raise.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-jan.l9):A Plan a shopping excursion to
smile and good mannerswill get Maine or a trip to a place where
you a long way thtsweek. Keep you have never visited before,
your unpredictable temper unr Throwouttheclothestrjatyouno.
dercontrol. You-receivedaravs*- longer wear and buy*a new ening recommendation during a sembfe.
recent interview. A proposal or LEOfJuly 23- Aug.22): The stars
promotion is in store.
have caused a flurry of activity
AQUARIUS(Jan.2O- for you. Something that is not
Feb.lB):Have you recovered making you worry may be more
from the afterschock of Friday important than you realize. It
the 13th yet? The hand of fate will beeasy for you to obtain the
takes control this week and you necessary overrides from your
will receive an offer that meets professors for classes,
your every expectation. Think VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22):Decide
what is valuable and what is
only positive thoughts.
PISCES(Feb.I9- Mar.2o): Al- worthless. It will make your life
though a heatedargument brings much easier. Increase your self
out the best in you, remember awareness. Check your credit
that friendships are delicateand card bills for any errors,
need to be handled with care. LIBRA(Sept.23- Oct.22):Throw
Tread softly.. Be. generous with insecurities out thewindow and
hugs and kisses.
turn over a new leaf. Take adARIES(Mar.2I- April -20): Sue- vantage of the upcoming weekcess is in the immediate-future end for a much needed break,
and soon you willbe, walking on Your heavy work load will be
air. Do not be influenced by relieved. You pull off something
other people's judgements. Do that looks like a miracle,
what suits you best.
BIRTHDAYSTHISWEEK: Petula
TAURUS(ApriI2I-May2l):Feel- Clark, Burgess Meredith, Danny
ing restless? Ifyou act before you DeVito, Robert F. Kennedy,
think, only trouble will come. Goldie Hawn and Calvin Klein.

...-.
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BC students offered transportation to airport
By CARRIE FINISON
For The Heights

UGBC Senate has devised a
new way to help Boston College
students get over the river and
through thewoodsfor theThanks-

Airport on the Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday before Thanksgiving.
"We expect to move about
1200 people to the airport," said

Rob Brennan, UGBC Senate
Chairperson.

The shuttles will run from St.

giving holiday.

This year, the Senate is sponsoring a shuttle service to Logan

Ignatius to Logan on Monday
November 23 every two hours
?
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Itwas used byapproximately350
students. Brennan said.the Senate will do more advertising this

from 7 am to 5 pm. On Tuesday,
it will run every hour from 7 am
to 7 pm, and on Wednesday 'rom
7 am to 1 pm.
Brennan said the time schedule was based on student surveys
taken in the dining hallslastweek.
UGBC offered a similarshuttle
service on a more limited basis
before Christmas break last year.
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DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENS SPECIAL
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Only $99

Includes: Exam, Fitting, 2 Month's of ContactLenses
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theother universities did not advise service back to the BC campus after Thanksgiving, Brennan

said.
"It would be too difficult to
Crystal Transport coach buses
will beusedfortheshuttleasthey organize pick-up points at each
have storage room underneath terminal,"Brennan said.
for luggage, Brennan said. There
Altogether, the three day serwill be sign up tables this Tuesvice will cost UGBC $2600,
day, Wednesday and Thursday which will be taken from the
nights in McElroy, Walsh and student activities fee. There will
Stuart.
be no charge for students using
"Each bus accommodates 48 the service.
people. We will allow 35 people
The Senate plans to offer the
to sign up for each bus so that service again before Christmas
they can be guaranteed a seat. vacation, Brennan said.
That will also leave at least 13
Brennan said that so far stuslotsforwalk-ons," Brennan said. dent response to the service has
To plan the service, UGBC been enthusiastic.
consulted Harvard andother Bos"Last year an average cab ride
ton area universities which also to the airport was $30, and the
offer a shuttle for their students. average time on the T was two
While the shuttle service will hours. So, this is a great alternatransport students to the airport, tive," Brennan said.
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Don't you do enough cramming during finals?
So you think youcan't afford tofly homeoverthe
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break? Think again. With a validstudent ID, you can buy

As low as
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Program. After just20,000 miles, membersearn afree
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or Washington, D.C.
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Internships
Courses
Field Study

Enrich your learning, your life, your resume.

(rjp tQ hundreds 0fdestinations, including Florida. That

1

comes in pretty handywhen spring breakrolls around.

Callyour travelconsultant or USA ir at 1(800)428-4322. Chances areyou 'II be pullingafew
all-nightersthis semester. But your trip homeshouldn 7 have to be one of them.

Substantial Study Abroad Grants are Available.

For information & catalog:
1-800-235-3472
SPRING 93
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begins with you

USAir SHUTTLE FLIGHTPASS REQUIREMENTS: FlightPass certificates valid for travel for youths 22 years of age & younger &/or
age 65
for students up to 24 yearsof age with valid student D. card. 18.required upon check-in. Certificates also applicable for seniors
& older. Books are non-refundable and non-transferable. Travelis valid on USAir Shuttle only,Mondaythrough Friday from 10:00
a.m.-2:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m. and all day Saturday and Sunday. $479 and $259 FlightPass books must be purchased by
/92. Books are available for purchase at USAir Shuttle ticket counters only. Travelagencies may only issue MCO's for purchaseof
FlightPass books at USAirShuttle ticket counters. Books are valid for one year from date of purchase. Book price does not include
Prices subject to change without notice.
passenger facility charges of up to $12 depending on
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Heights Sports
Syracuse ends
Eagles' Fiesta
By BRIAN BENNETT
Heights Assistant Sports Editor

Freshman Mitchell Carr (3) looks to senior Chuckie Dukes (33) as the two reflect on Boston
heights photoeditor/matthew p. west
College's loss to Syracuse Saturday at Alumni Stadium

Bandwagon yields benefits
By CRAIG FALZONE

Heights Staff Writer

The success of theBoston College football team has no doubt
tossed BC into the limelight. The
Eagles 7-2-1 start and their classic victory at Perm State, culminating in their consistent Top 25
status in the Associated Press
Division 1 -A poll, has generated
excitement on campus and
throughout the nation not seen
since the days of a certain Mr.
Flutie. And BC's match-up against
Notre Dame, although far from
impressive, had the Eagles' names
on the lips of spectators far and
wide.
But just what has been the impact of the Eagles' finest season
in recent years?
Although BC Director of Admissions John L. Mahoney, Jr.
was unavailable for comment,
one admissions spokesperson
said that requestsforapplications
were greater than last year. The
spokesperson was quick to say
that BC was an excellent academic school and that the increase may or may not be attributed to football. This is all well
and good,so it is obviousthat the
answers do not lie in admissions,
but rather elsewhere.
BC football madness would
probablymore greatly affectthose
perspective students who do not
base their decision solely on aca-

demies, so off to BC's Athletic
Associationone must go for some
clues.
Thomas Groden, BC men's
swimming and diving coach, said
on the Notre Dame game, "You
can't beat advertising. Think of
what it would cost to have your
team's name on TV for three
hours.
"Bowl gamesand their advertising just add another month to
the season, and the hype. The
impact of the team's success in
the mid-80s was large. This
school's got a lot to offer itself,
but thefootball definitely helps."
Tom Boron, BC's head coach
for men'sand women'sgolf, provided a lead and some insight.
He has been at BC for the past
two seasons.
"As I see it, the last two years,
we've had a considerable number of kids who have shown interest in playing golf. As someof
the other coaches can attest, we
receive a huge amount of letters
a year, around 200. And this
year, the interest has been
marketably increased."
Boron said that one golfrecruit
attended the BC-Miami showdown here at Chestnut Hill last
year. He had no interest in BC,
had planned on attendinga southern school and had come to the
game upon visiting friends atBC,
but afterward decided to come
to the Heights. He also men-

tioned that anotherrecent recruit
attended the BC-Georgetown
basketball game here last year,
and as a result chose to attend
BC.
Boron, though, acknowledged
that "we've really upgraded our
program," and that, in part, results in the rising interestfor his

In typical Red Sox fashion,
Boston College backed themselves into post-season play on
Saturday with a 27-10 loss to
SyracuseatAlumniStadium.The
loss means thatthe Eagles(7-2-1)
will finish third in the Big East
Conference and play on New
Year's Day in the Hall of Fame
Bowl in Tampa.
Both BC and Syracuse managed to sustain long offensive
drives in the game, but the final
score reflects the fact that the
Orangemen capitalized on their
scoring opportunities and the
Eagles did not. Glenn Foley (19-32,275 yards, 1 TD, 3 INT's) was
intercepted in the endzone and
at the one and two yardlines to
halt three BC second half drives.
Not being able to finish off these
drives is what hurt the Eagles the

downs and threw for a third in
leading the Orange attack.
Graves' mobility proved to be a
constant threatto the BC defense
as he utilized the option and kept
theEagles guessing all afternoon.
"He's an excellent athlete,"
said BC free safety Charlie
Brennan. "We justcouldn'tbring
him down."
Syracuse got on the board first
with an 80 yard touchdowndrive
in thefirst quarter. Graves' quick
drop passing and David Walker's

carries, 99 yards) straight
ahead running marched the
Orangemen down the field and
Graveswould sneak in from three
yards for the score.
"He [Graves] got out of the
pocket a couple of timesand ran
up the middle," said linebacker
Tom McManus. "What also hurt
us was the outcutting patterns of
thereceivers."
BC answeredback on the next
possession asa Foleyto Clarence
most.
"The players prepared well, Cannon 58 yard bomb was the
a
and came to play," said head key play in 65 yard scoring
drive.The touchdown cameon a
coach TomCoughlin. "I'm proud 10
yard pass from Foley to Ivan
of the way they played, I'm not
Boyd.
proud of the score."
With the score tied 7-7, both
VersatileSyracuse quarterback
Marvin Graves ran for two touchSyracuse game, Page 22
(17

sport.

Softball head coach Nancy
McGuire offered her thoughts,
saying, "It's definitely generated
national interest. We're real excited, and, truthfully, we're all
going to ride this bandwagon.
"We're still reaping the benefits of the Miami game. Our
incredible school spirit was obvious right there."
Terez Bonorden, head coach
of BC's women's soccer, said,
"When recruits look at BC, they
take notice of the whole pride
thing. I always try to bring recruits here on football weekends.
And every time we've brought
someone here we've done well.
Every one ofour top recruits were
at a major football or basketball
game. There's a real atmosphere,
a real network of alumni and
students," she said.
"This year, my number one
recruit came to a football game,
and she told me that BC was her
best recruiting trip, and part of
her decision to come here was
based on that atmosphere. And
Bandwagon, Page 23

J.P. PLUNKETT

Cash, football and fun
Boston College's loss to Syracuse was a big win for the Hall of Fame
Bowl people, who now get the team they really wantedall along.And
at the same time, it's a lossfor the Fiesta Bowl people, many ofwhom
were foaming at themouth at the thought of a BC-Arizona match-up.
For BC, it's thedifferenceof a $1 million check(Hall of Fame) and
a $3 million check (Fiesta) - but after six years of $0 checks, who's

counting?
A contract signed a couple of weeks ago locks the Big East's third
place team (which BC is now) into a berth in January Ist Hall of Fame
Bowl played in Tampa, Florida.
For Hall of Fame Bowl executiveBernie Epstein, thisisall very good

news.

"They're number one (to us) and they are coming to Tampa," said
Epstein in reference to the Eagles. "Unless they can score four
touchdowns real quick."
Since he was speaking with about four seconds remaining in BC's
27-10 loss, that unless didnot come into play and Epstein was smiling
about BC returning to his bowl, where they last were seen in postNovember time.
"BC was thefirst team weever signedfor ourfirst bowl game down
there, so it's nice to havethem back," said Epstein, talking about the
PLUNKETT, Page 21

Eagles split with Lowell
tionable penalties, shots from
behind the goal line, and a
forward's leg.
The Eagles played the Chiefs
Coming off a Kelly Rink loss,
the Eagles defeated UMass Lowell even throughout the first half of
in Billerica Saturday night by a the first period before things
started to get ugly at 9:30 of the
score of 3-2.
Tom Ashe, lan Moran and Rob first when Chiefs' defenseman
Canavan all scored for BC, and David Mayes sent a rainbow
that dippedthrough three
Josh Singewald made 27 saves. floater
players before drifting through a
* * *
fully-screened Singewaldfora IAt least the Eagles had an excuseafterdroppingbehind 5-0 in -0 Lowell lead.
The Eagles barely had time to
the first period of their 5-2 loss to
regroup before Chiefs winger
UMass-Lowell Friday night.
Shane Henry (No. 1 star of the
It was Friday the 13th.
The Eagles and sophomore game) flew down the right wing,
goalie Josh Singewald got a slew wheeledaround the corner and,
of bad breaks in the first period in an effort tocenter the puck just
Friday night in theform of quesLowell game, Page 19
By MICHAEL CIVILLE

Heights Staff Writer

Eagle Jackie Callahan tries to sneak one in the goal duringFriday night's loss to UMass Lowell.
HEIGHTS DARKROOM
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Sports Shorts

Regular season ends at Army
By CHING WANG
Heights Staff Writer

Boston College wraps up it;,
regular season thisSaturday versus the Army Cadets at Michie
The Boston College fencing team participated in "The Big One" Stadium. The Eagles thumped
7-8,
at the West Pointers last year 28New England International Fencing Meet on November
Brandeis University.
-17 as Chuckie Dukes rang up
In his first intercollegiate fencing competition, freshman Dien
148 yards on only 1 7 carries.
Nguyen reached the final rounds and managed to place fourth out of
56 men's foil fencers.
Returning veteran and captain ChrisChute placed seventh out of 46
Preview
saber fencers after conceding a tough finals bout to Tufts University.
Squad captain John Steiner, Herman The, Andre dc Castanja and
There are many newfaces in
Kuen Ok all reached the semifinal rounds and ranked 11-14.
In the women's foil division, senior Jen Lodowsky placed 18 out of headcoach Bob Sutton's lineup,
because of graduation. The Ca42 competitors after reaching the semi-finals.
dets run a wishboneattack that
can producebig numberson the
ground, but are as formidable in
the air as the Iraqis.
Defensively, this team hangs
Sports
Due to a reporting error in last week's Heights
article on the
water polo team, Bob lacobocci was not recognized as a co-captain, tough in part to the 6 starters
lacobocci, RandallGilberdand Mark Fitzloff are the threeseniors on returning from 1991. Overall,
the team, lacobocci has been memberof the team for four years. We the Cadets play intelligent, disciplined football (What a surare sorry for the error.

Fencing: BC in first competition

Water Polo: Correction

However, Army just
doesn't field enough speed and
size to beat high caliber oppo-

prise).

Etc, Etc: Boron goes pro

Eagles hit the slopes
By SEAN WHITSON
Heights Staff Writer

Coach Bill Toof barely has any
time to enjoy the success of the
Eagles fot>tball team which he
and the other members of the
coaching staff have put so much

Skiing preview
time into. While winter turns the
leaves to brown and pulls the
heavy coats from the closets, he
also shifts his focus to skiing.
Toof has been head coach of the
varsity ski team at Boston College for what he describes as
"forever," but within thepast few
years, he has also become the
video production analyst on the
football staff.
The BC men's and women's
ski teams compete in theOsborne
Division ofthe Eastern Collegiate
Ski Conference. Out of approximately 220 teams that comprise
the United States Collegiate Ski
Association, the three divisions
of the ECSC include 30.
BC competes against other
Osborne Division teams, such as
UMass, Amherst, UConn, Brown
and five others, in the technical
events (slalom and giant slalom).
Competition is limited to these
events because the speed events
take too long, up to three days,
compared to the one-day long
technical runs, and are "not cost
efficient," according to Toof.
The team competes in five carnivals throughout the year. The
carnival which the Eagles host is
held at Waterville Valley, which
is also the sight of training camp
for the team. During the season,
however, the skiers practice every day, from 8 am to 10 am, at
Blue Hills. Training camp begins
around the first of the year, earlier for some of the locals but a
little later for the west coast skiers, and the first carnival is the
weekend before classes begin.
The season will last until the
weekend of February 21, when
the Eastern Regionals are held.

nents.

The wishboneoffenseneeds a
quarterback who makes quick
decisions. This year's field general is speedy sophomore Rick
Roper (5-10, 175). Behind him
are fullback Steve Weber (5-11,
210) and halfbacks Chad Davis
(5-19, 165) and Kevin Vaughn
(5-11, 175). Weber is a three
year starter and effective inside,
while Davis and Lane can cause
havoc on the perimeter. Akili
Since BC competes in the most King and Joe Ross will also see
difficult of thethree divisions, 80
percent of the teams in the division qualify, making BC nearly a
lock for post-season play.
Boston College has dominated
skiingfor quite some time. While
other sports vacillate with success, "the ski team has been in the
top 10 at nationalsfor thepast 12
years," netting at least three second-places and two third-places
in that time, according to Toof.
Last season, the Eagles, men and

Eagle golf coach Tom Boron has headed to Florida where he will
compete professionally in the state's satellite tours. Boron, a New
Jersey native, will also seek his Professional Golfer's Association
teaching lisence....the Touchdown Club is planning a pre-Hall of
Fame Bowl cocktail party. For information on tickets call club president Dennis DiSchino at 617-235-5600.

HEIGHTS

time at halfback.
Tight end Bill Currence is a
solid blocker and has a mind
blowing two catches. Split End
Paul Andrzejewski is the leading
receiver with 19 grabs.
The line is a bit small, averaging between 260 and 265, depending on the time of day.
Tackle Mark Escobedo (6, 270)
and guard John Pirog (6-6, 275)
are both seniors, and the only
returnees from the 1991 campaign. Pirog is thestandoutof the
line.

tackles. OLB Jason Miller may
not be very big (6-1, 205), but he
makes his presence known. On
the other side is another junior,
Aaron Fogelesong (6-3, 225).
Rounding out this corps of third
year players are inside backers
Pat Zelley (6, 215) and Kevin
Czarnecki (6-2, 235). Zelley is a
hard hitting fireplug at the "Will"
spot, whileCzarnecki is the number two tackier. The front seven
is unspectacular, butBC hasfaced
muchworse. TheArmyfrontwill
likely get a big dose of straight
Newcomer Kevin Muir (6-3,
ahead zone blockingby the Mass
265) is the middle man and is
Movers. Look for the spirited
joinedby Matt Conway(6-2,2 50) Cadets to weardown as thegame
and Troy Prehar, a (6-3, 255) progresses.
pounder. This unit is very quick
The secondary is where we
off the ball and makes the comwill find the best football player
plicated angle blocks in the opon the Army roster. Senior FS
tion attack with above average Mike McElrath averages a pheefficiency. The Cadetsrushed for nomenal 14 tackles a game, and
210 yards on 52 carries last year is considered one of the best deand completed 3 of 9 passes ver- fensive backs in theEast. McElrath
sus BC. Expect more of the same also carries a GPA most of us
exciting play calling with this would kill for despite the
time
group.
constraints created by football,
Defensively, the Cadets will and all those soldier things they
knock helmetswith anyone. They do at West Point.
may get their headsknocked off,
Joining McElrath at safety is
but nobody backs down. Up junior Todd Turner, a starter in
front, Army fields some rangy
1990 before a knee injury last
athletes to stop the run and rush year. Corners Duncan
Johnson
thepasser. Defensive tacklesJim (6-1, 180) and
Jason Sutton (5Slomka(6-3,250) and Dan Davis
10, 190) don't challenge receiv(6-4, 255) are average two ers much, but perform well in
gappers. Gary Graves (6-2, 240) zones. The Cadets don't give up
isthenoseman. Thisgroupisnot many yards in the air (around
much smallerthan BC's line, but 150). Part of that might be that
not quite as active.
opponents spend most of the
The linebackers are also ungame punishing the front seven.
dersized,butfly aroundand make That sounds like BC's game plan.

-

This Week in Conte Forum

women combined, were
outplacedby onlytwoteams.Toof
is looking for more of the same,
perhaps an even better performance, as his team takes to the
mountains this year.
On thewomen'steam, two AllAmericanskiers, captains Kirsten
Mohill and Michelle North, are
returning and should be complemented quite n-ice-ly (I know it's
corny, but it had to be done) by
two freshmen who are expected
to keep up with their seniors.
The men graduated their AllAmerican, who held the number
two slot on the team. But two top
slalom skiers, captainsChrisYvars
and Rick Van Dyke, are returning
for theirfinal season. Two freshmen should join the men at the
front of the pack, while another
freshman and a transfer should
add depth to the middle of the
team.
An optimistic Toof said, "We
graduate one All-American but

replace him with four quality
people."
One might think that a conflict
would arise betweenfootball and
skiing for Toof, but he does not
see having different responsibilities as a problem. He schedules
the fall, dry land practices, and
writes out the exercises, which
are carried out under the command of his assistant coaches.
Brad Vermeula fills this role for
the women, and Mike Quinn,
whose younger brother is one of
the freshmen, is the men's assistant coach.
"Even if we go to a January
bowl," explained Toof, "I'd just
be one of theWest Coast arrivals
for training camp."

BASKETBALL

...

vs.

MARATHON OIL
Thursday, Nov. 19
7:oopm
HOCKEY
vs.
U.N.H.
Friday, Nov. 20
7:oopm

Don't Miss the Action!
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Lowell, BC split
weekend series
Lowell, from page 17

Ryan Haggerty (9) and Scott Zygulski (22) have their attention on a fallen Chief, while the puck

lingers.

heightsphoto/dan levasseur

CHRIS COLLINS

Led by Cedorchuk, hockey team
sporting a new look for 1992-93
The Boston College men's
hockey team made their first
Conte Forum appearance thispast
Friday, so here's a quick rundown on how the new-look
Eagles stack up against the older
(pre-1992) version:
? New Uniforms: BC used to
sport the best looking home uniforms in Hockey East. In the interest of change, that claim is no
longer valid. The familiar eagle
symbol has been preserved on
the front of the jerseys, but the
rest of the changes
the white
helmet, the plain maroon pants,
and the less colorful jerseys
just don't work. One nice touch
though: like their football and
basketballcounterparts, theback
of theuniforms no longerdisplay
the player's names.
? New Goalie Facemasks:
Sophomore goaltenders Josh
Singewald and Mike Sparrow
could verywell be the two sharpest netminders in the league, as
both wear the more stylized,
NHL-type
of
facemask.
Singewald'smask, whichfeatures
a paint job similar to Olympic
goalieRay Leßlanc's, is so cool it
prompts the question: why do
the replay screen operatorskeep
showing that shot of Scott
LaGrand's facemask, when both
LaGrand and his mask are no
longer at BC?
?And most important, a New
Coach: In a change that deeply
transcendsmere aesthetics,Steve
Cedorchuk is now the man behind the Eagles bench, replacing
long-time coach Len Ceglarski.
After playing for legendary BC
coach "Snooks" Kelly for four
years, and serving for 1 7 years as
?

?

an assistant to Ceglarski, Friday
marked Cedorchuk's first home
game in his new coaching capacity. The 5-2 loss to UMassLowell was an inauspicious debut at best, but as Saturday's 3-2
win against the same Chiefs
shows, the "new-lookEagles" will
very much be a reflection oftheir
new coach.
Ceglarski was reserved, lowkey, and hands-off man who quietly performed the duties of his
trade. His teams often stocked
with All-Americans wouldroll
over less talented opponents. In
twenty years at the Heights, he
racked up a record of 419-242-

Lowell shows that the Eagles are
capable of doing just that. While
the Chiefs were certainlythe betterteamon Friday night, by coming back to win the next night on

the road, BC gave an early-season exampleofwhy Cedorchuk's
commitmentto year-round conditioning is necessary. And this
commitment should only continue to pay dividends. "We
should win games in February
because of the work we put in
throughoutApril," Cedorchukhas
said.
And BC fans who can remember the Eagle's 5-2 victory over
Boston University in last year's
Hockey East playoffs were intro-27.
Cedorchuk, by comparison, is duced to another aspect of
a whopping416 wins behind his Cedorchuk-style hockey: conpredecessor. And other than his stant physical play and checking
allegiance to BC, he is a very for the whole game. "It's a sixtydifferent man then Ceglarski
minute game," Cedorchuk said
more gregarious, hands-on, and after the BU victory. "If you have
intense. These characteristics the mental attitude to play for
(particularly the latter) should sixty minutes, you'll wear them
shape the future of BC hockey. down and force them to make a
The 1992-93 squad may be less mistake." Indeed. Despite digtalented (because of losses to ging themselvesinto an early 5-0
graduation, the Olympics, and hole against UMass-Lowell on
professional signings) than some Friday night, the teamplayed hard
of the teams in recent history, but for the final forty minutes, actuCedorchuk has promised to get allydominatingmuchof thefinal
the very most out each player. period. Had the game continued
Though hecould not be reached for another period, there's every
forcommentatthistime, his prior reason to believe that the Eagles
comments indicatehow this will could have been victorious.
So whiletheEmmas, LaGrands
be done.
andMclnnises haveleft us, there's
One wayis through theconditioning of the team. The Hockey one man who hasn't: Steve
East hierarchy has decideto play Cedorchuk. And while Friday's
most of the games on a Friday- home loss may not haveshowed
Saturday schedule, so teams will it, Cedorchuk's presence could
have to be strong enough to play bring many happy returns.
on consecutive nights. This
Chris Collins, A&S '94, is a
weekend's split with UMassHeights columnist.
?

?

?

before he went behind the net,
sent it off Singewald's skate and
in. Lady Luck, 2. BC, 0.
But thosetwo goalswerenothing compared to the third. Just
when it seemed like it could get
no worse, it did. Lowell winger
Gerry Daley sent a weak shot on
net that was easily turned aside
by Singewald. Eagle forward
Ryan Haggerty raced in to collect
the rebound, only to haveitcarom
off his leg and into the net past a
fallen Singewald. The goal was
given to Daley. 3-0. At this
point, one was expecting Jason
to come onto the ice with a machete, prepared to slash the
Eagles' throats.
Instead, it wasLowell who had
the killer instinct as they kept
punishing the BC defense and
Singewald with shots. After Eagles
Mike McCarthy and Greg
Callahan weresentto theboxfor
penalties, Lowell enjoyed a fiveon-threeadvantageand, justover
a minute after Daley's "goal,"
they struck again.
This time, the goal was legitimate, though, as Henry came
flying down the right wing again
and unleashed a wristerfrom ten
feet out that found its way over
the right shoulder of Singewald
and into the upper left hand corner. Four goals in less than four
minutes. What else could possibly go wrong?
How about another goal for
the Chiefs? Still capitalizing on
Callahan'spenalty, Lowell found
the net once again as forward Jon
Mahoney,parked all alone at the
side of the net, tipped in Dan
O'Connell's slapper for the fifth
Chiefs goal in just over five minutes. Smel Iing a rout, new Eagles'
head coach Steve Cedorchuk
wiselycalled a time out to gather
his troops together andhopefully
stop the Chiefs' momentum.
It worked as the Eagles were
able to hold off Lowell for the
final six minutes of the period.
"We played too tentative in
the first period,"Cedorchuk said
afterthe game. "They wereworried about making mistakes.Our
game has got to be playing the
body and forechecking. We
didn'tdothat in thefirst period. I
told the team between the first
and second that it's better this
happens now than in the first
period of the Beanpot."
The Eagles managed to gather
themselves togetherafter thefirst
period debacle and, with

Cedorchuk replacing Singewald
with sophomore Mike Sparrow in
the second, the Eagles went to
work. Unfortunately, the Eagles
still had trouble getting across the
red lineand getting to the Chiefs'
net.

With Sparrow keeping them in
the game (read: a huge save on a
3-on-1 at 7:24 of the period), the
Eagles started to bring it together
when they had a power play with
justover six minutes remaining in
thesecond. But, it was Friday the
1 3th,sojustwhentheywerecoming together, BOOM. End of period.
But the momentum fortunately
carried into thethird as the Eagles
were finally forechecking and
play ing thebody with some crushing open ice hits against a much
smaller Lowell team.
The Eagles were finally able to
put onepast Chiefs goal ie Dway ne
Roloson (No. 2 star, 30 saves) at
11:16 of the third. After being
stopped on a breakawayearlierin
the period, Haggerty got revenge.
Working on a two-on-one with
defenseman lan Moran, Haggerty
raced to the net and deflected
Moran's pass in off his skate (can
this guyfind any other way to put
one in?).
After Sparrow continued to delight the 3,628 in attendancewith
some brilliantgoaltending,including a heartstopping, lightening
quickglovesaveona MikeMurray
breakaway at 15:00of theperiod,
the Eagles struck again with just
under two minutes remaining.
A fluke giveaway by theLowell
defense squirted to Eagle forwards
Don Chase and David Hymovitz
standing all alone in front of the
net. Chase took the pass from
Hymovitz, tookone«tep, and put
it through Roloson's pads. The
game ended with BC assaulting
theLowell net, but it was too late.
5-2.

Afterthegame,Cedorchukwas
positive, focusing on his team's
head's up play in the last two

periods.
"In the last two periods, we
outscored them, 2-0," Cedorchuk
said. "That's something positive.
This is a young team with inexperience. They had a bad reaction
to everything that went wrong. A
season is filled with ups and
downs. The first period tonight
was a down."
Give some credit to Lowell,
who are off to a great start with a
5-1 record and a win over No. 4
Clarkson. But one couldn't help
but think of what day it was after
watching that first period.

Providence too much for BC
By ED MCLAUGHLIN

Heights Staff Writer

The Eagles ended their regular
season on Wednesday night
against the Friars of Providence
College with a losing effort.
As usual, the Eagles started
strong. They beat the Friars in the
first game 15-7. Emotionsran high
as BC defeatedthe team which

Volleyball
had handily defeated them in two
previous matches earlier this sea-

son.
Aftergameone, theBC players
came down to earth. Theyplayed
with the same intensity but Providence turned it up a notch. The
Friarstook game two ofthematch
15-10.
Game three brought more ex-

citement. After back and forth
battles, BC took a 11 -9 lead over
the Friars. Providence jumped
ahead quickly to 12-11 and the
fun began. BC tied at 12-12 with
a big Jeanne Broussard block.
The Friars scored three more
points and won the game when
Heather Cody hit a ball over the
line.
With Providence leading 2-1
games, BC again leaped out to a
lead and took a 4-0 lead on a
Katie Farrell ace and a Kristen
Roberts kill. Those who live by
momentum, die by momentum.
Down 4-0 to an excited Eagles
team, the Friars reeled off 12
straight points to take a commanding 12-4 lead. The young
Eagles appeared shocked and
made crucial errors while the
experiencedProvidenceteam let
the Eagles self destruct while hit-

ting boomingspikes at thebewildered BC team.
Down but not out, theresilient

Eagles staged a comeback. Led
by Anne Casey and Roberts, the
Eagles blocked and spiked their
way back into the game. BC
closed thegapto 14-9ona Casey
kill.ThebiggirlsfromProvidence
blocked a Roberts kill attempt to
win 15-9.
With head coach Nadine
Lillavois unavailable for comment after the game, the captains, Cody and Casey, took time
out to reflect on their last home
game.

Both pleased with the results,
Cody said, "I think we did very
well. We can only look up after
tonight."
Casey concurred. "I think we
played really well. I'm so proud
of the team."

BC's regular season ended Wednesday with a loss to
heights photo/jen quinn
Providence.
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Winter Season
Curley and three guards
back for Big East attacks
By PETER KENNY
Heights Staff Writer

It's about that time of year
again. Timefor Dick Vitale. Time
for Big Monday on ESPN. Time
for Georgetown to play all of the

Hawaii-Loa'sand the St. Leo's of
the collegebasketball world.And
time for the Boston College basketball team to return to the upper echelon of the Big East con-

ference;

Men's Basketball

boys have been hard at work with Marc Molinsky
H£I ghts photo/becky yano
and the Eagle hoop sqaud.
Even the ball

Defense the key
By ED MCLAUGHLIN

Heights Staff Writer
J

Defense. Defense. Defense.
The Lady Eagles will focus on
one thing this season, team defense. With a good blendofyouth
and experience, Boston College
hopes to surprise people in the
Big East and build on team continuity in a season full of expecta-

Women's Hoop
tions.

power forwards in the east,"
Legette said. "She worked hard

and got in greatshape. She'sready
for the season."
Other key elements to this
year's squad are returning power
forward Michele Verotsky, a
strong, 6'l" post player, who has
the potential to be a big-time
rebounder, and senior Ali Daly.
Daly , who averaged only three
points a game last season, will be
looked to for more offense this
season as well as leadership,being one of two seniors on the
team.

Newcomersto this year's team
were all recruited for their offensive prowess. Tia Manhardt, an
offensive-minded sophomore
who sat out last year with a knee
injury, led her high school team
to three New Jersey state championships, averaging over 18
points a game. Audrey Bowersox,
also a New Jerseyproduct, scored
Legette.
Behn, of course, will also carry over 1,000points in high school
the team on the court. She aver- and fugures to work her way into
the lineup at the small forward
aged 1 7 poi nts per gamelast season and is, according to Legette, spot. CenterCecilee Campbell,
forward Angela Crowder, and
the one to go to in the clutch.
"Sarah Behn is definitely our guard Jennifer Passonno round
leader,"Legettesaid. "Thewhole out head coach Margo Plotzke's
recruiting class.
thing is in her lap."
Last year's captain Jennifer
Legette acknowledged that
Behn cannot carry the team on Leddy is returning as a graduate
her back. Everyone will have to assistant, so team continuity will
contribute for the Eagles to win. give BC a jump over last season.
When it came time for team
"People have to step up and
play," said Legette. "We will ex- goals to be set, the coaches had
pect everyone to contributeand little to do. The players set all of
we will expect everyone to put the team goals and expect to
achievethose goalsthrough hard
up the numbers."
Kerry
Curran will direct work.
Junior
Legette knows that hard work
the offense for the third year.
Legette puts great faith in Curran and enthusiasm will not assure
and wouId takeher overany other the Lady Eagles a winning season. They need thetalentand the
guard in the country.
win"Kerry is one ofthebest guards skills to have a successful
ning
season.
in the Big East," said Legette.
The Lady Eagles open with the
"She is very poised and will take
Irish
National team and Maine
pressure."
a lot of the
Mezzanotte, according to beforetraveling to Michigan State
for a tournament. BC also plays
Legette, will surprisemany in the
powerhouses Ohio State, Boston
league.She workedhardthis summer in getting in shape for her University and rival Holy Cross
before opening the Big Eastschedsenior year.
ule with St. John's at home on
"Marissa is one of the leading
The greatest expectation will
fall on the shoulders of All-Big
East forward Sarah Behn. Behn
and co-captain Marissa
Mezzanotte will carry the team
as leaders off the court.
"Theycameback in great shape
and they will lead by example,"
said assistant coach Felisha

January 2.

Yes, it's mid-November and
colleges all over the nation have
picked up the rock and have
started to hit the court, Jim
O'Brien's Eagles being one of
those squads. Since the regular
season is within sight, and the
exhibition games are just around
the corner, it looked like a good
time to whip out a preview ofthe
Eagles season.
The Eagles return four of their
five starters, and nine of the 1 2
overall playersfrom theteam that
went 17-14 last year, and registered impressivewins over Seton
Hall, Georgetown, Notre Dame,
and Villanova. Leading the way,
as always, is junior center Bill
Curley who has been selected to
the coaches All Big East pre-season team. However, hehas plenty
of help from his talented classmates: Howard Eisley, Malcolm

Huckaby, and Gerrod Abram.
Sophomores Kevin Hrbrowski
and Marc Molinsky also saw significant time last season as newcomers, and figure toreceive even
more qualitytime thisgo-around.
In addition, O'Brien recruited
two stellar big men, 6'B Robert
Blackwell and 69 Paul Grant.
The two freshmen were considered to be among the top 100
high school seniors in the land
and arrive with glowingreviews.
Now that the roster has been
set, let's get down to the keys for
the Eagle's season;there are three
of them.
I)David Hinton-The big guy
has had two disappointing seasons now, following his impressive freshman campaign. He has
struggled bothoffensively and on
the defendingend. At times last
year, he would show flashes of
brilliance,butthen revertto lackadaisical play. Yet, he has to be
considered a vital factor for this
year'ssquad.Firstofall he's6'lo.
If heemergesasa force, BC wou Id
possess a monster front line between him and Curley. Plus, BC
struggled last year with their defense in thepaint. The Eagles had
trouble matching up with taller
opponents,anditshowed.Hinton
could single-handedlyerase this
negative through punishing,
physical play.
2)The

Freshman-Blackwell and

Grant sport gaudy resumes from

their respective high school careers. But, the college level is a
huge step up from high school
play. Can the freshmen make the
adjustment and contribute significantly to the Eagle's season,
orwill theylanguish on thebench
in Wayne Williams' old seat? You
remember Wayne - the score
could be 120-3 and he would
sti 11be sprawledout on thebench,
in his warm-ups, dreaming of
vicious dunks. However, these
two newcomers could add so
much to the team. They could
provide valuable rest to Curley,
pick up Corey Jackson's role of
grabbingthetoughrebounds, and
maketheEaglesa lot bigger team.
3)Howard

Eisley-Everything

seems to comeback to theEagle's
point guard. When he was good
last year, the team sparkled. I bet
if you look it up, BC won the vast
majority of their gameswhen he
scored over 15 points. When he
is scoring that means he's getting
lay-ups andfree-throws. And this
is crucial because it shows the
fast break is working and Eisley is
getting good penetration in the
half-court game. When Eisley is
on heisagreatdistributor,hesets
up Huckaby and Abramfor their
three-pointbombsandCurleyfor
his three-foot turnarounds. But
when Eisley is not playing well,
the team goes stagnant. The offense breaks down and the fast
break opportunities dwindle. So
pray that 63 juniorhas a healthy,
productive year.

Post-Kraaijvanger era underway
last
pionship
By KATE MCLAUGHLIN
For The Heights

The Eaglesplunged into a new
season November 6 in a meet

against Georgetown University
and American University. Both
the men's and women's teams
stroked to a victory over
Georgetown, but sunk to Ameri-

Swimming

Lazarski.The women's team

dominatedNewEngland'sforthe
past five years with a first place
showing in every meet. Anything
less than that would be a disappointment this season.
Numerous individual records
were set in both the New
England's and theBig East Cham-

season. Capmeets
tain Curt Jablonowski holds the
200 backstroke, 100 backstroke
and 100 breaststroke records.
John Webber holds the 100
freestylerecord. Will Powleytook
the 200 backstroke, while Nick

Depth a major concern

timesall year.Thereason for this
imbalance is that the
Eagles have elected to drop
Coach Tom Grodon hopes to
mirror last season's winning
While the 1992-93 Boston weaker opponents, such as
record, despite the fact that both College wrestling season didn't Brown, in orderto makeroom on
teams graduated outstanding start off the way head coach Rod theschedule for tougherprograms
swimmers. He will particularly Buttry would have liked, as the which have the ability to offer
scholarships and attract top talmiss Maarten Kraaijvanger, who Eagles fell 35-13 to a tough Plyent.
was a "guaranteed blue ribbon mouth State squad in theiropenBC, however,is not withoutits
winner in three events every ing match, Buttry is optimistic
single meet." However,Grodon that his team'schances for hay- own shareof highlyskilled wrestlers,includingsophomoresMike
acknowledgedthe leadership of
Camarra, jim Gallagherand junthis year's seniors, as well as
ior John Flavin. Gallagher, who
"good individuals among the
wasa NewEngland championin
freshmen swimmers," tocompenhis freshman year, returns this
sate the loss.
season with the opportunity to
Tri-captains Robert lacobucci, a successful season.
Curt Jablonowski, and John
The biggest obstacle that. BC become an Ail-American accordMurray lead this year's team with will have to overcome is their ing to Buttry.Carriarra, who took
three years of experiencebehind lack of depth and experience, third m NewEnglands a yea/-ago,
each. The captains singled out with the entire squad, excluding and Flavin have been plagued
the team's goal, as matching last one junior, comprised offresh- with injuries during the preyear's third place showing in the men and sophomores. Yet the season, but both should be back
New England championship Eagles wtl I overcome theiryouth, for the first homematch Wednesmeet, lacoubucci said, "This
accordingtoButtry, because"the day against American Internawould certainly be an accomguys I have are dedicated to the tional. Thesethree team captains-j
plishment since our team doesn't sport. We are a young team that will be looked upon to provide
have any scholarship holders." is slowly improving, and in the leadership to a host of freshmen,
He added, "ATotof our competilong run we will get a lot out of especially Mike Eaton and Seth
Btee, both of whom have shown
tors are able to bring in top swimourselves."
mers from across the country
Buttry's main goat for the sea- that they have the potential to
because they can offer a free ticket son is to put a competitive team enjoy successful careers.
The Eagles will attempt to capto school."
on themat,butthis won'tbeeasy
The women's team is headed by as Boston College must face a ture their first duel meet victory
tri-captain seniors Glynis Andercompetitive schedule which has in the home openerWednesday,
son, Carrie Kraeger, and Beverly them at Power Gym only four at the expenseof American International.
can.

By BRIAN WALSH
Heights Staff Writer

extreme

Wrestling
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Previews
Youngsters to be counted on as new era unfolds at Kelly
By BRIAN

JOHNSON

Heights Staff Writer

The 1992-1993 Boston Collegehockey team is a solidblend
of team defense, aggressive fore
checking, andtalentednewfaces.
First year head oach Steve
Cedorchuk has liked what he's
seen so far, especially his blue-

paired with the less experienced
Beran has been pleased with
blue-liners to form three formihis young supporting cast. "The
second, third, and fourth lines
dable sets of defensemen.
Up front, the maroon and gold are primarily underclassmen. So
will be paced by senior tri-cap- far, they've looked really good,"
tain Marc Beran, who led the said Beran. "Robbie Canavan (a
team last year with 22 goals. So sophomore) has looked great,

Lagrand to the PhiladelphiaFlyers system this past September,
many people were looking at the
netminder position as the weak
link to this year's team. Not so,
according to Cedorchuk. "Josh
(Singewald] played in six games

Men's Hockey
Ii ne corps."We have a very strong

set of defensemen, and we will
build our team around them."
Cedorchuk is exceptionally high
on sophomore lan Moran, a preseason selection to the first team
Hockey East squad. "Lan, in my
view, is the best defenseman in
thecountry, andwe'llbe looking
to him to quarterback thisteam."
Tri-captains Ron Pascucci and
Scott Zygulski, both seniors, will
see plenty of ice time, and will Todd Hall runs into an unfortunate Chief on Friday night during the Eagles home opener.
play vitalroles in the lockerroom
HEIGHTS PHOTO/DAN LEVASSEUP.
as well. "We need Ronny and far in this young season, Beran
with
five
in
the
first
four
goals
last season and Michael [SparScott to show the younger guys has been the first-line left wing,
games. I'vereally been impressed row] in four," said Cedorchuk.
the ropes," said Cedorchuk. with juniors
John Joyce on the with thefreshmen though. David "Both are young (sophomores),
"There are going to be a couple right wing and
JackCallahan (1 5 Hymovitz reminds me a lot of and the experience will come.
offreshmen playingaregularshift goals last season) taking thefaceFranny(David Framzosa'92)and This team feels confident with
Callahan)
Ashe,
(read: Tom
Greg
offs. The second and third lines DonnyChaseplaysa verysimilar either on of these guys between
and it will be important for them seem to
be intact as well, with, style to Billy Guerin (now with the pipes."
to see how the older guys confrom left to right, Michael Spalla, the New Jersey Devils). I'm exSingewald seems to be slated as
duct themselves on and off the Rob Canavan, Ryan Haggerty,
pecting big things from those the number one goalie at this
ice."
and Brett Stickney, David guys," Beran continued.
point, but look for Sparrow to get
Look for these veterans to be Hymovitz, Dan Chase.
With the loss of stalwart Scott his share of puck-stopping duty.

Much like this year's football
team, Cedorchuk's boys will be
looking to the student section for
that extra edge in their home
games. Back in the "old days" of
the Heinze, Emma, and Mclnnis
era, Kelly rink was a nightmare
for visiting teams. Wins were
plentiful on the home surface ("I

think we lost a totaloffour or five
games my freshman and sophomoreyears,"quipped Beran), and
one of the major reasons for the
success was thecrowd. Last season was one of rebuilding and
saw the departure of long-time
mentor Len Ceglarski. It was a
tough Eagles, and the nights of
the packed student section were
fewandfar between. Cedorchuk
hopes this season will be different.

"Hockeyis a game ofemotion.
The players need to have that
ingredient(the loud crowd)," said
Cedorchuk. "KellyRink is a great
place to play. This year, we're
really going to give thestudents a
reason to come to the game,"
continued Cedorchuk.
Beran is looking for big things
this season, his final stint at the
Heights. "Peoplearetalkingabout
our lack of experience, but we
havea lotofguysthatsawquality
playing time last season," said
Beran. "With this blend of youth
and experience, this team knows
that we can come back from a
deficit late in the game.That is a
feeling we didn'thave last year."

Lady Eagles eye another national championship
says O'Malley, "This year, we
skated with Northeastern for a
Heights Staff Writer
solid period before they pulled
away. It's a tribute to howfarthis
has come."
program
Despite nine years of skating
the fruits of six reShowing
second fiddle to the men,
cruitingseasons,O'Malley'steam
Colhockey
women's
at Boston
now makes quick work of their
lege has escalated itself to
opponents. Afteropenunparallelled heights. Having club level
ingtheseasonwith a 14-4 thrashalready captured one national
championship, the '92-93 Eagles ing of Vermont, the team skated
theirwayto shutout victoriesover
are currently breezing their way
and Maine (11 -0, 6-0), lost to
and,
to a second title
more sig- BU
Northeastern 11-1, and smotched
nificantly, forming a basefor what
cross-town foe MIT 9-0.
"When the facilities became
Women's Hockey available(namelyConteForum),"
says O'Malley, "so did the repromises to be a perennial force. cruits. This is a great environThe 22 member squad will be ment for hockey, and it's showhard-pressed to outdo their per- ing in our results."
Two of O'Malley's biggest
formance of a year ago - all that
this year from the high
scores
team did was go 18-8 and capture the AWCHA Championship school ranks now mind the net
Dma
running away. Ninth year coach for the Eagles. Freshmen
(and former BC standout) Tom Solimini and Kristin Gray, each
O'Malley, however, deems it in- members of their high school
evitable, "We can easily eclipse mens' teams, have madea smooth
last year's effort. We return some transition to the collegiate level.
of our strongest players from last Solimini, a finalist for the U.S.
season, and have added some National Team, has two shutouts
new spark plugs. We're deeper, already to her credit, alongwith
better disciplined, and stronger 61 saves, while Gray has a win
in the net. We'll be right back in and 29 saves.
Other freshmen include cenit (the post-season tournament)."
Given the upscaled schedule, ter Kristen O'Brien from
they'll have to perform better. Hingham, and defensmenTobin
Women's hockey at BC is a club Dominick and Tammy Meade
sport that competes often against from Gloucester, MA, and
varsity level opponents. To date Pennington, NJ, respectively.
The team'smain strength, howthis season, theEagles showcase
a lofty 4-1 record. The one loss, ever, is their ability to find the
however,comes at thehandsof a net. Collectively, the team has
notched 41 goals through five
varsity squad at Northeastern
As O'Malley can attest,
games.
University.
"In the past, we would get "We have firepower from all over
blown away by top level teams," the ice. These girls have been
By PAUL CANALORI

"This is a great environment for
hockey, and it's showing in our
-BC head coach Tom O'Malley
results."
playing for years and it shows
when they wind up and shoot."
Setting the pace for BC is leftwinger Amy Tiernan. A junior
out ofForan High School in Connecticut (most of the players hail
from prep schools), the "silent
but deadly" Tiernan has already
netted seven goals and seven assistsfor 14 points. SaysO'Malley,
"She's a headsy player. You don't
really notice her until she's celebrating scoring a goal!"

Her line-mates, who conjure
up images of a certain HEM line
the men once boasted, can also
light it up. Center Lisa Tulimieri,
"Ms. 110%", who has four goals
and eight assists, and right-wing
Heidi Anderson, "the deadliest
shot on the team," five goals and
three assists, round out one of
New England's most productive
lines.
Anchoring the defense are
sophomore Tracey Labossiere,

out of Loomis Chaffee, and senior Liz Ridley, who leads all

defenders with three goals and
threeassists. SaysO'Malley,"Ridley is our big-play defenseman,
she's solid on defense and very
offensive mindedwhen opportunity calls."
The team travels next to battle
Vale and RPI. And, given the
team's well of optimism and talent, nobody expects to lose.

SophomoreTracey Labossiere will once again be the anchor of BC's stingy defense..H£/G«Ts
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Orangemen put

the squeeze on BC
Syracuse game, from page 17
teams once again traded scoring
drives, only this time settling for

Glenn Foley easily moved the ball up and down the field Saturday only to be hampered by
hoghtsassoc. photoeditor/jemgannom
nagging third down penalties.

Hall of Fame Bowl to host proud Eagles
PLUNKETT, from page 17

inaugural Hall of Fame Bowl on
December 23, 1986 when the
Eagles beat Georgia, 27-24.
Sure it's nice to have them
back. BC is known as a school
full of big-spendingalumni who
will gladly fill Tampa Stadium
and its neighboringbars, hotels
and restaurants. And for those
few alumni and students who
remain in Boston for the holiday, Epstein knows they will be
glued to ESPN, where the game
will be nationally televised.
So, sir, wereyou actuallyrooting against BC Saturday in order
to make the bid official?
"Oh, I wouldn'tsay we were
happy, I mean, personally I'd
I ike to see Boston College come
down," he said.
Meanwhile,
Warren
GoodrichoftheFiesta Bowl was
somewhere frowning. Only
moments earlier, hesaid that an
ideal game for him would be
BC-Arizona.
"They wouldberight up their
in our considerationif they win
today over Syracuse," he said.
"From our standpoint we'dlove
to have an Arizona versus Boston Collegebecause it wouldbe
a nice east-west matchup for
us."
Goodrich went on to say how
muchhe loved BC'soffenseand
defense. But I have to believe
what he really loved was BC's
money spendingpotential.Syracuse, who will now likelyrepresent the east in the Fiesta Bowl,
is a fine team, but believe me,
when it comes to spending
money, theirfollowers arebush
league compared to BC's.
Last year I was at a Syracuse
bar, much like Mary Ann's or
Cityside, and there were many
BC fans in attendance. Many of
those dressed in maroon and
gold were displaying drinking
abilities thatrival those of a Jim
Morrison ora Billy Carter. They
were also aware that Tipping is
not a town in China.
Suddenly a man who appar-

Bowl Facts

ently owned the gin mill took the for."
For fiveyearsCharlie Brennan
stage and grabbed a microphone.
"I just wantto say thank you, to has waitedfor this, so you know
the Boston Collegefans who have he will be happy to play at
given our waiters and waitresses Tampa.
"Yeah, I'm definitely looking
theirbest night ever!"
Wow. The greatest night ever. forward to that. I've never been
That is why the Fiesta Bowl's loss to post-season play. What's betis the Hall of Fame's gain. Bowl ter than that?"

games have become so big that
football now plays second fiddle
to all of the celebratingthat goes
on before and after the game.
So while the merchants of
Tempe have to suffer through a
week of short-armed, tight-pocketed Orangemen, the business
men and women of Tampa will
see their incomes soar when the
Eagles come to town.
Nick Pund, also with the Hall
ofFameBowl, said thatBC's losses
to Notre Dame and Syracuse in
no way takes away from their
glamour.
"They're just a good, exciting
game. The fact that they lost to
Notre Dameand Syracusedoesn't
really hurt because they weresupposed to lose to those two teams.
The teams were rated higher and
Boston College has, I think,
achievedits season goals," hesaid.
A couple ofweeks ago BC was
the darling of the collegefootball
scene. Thoughts of a major bowl
game whereon everyone's minds,
and there were even a few rumblings about a potential national
championship. Two losses later,
thepride and excitementremain,
because peoplerememberthat as
recently as September sth, the
thought ofany post-season action
seemed crazy.
"I don't feel disappointment
personally and the reason why is
wecame into pre-season with our
goal being to win as many ball
games as we can; but not only
that, we wanted to go out and
play with a lot of heart and emotion and I think our ball club has
done that," said Chuckie Dukes.
"We've had some tough losses,
but we've also had some great
wins...you know bowls are what
the teams aroundthe country work

_

+

What about the man who has
the final word. What does the
Hall of Fame Bowl meantoChet
Gladchuk?
"I lovethe Hall of Fame Bowl.
I couldn't be any happier," he
said, perhaps forgetting that the
Fiesta Bowl would give him two
million more reasons to be
happy. "I love Tampa and I love
a million dollar pay day. I'm
happy for thekids. To be in this
position when you put things
into perspective is just so exciting for everyone."
When you can gofrom 4-7 to
almost having to settle for the
Hall of Fame Bowl, you know
your program has come a long
way in a short time.It's not even
worth worrying abouttwo losses
that should be taken as nothing
more than growing pains. This is
a case wherethe good shou Id be
emphasized, the bad writtenoff
as being temporary and irrelevant.
"We were 4-7 a year ago, so
this is a great feeling. We have a
lot to hold our heads high about,"
said Glenn Foley. "At thebeginning of the year, not a lot of

people gave us a chance, so
we've come a long way."
Last year, Foley remembers
sitting at home in New Jersey
"wishing he was playing." His
teammates probably wished the
same thing.
And there'sno doubt thatEagle
fans have spent every holiday
season since 1986 wishing.
Wish no more Boston College, thedeal is done and we're
going to a bowl.

J.P. Plunkett, A&S '93, is

The

Heights Sports editor.
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field goals. Tailback Chuckie
Dukes (19 carries, 112 yards) had
three key 10 yard runs to movethe
ball into Syracuseterritory before
Scan Wright tied the game at 10-10 with a 22 yard field goal.
Syracuse got theball back with
5:31 left in the half and had time
for one more scoring drive. After
moving to the BC five yardline,
Graves was sacked by linebacker
Stephen Boyd on a third-and-goal
situation to move the Orangemen
back to the 17 yardline. From
there Syracuse kicker John Biskup
kicked his secondfield goal of the
game to give the Orangemen a
13-10 lead at halftime.
"The answer was that we
cou Idn't get themout, wecou Idn 't
get them off the field," said
Cough Ii n of the Syracuse offense.
The Orangemen ran the ball 52
times for 255 yards and were able
to use up much of the clock with
their long drives.
Starting the second half BC
lookedto get theiroffense on track,
but they sputtered on their first
series and the Orangemen got
excellentfield position. Syracuse
took overat the BC 47 andscored
on a fourth-and-goalfrom the one,

as Graves rolled left and hit a
wide-open tight-end Chris
Gedney in the endzone.This put
Syracuse ahead 20-10 and destroyed any momentum that the
Eagles had coming out of halftime.

"I'mdisappointedwith thefirst

series of the second half," said

Coughlin. "If we would have
scored right away then perhaps
some good could have happened."
BC would not score again, as
Foley would be picked off three
times deep in Orangeterritory to
end Eagle drives. Penalties also
plagued BC as they had one drive
of well overlOO yards which
failed to produce any points. On
this particular series, BC was penalizedseven times yet kept making key third down conversions
to sustain the drive.
"It was frustrating because we
couldn't get in the endzone,"said
Foley. "Penalties will kill you
every time. It was like we were
running in place."
A99 yard Syracusedrive which
ate 6:15 off the clock endedwith
Graves sneaking in from the two
yardline to make the final score
27-10.
"Being at home, the lastgame,
it hurts," said McManus. "We're
downand out, but we'llbe back
for tomorrow."

Fame guaranteed
By BRIAN BENNETT
Heights Assistant Sports Editor

Saturday's loss means that Bos-

ton College will finish third in the
Big East Conference and play in
the Hall of Fame Bowl on January
1. "Win, lose, or drawnext week,
BC iscoming to Tampa," said Hall
of Fame Bowl representative Nick

Pund after thegame.
This will be the Eagles second
trip to Tampa as they playedin the
first ever Hall of Fame Bowl in
1986 when they defeated Georgia 27-24. Back then the game
was on December 23, but it has
since become more of a major
Bowl and moved to New Year's
Day.

Eagle notes
Dukes back on track
After having his consecutive
100 yard game streak halted at
seven at Notre Dame, tailback
Chuckie Dukes got back on track
with a 108 yard performance yesterday. Dukes has 1,208 yards on
the season and needs just 81 versus Army to break Mike Esposito's
single-season rushing record set
in 1973.

Heights Sports
needs new writers.
Come to our
meetings Mondays at
3 in McElroy 113
or call 552-3512.
Reminder to current

staff writers:
nominations for 1993
sports editorial board
are now underway.
Talk to J.P. or Brian.

Graves captures game's MVP
Syracuse quarterback Marvin
Graves earned the Orrie T.
Scarminach Memorial Award
which is given annually to the
MVP of the BC-Syracuse game.
Graves passed for 138 yards, ran
for 53 yards, and accounted for
all three of the Orangemen's
touchdowns.
"Graves is an outstanding athlete," said coach Tom Coughlin.
"Givecredit wherecredit is due."

Seniors bid farewell to Alumni
Nine BC seniors played their
final gameat Alumni Stadium on
Saturday before a standing room
only crowdof33,298. They were:
Charlie Brennan,Chuckie Dukes,
Jason Pohopek, Tom McManus,
John Stolberg, Mike Marinaro,
Ron Stone, Dan Britten, and Russ

Durham.
Campbell MIA?
When asked in the post-game
press conference about Darnell
Campbell's whereabouts in the
game, Coughlin simply responded "David Green would
have come in ahead of him."

WZBC 90.3 FM
will bring you all of
the Army action live
from West Point.

The game will not be
televised so listen to
Bob Wischusen and
Joe Tessitore and I
swear you will feel
like you are actually
playing in the
damn game.
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Football-mania helps
non-revenue teams
Bandwagon, from page'l7
the football teams success just
gives themsomething else to look
at beside their sport."
So it seems that the football
team's good fortune is not only a
cause, but partially an effect, of
BC's school spirit.

to recruits with common interest
in the football team.
"We've had a large numberof
inquiries, but," cautioned Moy,
"althoughwe certainly can't take
all the credit, some of it has to do
with our improvedplay."

EARN $2000 + FREE
SPRING BREAK TRIPS!
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North America's #1 Student Tour
Operator seeking motivated
students, organizations, fraternities
and sororities as campus
representatives promoting Cancun,
or Daytona Beach!
Call 1-800-365-4654
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Consider This:

(AT 685 COMMONWEALTH AYE. ON THE BOSTON UNIV. CAMPUS)

ADULTS
STUDENTS (WITH 1.D.)

added, "The most talentedof the
crew is sophomoreMichael Hyer,
who just transferred to BC"
Having started theirrigid practice schedule in mid-September,
both the swimming and diving
teams are ready to take on the
competitors and show 'em their
stuff. Theyplan to kick past their
adversaries, leaving them to
flounder in their wake.

Cindy Vink also put herself into
the books with the 100 free and
the 100fly
Satovick grabbed the 100 butterCoached by Andy Beaudry, the
fly.
1992-93 diving team consists of
For the women, Captain two sophomores and five freshBeverly Lazarski tookthe 50 free men. Although a young team
and the 200 individual medley. without experiencedleadership,
Heather Bickle holds therecord Grodon stated, "We seem to have
for the 400 individual medley.
a lot of spirit on the squad." He

Swimming, from page 21

BC's school spirit and academic reputation result in a perfect mix for success. All this
seems to point to a revival of BC
athletics, with football leading
the way.

Men's lacrosse head coach Ed
Moy said, "I've noticed we've
gotten a lot more calls then we'd
expect. And it's easier speaking

.

BC swimmers set for winter season
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JESUIT
VOLUNTEER
CORPS
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INFORMATION
MEETING
All this, and a better world to show for it.

Maybe you can't afford no/ to volunteer.

Volunteer after graduation !!

MON, Nov 16- 7:00 pm
Higgins 304
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Peace Corps Recruiters will be on campus on November 16th and 17th. Find out how
your degree in health, math, science, nursing or education can qualify you for the
experience of a lifetime:
INTERVIEWS
INFO TABLE
FILM PRESENTATION
Tue., November 17
Mon., November 16
Mon., Nov. 16
Mc Elroy Lounge
7:00 p.m.
Career Services
9:00 4:00
9:00-4:00

-

Call the Peace Corps at 1-800-648-8052 Ext. 129 for more information
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Students cope with eating disorders
Continued from page 4.
are the most at risk of having an
eating disorder. Out of the 282
women surveyed, 30.3 percent
are in the "normal categories,"
and 69.7 percent are in the"problematic categories."
Although the study shows that
OFFICES

A

WORLDWIDE^

(fl
273 Newbury St.
Boston, MA02116 J I

II

IN (61?) 266-6014 J

I

STUDENT & YOUTHFARES

LONDON
SAN JOSE CR
FRANKFURT
TOKYO
BANGKOK
SYDNEY

299
428
488
795
885
1095

AND EVERYWHERE ELSE TOO!
-KOUNDTRIPFROM BOSTON
-DOMESTICFLIGHTS
-EURAILPASSES
-HOSTELMEMBERSHIPS
.DEPARTURESFROM ALL
MAJOR CmES
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THERE FOR YOU
I WILL NEVER LET

HAPPY

BIRTHDAY!

-LE PETIT

g We've teen there. M

IsTUOENT

I Call Today
I

Happy
21st to
Jen, the
Flynnster!

I WILL ALWAYS BE
YOU DOWN
I AM YOUR FRIEND
I LOVE YOU.

CfsTA TRAVEL

Cl

many BC students exhibit the turbed eating patterns specific to
behaviors of an anorexic and/or BC include: types of food availbulimic, Hesse-Biber emphaable in the dining hall, the point
sizedthat many of these students system which invites overeating,
do not have the psychological and the emphasis on physical
symptoms associated with eating appearance at BC
Although these statistics are
disorders. A relatively small percentage (12.4 percent of the fairly recent, Hesse-Biber specuwomen and 2.7 percent of the lates that over thepast five years,
men) are diagnosed bulimic by
the cases of BC students suffering
clinical standards.
from problematic eating has most
likely increased to a point where
Hesse-Biber found that disit is no longer abnormal for colturbed eating patterns are prevalent amongcollege students for a legestudents,especiallywomen,
variety of reasons such as: to have minor self-destructive
changes in eating patterns while relationships with food.
living awayfrom home, increases
"To have a little eating disorin social and academic stress, der in our society is no longer
abnormal," Hesse-Biber said.
and boredom. Influences on dis-

RENTALSl|

You, and
your good
friend Jim
Beam, are fi-

nally members of the
"21Club."

for Thanksgiving and Xmasfl

"We're a weight obsessed culture."
Amy partially blames society's
attitude toward weight and thinness for the high number of eating disorders among women
"In our society, you have to be
pretty damn thin to be too thin,"
she said. Amy recalled conversations among women complementing one another because
they were ableto go all daywith-

theirsociallife.She recalled many
timesrefusing to go out to dinner
with friends because she was
afraid she would eat too much.
According to Jen, a sign of a
seriousproblem is iffood impairs
one's relationships. "You start to
pull away from people," shesaid.
"It starts out as a concern for
weight and then it becomes a
way of being perfect in other
people's eyes. It's a viscous
out eating.
cycle," she said.
"In our society there is this
Jen emphasized that an eating
notion that if you're thin, you're disorderis not justaboutfood. "A
happy and if you're fat, you're lot of people say, why don't you
miserable. Many women think just eat? They don't understand
that if we lose just those five that it's not just a problem with
pounds, doors will open," Amy food it's a wayof empowering
said. "Women arevaluedfor how yourself."
they look."
The women agreed that every
Amy said that when she discaseand person isdifferent. There
covered that a thin life did not is no single reason for having an
mean a perfect life, she began to eating disorder, nor is there any
recover. "I realized that I was simple formula for a cure.
"I can only answerfor myself,"
thin, and I was not happier."
How can one tell whether or Amy said. "Just like everybody is
not they need to seek help? The there own person, a person has
women describedtheir own psytheir own eating disorder."
"There is no cure," LeCault
chological experiencesas warning signs thata person may need said. "(Getting better] is a prohelp.
cess. Having an eating disorder
LeCault said one of the signs is is like being on a roller coaster
"when your whole day revolves and it's fine if you're on thedownaroundfood."
side. This is a place where you
Part of Jen's problem is thinkcan come to. Justcomingisapart
ing aboutfood all the time. "You of that healing process."
think about what you could eat,
"[With the support group] I
what you haven't eaten, what know I'm not alone," Jen said,
other people are eating and how "And I'mnotgoingtobejudged."
many calories and grams offat it
"It feels really good to be here
is," she said. "Everything in your and to be working to get better,"
mind is aboutfood and weight." Brenda said.
Brenda said another sign is to * The names of some of the
what extent someone's concern sources have been changed due
about food and weight affects to thepersonal nature ofthe topic.
?
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With $45 billion in assets and growing,outstanding
people and innovative financial products, Fleet could
launch you into an outstanding career.
Come listen to our Senior Managers and recent graduates
share their experiencesand discuss Fleet's Management
TrainingPrograms.
Don't miss the boat?attend our:

INFORMATION SESSION
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Management Training Programs
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Heights
Review

"Look for the ridiculous
in everything and
you will find it."
-Jules Renard
Fall music wrap-up, p. 26

Waterland, p. 29

Coppola misses chance to make a great film in Dracula
By KEVIN DURR
Heights Staff Writer

BRAM STOKER'S DRACULA: Directed by Francis Ford Coppola. Starring GaryOldman, AnthonyHopkins,
Winona Ryder, Keanu Reeves, RichardE. Grant, Cary Elwes, SadieFrost,
and Tom Waits.
Francis Ford Coppola directs
Dracula as if he's fresh out of film
school and thrilled with all the expensivetoys and devices he can play
with, rather than as a veteran filmmaker. Its a catalogue of film techniques, and somewhere beneath this
weight the story becomes lost. No
one can be surprised that Coppola
visually quotes Nosferatu at times,
and even his borrowing from
Eisenstein is understandable, but
Dracula's mist form and the vague
light-circlething in front of the castle
looks like it was lifted out of
Ghostbusters. It's certainly an eclectic
package.
Unfortunately, at some point I forgot that there was a story going on. It
seemed a rather unimportant aside to
all of Coppola's gadgets and tricks.
His technique is as stunning as it is
omnipresent.Coppola never letsyou
ignore that he is making this film. Its
so obviously the work of a talented

Sons

most of these things at least

twelve

times. His favorite camera track is his
fast-track movement approachingthe
room of the waitingfemale victim. He
zooms in quickly, then pauses and
focuses on something for a split second, then tracks again. He does this
about sixty-five times. He thinks its a
good device.And it is neat and all, the
first time I liked it and I spent some
time figuring out exactly how he did
it, but it wasn't all that frightening.
Which is a shame, because this is
supposed to be a frightening moment. Unfortunately, Dracula eventually stops being a vampire, and becomes a camera movement. Camera
movements are not all that frightening.
The film never builds up into anything overly suspenseful. It stays on
the same level with no pacing, everything happening extremely quickly.
The scenes of Dracula approaching
the house could have been very suspensefuland frightening, had Coppola
Winona Ryder and Gary Oldman in a scene from Dracula
directorfeeling enormous pressure to its a good one. But I'm pretty sure it's slowed them down.
make a great film. He has all the pretty close to being a pretty good
Coppola comes close once.There is
ingredients, a fine cast, a classic story, movie.
a sequence in which he cross-cuts
42 milliondollars, and appearedto be
There are so many hallucinogenic between a wedding and Dracula aton the verge of adding another great moments, dream-likesequences,flashtacking a girl. It starts to build up a
film to his catalogue, something he backs, and superimposed images, it level of tension that is non-existent in
maybe that Coppola has done every the rest of the film, but he ends it
has not done since he made Apocalypse Nowback in 1837. But Dracula single thing that you can do with a much too soon, as if he doesn't trust
is not a great film. I'm not evensure if camera in the film at least once, and
Continued on page 30

heavy topics with subtlety and strength
of Ulster handled
group
different

OBSERVE THE SONS OF ULSTER
MARCHING TOWARDS THE SONNE.
Performed this past weekend at
Robsham Theater. Written by Frank
McGuinness. Directedby MamieAnn
Joyce.
By ART SWIFT
Heights Staff Writer

This past weekend, the Contemporary Theater presented "ObserveThe
Sons ofUlster Marching TowardsThe
Sonne" at Robsham Theater. It is a
play written by Frank McGuinness

about a

of eight young men

from Ulster in Northern Ireland. The

eight: Pyper(Dennis Kieran Schaeffer),
Craig (Peter O' Neill), Moore (Firmin
Deßrabander), Millen (Danny Grace),
Roulston (Edward Saleem Swidey),
Crawford (Michael Chamberlain),
Anderson (JohnDoria), andMcllwane
(Jeff Fuccillo), are a platoon in World
War I. Through four acts, their story is
revealed. It is not a conventional play
with a firm plot and eventual climax,
but rather a journeyof philosophical
discovery. The attempt of director
Mamie Ann Joyce was to intimately

explore the souls of these eight soldiers.

The leading member of the cast is
Pyper. He is histrionic and confused;
Craig calls him a "madman." Through
him the subjects ofwastefuldeathand
loyalty to one's land and religion are
portrayed. Pyper looks back at the
war in "Remembrance," Act I. He is
still alive, and all of his platoon-mates
are dead. That is basically what the
story is about. Pyper wants to willingly die and he winds up living,
while the other soldiers are left behind.
This interesting theme along with
the other self-exploration of the men
is well-executed. Although the dialogue is a little dense at times, the
actors all did a fine job in molding
their parts. A striking scene is "Pairings," Act 111, when the eight are

.

divided into four pairs at
locations on their furlough from war.
Each pairing takes place ona separate
part of the stage, with all the characters coming to a resolution about their
military involvement.
It is superbly directed, especially
with the Pyper-Craig pair. While the
Pyper-Craig storyline was well-developed, the Anderson-Mcllvaine discourse could have been expanded.
By the end I had a fairly good idea
about their problems and aspirations,
but they could have been given more
time.
This play, while entertaining, also
succeeded on a deeper level, one of
social commentary. The horrors of
war, andthe confusion of young men
fighting for a cause they do not understand were handled with subtlety and
strength.

Conversation with Dennis
Miller
Holden,

By MATT HENDRICKSON
Heightsfteview Editor

After his hilarious performanceTues-

| day night, Dennis Miller marveled at
"That was the biggest crowd I've
played to, man. What a rush."
Lacing his sarcastic wit with mostly
obscure references (although it was
readily apparent that even a more
common references some BC students spend a little too much time
A scene from Sons of Ulster

heightsphoto/meussa

st. hilaire

William

Holden Caulfield;

you know what I mean), Miller is a
much moreSubstantive comedian thaii
say? Dana Carvey, who relies more
on impersonationsrather than commenting on society.
Miller is back focusing on stand-up
afterhis recent bid as a talk show host

"I'm out of the loopnow. Once you
have a show that fails, not that 1
thought it failed artistically, but it
didn't get the numbers, its apretty cv(
and dry business. You have to lay
Continued onpage 301
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Fall Music Wrap-up

Sophomore efforts from Ned's Atomic Dustbin and EMF

"1/2Ned's Atomic Dustbin/AR£
YOU NORMAL? (Columbia)
When Ned's Atomic Dustbin released their debut album, God Fodder, last year, they were hailed as an
innovative group of twenty year olds.
They created a brand of manic pop/
rock that was a step above the tired
Manchester shoe-gazing scene that
was producing most of the next-bestthings from England at the time.
On God Fodder they offered a
fresh, adrenalized style of punk pop
that was anchored by two rambling
basses that weaved twisting melodies
amidst guitar grunge. Unfortunately,
Ned's takes a step back with Are You
Normal?, an album that opts more for
pop than punk, losing its edge and
freshness that had been the driving
forces behind their debut effort.
The dueling basses remain, producing the same addictive, rambling
melodies, but on the new album they
overpowerthe guitars that had given
Ned's their punk edge. Replacing the
straight up guitar fuzz are Manchester-ish echo wha-wha effects that create more atmosphere than crunch.
The biggest difference between
the two albums lies in the vocals,
which are less hyper and rapid-fire
and are now more laidback and singsongy. Ned's suffers on their sophomore effort in much the same way
Jesus Jones did when they lollowed
up LiquidizerwithDoubt, losing their
playful intesityand falling into slower,
lazy melodies. They still make for
good music, but just don't have the
same bite.
Taken on its own, Are You Normal?
is not a bad album. In fact, it's apretty
solid, fun album. Ned's still knows
how to fill a pop groove with a mix of
enough adrenalineandhooks to grab
the listener, and their playfully trivial
lyrics still reflect theecstacy/miseryof
youth (such as falling in and out of
love and not knowing whether to be
pissed off or happy about it).
Althoughthey have abandonedtheir
hyper-intensity, their new slower,
expanded melodies pay off more often than not, especiallyon tracks like
Tantmm" and "Suave and Suffocated."
They even retain some of their highenergy antics on songs like "Walking
through Syrup" and theirfirst single,
"Not Sleeping Around."
For those who own God Fodder,
Are You Normal? might be a disappointing follow up that might end up
in the dustbin. But to new listeners of
Ned's and to those with an ear for
good pop/rock, it's an album delivering great sound and a good time.
StephenJacques

'

EMF
not create an

cianship.
It seems Dench was given the
license to invent true rock solos to
compliment his riffs and melodies.
Also, Atkin remains true to his originality as his whispery vocals flow
through the tunes. The band has not
lost its touch for sampling either, as
they have woven everything from
obscure speeches to background vocals of other pop songs into their
compositions.I know what your next
question is, and no, Andrew Dice Clay
has not been sampled onto this al-

are left in a natural state to emphasize
the chorus.
The band has not pioneered a new
sound with the release of Stigma, but
they have improved on their own
sound. That in itselfshould make you
curious enough to listen. Even if you
do not purchase the album yourself,
be prepared to get a hearty dose of it
from your local radio station they'll
be playing a lotof tunes from this one.
John Sweeney
?

?

bum.

"1/2 The Orb/UFORB (Big Life/
Mercury)
Why am I listening to the backgroundnoise soundtrackto Star Wars?
Welcometo GE'sMission to Mars here

There is no question that EMF is
still a dance-oriented band, but it
seems theyhave toned it down slightly
for this album. The first track on the
disc, "They're Here," is definitely the
highlight of the album. The tune has
an eerie feel to it with its spacey
synthesizer sound, and a sample of
what sounds like the back-up singers
of The KLF.
Another song on the album that
carries that same vibe is "The Light
That Burns Twice As Bright... ." This
time, however, the guitartakes care of
the sonic sounds, as the keyboards

at Epcot Center. Sit back and enjoy the
ride. Shut up Chewie! Who's this guy
with the bamboo flute? Dude, I can't
close my eyes. I'm going to the Bronx
Zoo next week, mommy. All this
water,it's...it'sdeeper overhere. I can't
-. This button over here is to record
the voice, it's all very splendid, and it's
a Yamaha. "This is Radio Moscow,
April, 1961." Ten, nine, eight, seven,
six...l dobelieve thatthe best years of
"Doctor Who were with Tom Baker-"
"I disagree - look whatPeterDavidson
did with the character. You've-"What's
wrong with television, dude?

Owwawawowwow.Did you hearthat

echo? Howe Caverns. It's a bomb
scare. Well, I am scared. Look at what
I can do with one finger and the
hollow of my mouth. SNAP! Give me
thedamnremote control! Does it look
like everything is melting to you? Just
try to sleep. Let me play you in
Freeway. "It's this pounding headache, Marge." Last call! I love you,
darling.You'11 missyour train. Just tell
me what thatdamn swinging noise is!
Heat. What is Bono doing here with
thatharmonica? It's broken too much
water got in it. Look at all of this
beautiful rain. I'm drenched. THUD!
Thud. Parrtp up the volume, pump up
the volume, dance, dance. I have to
go to my sister's recital. I think there's
something undermybed, dude. Over
here we have "severalspecies ofsmall
furry animals gathered together in a
cave and grooving with a pict." Isn't
that interesting? That's very interesting. "Wake up!" Oh for Christ sake. If
everybody will please turn on their
vacuum cleaners, swiftly place your
open palms over your ears and flap
them, we can get started as early as
possible. Burst that bubble. Wind it
down, down.
Brian Johnston

-

?

"l/2TheloniousMonster/B£4t/-

?

"* EMF/STIGMA (EMI)
The term "sophomore slump" seems
to be falling by the wayside as more
bands double their efforts to put out
a respectable second album. EMF's
latest release, Stigma, far surpasses
the band's debut album, Schubert
Dip.
It appears that the band has matured a lot, musically, over the past
year-and-a-half,and all for the better.
They have not broken away from the
foundations that "Unbelievable" was
built on theyhave just alteredthem
slightly. The result is a harder, edgier
EMF.
Lead singerJames Atkin and guitarist/keyboardist lan Dench collaborated on most of the tracks, and did

"Unbelievable" twin.

Instead, they improved the lyrics and
backed them up with credible musi-

?

The Orb

TLFUL MESS (Capitol)
During the 1980s two distinct yet at
times overlapping musical genres
emerged in Los Angeles. There was
the punk/post punk movement with
bands such as X that paved the way
for bands like Jane's Addiction, Red
Hot Chili Peppers, and Mary's Danish.
Then there is the glam metal which
has spawned such L.A. acts as Motley
Crue, Guns n' Roses, and most infamously Poison. Thelonious Monster
claims to have come from the first
camp of innovative angst-ridden post
punks. And after listening to the first
two tracks on Beautiful Mess ,1 was
beginning to believe it.
"I Live in a Nice House" and "Blood
is Thicker Than Water" are two witty
sarcastic songs reminiscent of Please
ToMeetMe Replacements. The first is
a sardonic attack on the insular lives
of the rich. In their world all is done
for appearance sake. Superficiality is
the predominate personal trait. Yet
one gets the feeling that lead singer
Bob Forrest wouldn't mind being so
superficial. In "Blood is Thicker Than
Continued on page 27
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Monster makes a Beautiful Mess ; Faith Healers
Thelonious
Continued from page

with an ironic, happy backbeat.
When Elektra picked up Th Faith
Healers, they merely re-released the
album Lido,, adding two tracks. One of

26

Water" Forrest turns his cynical eye
on his father. Forrest loves his father,
even though he knows that he was a
racist. He doesn'tunderstand how his
father could be at times so good to
him and then turn around and say
something hateful against someone
else. He labors over the seeming
contradictionof a good person doing
and saying horrible things.
After these first two songs I begin to
think "God L.A. produces another
great band." But wait, as soon as this
thought pops into my head "Bodyand
Soul comes on and Bob Forrest is
beginning to sound more and more
like another L.A. great who has recently decided that since he's mastered music, he might as well perfect
race car driving. Yes you guessed it:
Vince Neil. Oh no. No matter how
good his lyrics are, all I'm going to
hear is "...and I'm on my way, home
sweet home."
So I turned off the stereo walked
around the room, took a deep breath
and promised myself thatI'dbe objective. Just as I put the stereo back on,
my roommate walks in and says "This
sucks. I thought Poison broke up."
Well now of course he sounds like
Vince Neil and Bret Michael.
Thelonious Monster is definitelyan
L.A. band but it was looking like they
hadbelonged moreto themetal genre.
And, it is true that "Body and Soul?"
sounds hauntingly like "Every Rose
Has a Thorn." (Remember in high
school driving around with a case
looking for a secluded place to drink
and all the while belting this one out
along with the radio? No? Hmm.)
So I accepted the light pop metal
tendencies and began to look for
something more. And I found something, as the lyrics still hit hard. "Adios
Lounge" was a poem written by the
sixty-year-oldfather of Forrest'sfriend
and put to music. Tom Waits joins the
band on this track for guest vocals.
Although it sounds more like Joe
Cocker in one of his fits, it's an effective interjection of desperation in an
otherwise mundane song.
"Song for a Politically Correct Girl
From the Valley" is a lot more hard
driving than the rest of the album, but
it still wont blow you away even
though the words are powerful. It's a
scathing attack on a sign carrying PC
girl as the name implies. Supposedly
the recipient is a member of a well-

them, "Moona-ina-Joona," was recorded specifically for the American

release and is a good starter track for
Americans. The track includes all the
elementsof the band, butkeeps them
in check resulting in straight-forward
rock. The other American track is
"ReptileSmile," a re-recordedversion
hopped-up and speeded up to make
Th Faith Healers palatable to U.S.
consumers.
All in all, the album is very good.
Key elements such as rich changes,
and depth of style make it interesting.
And incredibly driving grooves are
impossible not to fall into, and assure
Th Faith Healers a spot in permanent
collection.
GeoffMeek
?

" Ultramarine/EVERYMANAND

Thelonious Monster
known L.A. band. Wonder who. I'm
just glad I didn't piss off Bob Forrest.
The Monster also do a cover of a
JoanArmatrading song called "Weakness in Me." I don't really like the
song; it's slow and sappy withoutany
urgency. But this should prove to me
that Thelonious Monster isn't a metal

band.

But alas, that shouldn't matter. It's
subjective and thus counter-productive. To be honest with you I don't
know what to think of this band. Its
lyrics are ridden with angst and regret,
but the music and arrangement brings
to mind spandex: I'm listening to it
now and it's definitely growing on
me. So who knows.
Brian Bohan
?

"*l/2 Th Faith Healers/LIDO
(Elektra)
In a race to discover the next big
English rock band, major American
labels have been making their best
uneducated guesses. For Elektra,
though, their guess has paid off.
Th Faith Healers were scooped up
by Elektra only having one album
under their belt. The London band
never took themselves seriously, let
alone the possibility of someone else
caring. In the beginningthey grinded
away at the same place every gig, but
after gaining popularity with the

Camden grunge/noise scene, they
recorded an EP and hit the road
supporting various European tours
(including Lush). They recorded another EP, "Picture of Health," and
merited their first headline tour. The
reviews got better and better. All the
while they were compilingtheir everpopular singles on an EP, "l," marked
for release for us in the in the U.S.
This brings us to the present. Th
Faith Healers finally sat down and
produced what theyfeel is a "majestic
work of art," and I by no means
disagree. Lidohas heavy, noisy, wellthought-out, driving grooves. It is
extremely musical, and lacks that everpopular British whininess. This is not
British pop.
Particularly outstanding tracks include: "Don't Jones Me," a surprisingly mellow rhythm injecting intermittent, inescapable, violent grooves;
"Hippy Hole," is considered by the
band as the least serious on what they
otherwise consider "a very serious
record."
The track is heavily distorted, with
rapid erratic changes, and a thick
groovecrowdedwith washed-out bass
and Roxanne's strained voice cutting
through
truly excellent; "Love
Song," a ballad (?), not veering in the
least from the intensity, and seems an
almost violent proclamation teemed
?

WOMAN IS A STAR (Dali)
Paul Hammond and lan Cooper
form the nucleus of a band called
Ultramarine. Emerging from the postrave scene, this group's chemical
make-up consists of a fusion of slow
techno and acoustic rhythms.
'Soundscaping' is the key word here.
Ultramarine's music gracefully performs a cleansing of the soul, taking
on the effects of new age music.
Every Man And Woman Is A Star
marks the band's U.S. debut, following two U.K. releases. Their latest is a
story that showcases an imaginary
trek across America. For this reason,
the albumis written as a whole, not as
a dozen individualtracks, and follows
the mold of most other concept albums.
But amidst the chorus of nature
samplings and funky techno percussion, some individual compositions
do actually carry a weight of their
own. The single "Weird Gear" (perhaps describing backpacking equipment), for example, is reminiscent of
New Order's signature work, "Your
Silent Face," and stands out as one of
the few tracks to contain sung lyrics.
By making use of a simulated flute
sound, the song encompasses the
cutting-edgeassociated with the house
hybrid style of Ultramarine.
Most of the tracks on this release
journey on similar,' toned-down
techno. However Hammondand Cooper take side trips into other dimensions as well. Side one ends with
"Saratoga," a travel ad which invites
seventies-discorevival to a New York,
autumnal paradise. "Geezer," proves
to be even more adventurous with its
complete array of animal sounds
soaked in Reggae broth.
One might think of Every Man And
WomanIsA Star as a technologicallyadvanced concerto conducted by two
men who have never stepped foot on
U.S. soil, yet seem to have a feel for it
anyway. They create the imagination
for us, and while it does take a while
to appreciate,eventually just thepress
of the 'play' button sends Ultramarine
gushing up and out of the water only
to transcend oblivion.
Calvin Lai
?

" 24-7 Spyz/STRENGTHINNUM-

Ultramarine

BERS (East West)
Variety is the spice of life, if you
know how to#use it. 24-7 Spyz third
album, Strength in Numbers, offers a
selection of rap, reggae, funk, metal
Continued on page 28
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Sonic Boom returns with Spectrum; eclectic 4 Non Blondes

Continued from page 27
and soul, but unfortunately, they are
not tiedtogether verywell. This band
from New York City is part of the
Black Rock Coalition, a fact that is
evident in their soulful singing and
powerful bass. Bassist Rick Skatore
proves that he is more than competent in almost every song, using various speeds and some amazing bass
lines. Jimi Hazel on guitar is an excellent guitarist, except thathehas trouble
making his guitarsound like it hasany
power. An excellentexampleof this is
in "Sireality," an instrumental without
any strength whatsoever. The vocals
on this album are excellent and full of
soul. Whether they are singing about
religion, life in the ghettoor love, this
band sings from the heart.
The concept behind 24-7 Spyz is
brilliant, unfortunately it does not
work for them on this album. At its
best, the band should sound something like "I'm Not Going" which ties
in funk, reggae and metal all in one
song. There is smooth transition from
one genre to the next, and the listener
really gets into the song. It is too bad
they could only do that with two
songs on the whole album. Most of
the other songs are generic metal with
fast, rough guitars and chants.
There are two songs on this album
that stand out as being particularly
cheesy: "Earth and Sky" and "Traveling Day." Both songs made me think
of Atlantic Starr or New Edition; in
"Earth and Sky," they sing, "Let tiie
rain fall down above my head, I'll let
your love keep me dry." Excuse me
while I throw up. Not only are these
two songs terrible, but they are totally
out ofplace sincetherest of the album
is mostly a mixturebetweenfunk and
metal. Even the metal songs get old
quickly, and by the second song, the
listener finds himself saying, "Is it
over yet?" 24-7 Spyz shines like the
sun when it gets it right, but when it
fails, it is as lackluster as a flat tennis
ball.
?

George Lucas movie, Spectrum's first
releasetookalmosttwo years to record
and is like nothing you've heard before.
On the album notes, Sonic Boom
warns "Play twice before listening."
During the first time you listen, Spectrum is hard to digest. Playing instruments like the vox starstreamer and
wind tube, Sonic Boom creates
otherworldly sounds drifting in and
out of noise-space reality.
Songs never really start or end,
they pulsate with sub-astral coherence from one crescendo to another.
Half of the 75-minute album is pure
instrumentationwith Sonic Boom dead
panning celestial lyrics in classic Lou
Reed style constantly echoing vocals.
"Waves Wash Over Me" flows with
sparkling keyboards andwind instruments. "Sweet Running Water" is one
of the few songs with audible guitars.
The opening "How You Satisfy Me"
has an uncharacteristicly catchy keyboard hook.
SoulKiss swirls,twirls, spirals, and
rivals any other Spacemen 3 fraction.
Droning out on distortion, feedback
and ecstasy, Soul Kiss glides Sonic

Boom to new atmospheric dimensions and takes the listener with him.
Marc Willwerth and Rob
Newman
?

"4 Non Blondes/BIGGER, BETTER, FASTER, MORE!
(

Atlantic/Interscope)

How can a group described as a
blend of"the social consciousness of
acoustic folk, the rhythm of funk, the
desperationof the blues and the electricity of rock" sound so much like a
mishmash of every successful band in
the past decade?
4 Non Blondes have created an
album in which each song is styled
after a differentband. While "NoPlace
Like Home," is being belted out by
female vocalist Linda Perry, with a
distinct Jane's Addiction edge, the
opening track "Train" hints of a bizarre Eurythmics/Ann Wilson hybrid
experiment.
Other standouts are the Heart-ish
"Superfly" and a slightly Pretendered
"Old Mr. Heffer" ( or maybe I just like
that song because my name is in it
three times).
"What's Up" is a blatant semi-cover

of Bobby McFerrin's "Don't Worry, Be
Happy," which calls to mind sick
quantities of neon T-shirts emblazonedwith snappy catch-phrases. One
hopes that we won't soon be craving
a chartreuse "What's Up" button for
our backpacks (although thatparticular phrase is already a bit overused on
a certain Chestnut Hill college campus).
Yet, I'm not sure that 4 NonBlondes
meant to release such a unoriginal
album?the above parallels are probably unintentional.
At first, listening to this group seems
to havetrouble finding its own groove,
resulting in an uneasysound throughout most of the tracks
like they are
one step away from being a real band.
However, despite the many shortcomings, Bigger, Better, Faster, More!
reeks of great potential to become
bigger and better faster than they
?

expect.

4 Non Blondes does not blow the
current music scene into pieces, but
with a little more practice, they could
rise somewhatfrom obscurity to make
a name for themselves.
Suzie Colpitis
?

Shayne Jackson

Spectrum/SOt/Z KISS(GLIDE
DIVINE) (Silvertone)
Sonic Boom's secondrelease since
his departure from Spacemen 3 finds
him fronting a new band, Spectrum.
Featuring more special effects than a
?"

4 Non Blondes

Unsettling Brother's Keeper leaves the viewer in the dark
By MARGARET LARAIA
For The Heights

Brother's keeper Directed by
Berlinger & Bruce Sinofsky.

Joe

Brother's Keeper hasbeen the focus
ofnational attention,winning the 1992
Sundance Audience Award. The documentary follows the story of Delbert
Ward, a Munsville, NY dairy farmer
accusedofmvrdering his olderbrother,
Bill. Berlinger and Sinofsky skillfully
carry us through the court proceedings and the jury's verdict, yet Ward's
character remains impenetrable.
The police suggest the murder was
either a mercy killing or rape/murder.
Delbert's hyper lawyer yells into the
camerathatBill's deathwas by natural
causes and the DA's evidence is fabricated. He goes on to say he would
like to kill the DA. Successfully,
Berlinger and Sinofsky capture the
people ofMunsville who rally around
the Ward brothers. The«personalities
of the townsfolk come across as sharp
and often funny. Yet Delbert remains

foreign to his supporters.
The amiable offscreen presence of
Berlinger and Sinofsky as they question Delbert and those involved,
grounds the viewerwho wouldotherwise be lost in the webof stories and
confusion surrounding the case. In
oneparticularlygood scene, Berlinger
and Sinofsky talk to Roscoe (one of
the four Ward brothers) about the
chickens and turkeys he keeps in a
broken-down schoolbus. He names
two of his new birds after Berlinger
and Sinofsky (Bruce and Joe).
Although DelbertWard is subject to
the jurisdiction of upstate New York,
internally, he is quite outside it. The
four Ward brothers: Delbert, Bill,
Roscoe, and Lyman lived together
otherwise secludedand excludedfrom
the world. He and his brothers are all
mildly mentally retarded, referred to
by the other members of Munsville
diminutively as "theWardboys." When
questionned(by the police, lawyers,
friends, Berlinger, and Sinofsky) the
Ward brothers never immediately
grasp the question. Repeated

headshots of the brothers show their
eyes glazedoverwith discomfort.The
self-described "nervous" Lyman dissolves into a fetal position from confusion during the courtroom proceed-

I

ings.

Although the murder case is con-

cluded, Brother's Keeper leaves the
viewer unsettled. Who are the Ward
brothers? They seem unable to tell us.

MATT'S TOP TEN

I

1. Kitchens of Distinction TheDeath ofCoat
2. The Jesus and Mary Chain "Sidewalking"
3. Notre Dame fight song
4. The Doors "Who Do You Love?"
5. The Gear Daddies "Drank So Much (I Just
Feel Stupid)"
6. Soul Asylum Grave Dancers Union
7. Rock of the '80's compilation
8. Tampa Bay, Florida
9. Cisco
10. Mod 29B's use of the plunger (and the
screams that followed)
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Waterland gives insightful and poignant lesson about life

you lose the suspense and held interest of a novel or great film.
What holds this film together, however, are the powerful performances.
In hisfirst film following his Academy
Award-winning performance in Reversal of Fortune, Jeremy Irons portrays Tom Crick with profound emotion. We feel his pain as he dwells on
the mistakes of the past as well as feel
his excitement as he graphically describes his teenage sexual encoun-

By ANDREW HARRIS
For The Heights

WATERLAND: Directed by Stephen
Gyllenhaal, Starring Jeremy Irons,
Sinead Cusack, Grant Warnock, Lina
Headey, and David Morissey
Sluiced out of the filthy river of
sequels, machismo, T & A, andmindless comedy, comes an original, intelligent, thought-provoking film.
Waterland, although not perfect, is a
film filled with human emotion and
reflection, allowing the audience to
think for a change.
Waterland is about history. Is there
a need for it? What is the value of it?
And, what should we know about it?
Jeremy Irons plays Tom Crick, a devoted Pittsburgh high-school history
teacher, distressed by life.
His wife Mary, played by real-life
wife Sinead Cusack, has gone crazy.
She is unable to cope with both his
history class and her inability to bear
a child, and sees no point in learning
about the French Revolution, since
the French are doomed to die anyway. She also thinks that history is
unimportant and should be replaced
by social studies. Unable to help his
wife, and questioning his own belief
in history, Crick becomes obsessed
with his own past, in search of the
meaning of his life.
History for Crick is a story, and his

ters.

Not as prevalent, but equally as
potent is Sinead Cusack as Mary.
Suffering from the burden of the past,

Ethan Hawkeand Jeremy Irons in Waterland
storybecomes the new curriculum for by an old witch-like woman. In
his class. Crick tells his tale through addition to personal history, Crick
vivid narrative flashbacks. It is a story also gives a history of the time. By
of both personal tragedy and historigiving vivid descriptions of the vast,
cal time. We follow Crick through his open, wet Fends on which he lived,
childhood on the Fends of eastern Crick is able to combine personal
England, during WW 11. From innostorytelling with actual history. In one
cence through tragedy, we watch corny sequence, director Stephen
Crick's transformation from naivete to Gyllenhaal literallyputs the class into
sexual discovery. Beginning with the story, on sort of a historical field
games of "I'll show you mine if you trip. They become part of histoiy, and
show me yours," to sneaking into are able to see and explore for themtrain cabins to have sex, to dealing selves, Crick's past.
with pregnancy, Crick continues to
The plot of Crick's stoiy promises
sex, murder and mystery, but the lack
mature.
We also learn the reason for his of fluent transition between events
a gromakes watching it almostlike reading
wife's disturbed psyche
tesqueprehistoric abortion performed a diary you get the mainpoints, but
?

?

Maty can no longercope withreality.
She is consumed by the memory of
her motherhood-ending abortion as
well as her involvement in a murder.
Her gripping performance is one of
the best in the film.
In the end Crick realizes that one
can neverchange the past. The weight
of what is done is done. His natural
maturity and looking back on this
gain of knowledge is what ultimately
traps him. Unlike his retardedbrother
Dick (appropriately)who is free, until
givenknowledge aboutthe past, Crick
can never be free unless he forgets it.
As a film, Waterland leaves much
to audience interpretation and reflection. Despite the somewhat choppy
plot, Waterland is well worth $6.75
for an original, intelligentand powerful film in this age of mediocrity.

Efficiency Expert falls into the predictable Hollywood trap
By MOLLY DeFAZIO
ForThe Heights

Efficiency Expert: A new film directedbyMarkJoffe. StarringAnthony
Hopkins andBen Mendelsohn.
It is going to be hard for me to
come up with a lot to say about this
movie because it was filled with so
many cliches. Uptight white-collar
workeris touched by the blue-collar
side of life, boy falls in love with
impossible-to-getgirl andgoesfor the
girl he has known all his life in the
end, to name two.
The only thing that makes this
movie slightly different is that it happens in Australia in the 19605, a time
of cycles of change forthat country. In
this economic environment,JerryFinn
and Errol Wallace(Anthony Hopkins)
are efficiency consultants. Errol has
two clients in the movie
multimillion dollar car parts corporation
Durmacks and floundering Balls'
Moccasins which is, as Errol says, like
walking into his grandfather's house.
Mr. Ball is out of touch with reality
and believes he can save his ailing
company by making tacky, "aftertea,"
bathrobes. Errol's job is to modernize
the workshop.On surveying the plant,
Errol is practically abhorred. The
workers are allowed 90 minutes for
lunch, socialize more than they work,
and use archaic methods that practically date to the beginning of the
century. But everyone is friends with
each other, has a great time and
respects Mr. Ball.
The movie explores a lot ofcharacters at Balls' Moccasins, especially
young Carrie, played by Ben
Mendelsohn. Errol takes Carrie under
his wing and asks him to time the
workers to see how slow or fast they
are. This causes some to become
suspicious of Carrie, who starts coming to work in a suit and tic, although
his uncle and father, who both work
?

at the plant, are quite proud of him.
Carrie also becomes completely infatuated with Mr. Ball's daughter,
Cheryl, who comes to work as a
secretary until she starts her modeling
career.
Errol is introduced to everyone in
the plant with a round of applause
and gradually gets to know and enjoy
spending time at the plant, despite its
inefficiency, because of the wonderful people who work there. This relationship is rather contrasted with his
image at Durmack, where the union
workers throw paint on his car and
bricks through his living room window because he proposes to cut at
least 480 jobs.
Unfortunately, Errol recommends
staff cuts to Mr. Ball as well and, by
chance, is there after Mr. Ball has just
cut half the staff. He sees the looks
and theirfaces and then goes over to
Durmack's to meet his greedy, typically soulless businessman partner
Jerry. Jerry is excited because the
union agreed to cut 500 jobs and he
and Errol's commission on the job is
saved. Errol asks, "Do you know how
many children any of those workers
have or how they're going to support
themselves now?"
The best part of this movie, and the
best acting, comes from the story of
Carrie (Ben Mendelsohn) and how he
growsupfrom this wholeexperience.
In the beginning, he is an adolescent
dreamer who becomes completely
infatuated with Mr. Balls' daughter
and thinks this temporary job Errol
gives him is his ticket to an executive
career. Like all teenagers in movies,
he learns the hard way. But I like his
character and his story because it is
pretty realistic and Ben looks like a
he
typical gangly adolescent guy
doesn't look 35 likeLuke Perry or like
a Greek god like Rob Lowe.
In general, the characters in this
movie, even Anthony Hopkins, act
and look likereal people. This seems

to be true of many foreign and independent films
the actors are not as
glamorous or stylish, but they seem
more realistic. However, that is about
the only thing in this movie that isn't
Hollywood-esque.The plot,especially
?

with its happy ending, is pretty predictable and extremely similar to at
leas five movies you have seen before. Efficiency Expert \u25a0 is cute and
perfect for VCR viewing.

Bruno Lawerence and Anthony Hopkins in The Efficiency Expert

Heights Review Meeting
Tuesday spm in the Nest.
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Miller enjoys playing college campuses once again
Continued from page 25
low, act contrite, not whine something else will happen. I think I'll wait
until Letterman makes his mind up.
I'm not saying I'll have a gig but at
least everyone will know where the
outlay of the land is."
Though his show failed, Miller said
that he had a great timebut felt it was
the fault ofthe parent company that it
failed.
"I had a good timeon the show. I'm
a little pissed that the parent company
pulled it after six months and I'm
arguing with them saying, 'Look guys
you don't understand there's kids on
college campuses who are watching
the show that aren't monitored by
ratings services.' He'd say, 'How do
you know that?' And I'm telling him
'I'm-out there playing these campuses, hang in with this for a while
because its starting to get to young
people.' They chose not to believe us
and gave lisa scant six months.
At the end of the year, if my ratings
had been the same as the were, I'm
not going to lie to you, I would have
split. Six months, though, too early
man. I was up against Carson's end,
Jay's beginning. It was right now
where I thought I would make my
play. I think one month against Jay
isn't enough.I don'tthink mainstream

leges always wasn't there.
"Two years ago I would have said
that I didn'tlike colleges because boy,
I don't know what happened, but
colleges in this country were in a very
close-minded, ultra-conservative and
ultra-reactionary cycle. They didn't
even hear you out, they would boo
any sort of buzzword whether it be
gay, lesbian, women, anything. You
couldn't even get it out because they
were wailing to jump on who wasn't
politically correct. When I played
Wellesley two years ago, you couldn't
say anything about women, good or
bad. I couldn't even bring up a prochoice bit because they wereall jacked
up to get into an argument.
For some reason, that's changed.
It's back to where they want you to
have something prepared if you're
going to tread into those areas. They'll
let you do it again. Collegeshould be
an opened minded place and I think
it's back to that again.

Oldman shines in Dracula
Continuedfrom page 25
himself. The best moments in thefilm
are in the beginning, in Dracula's
castle. Theyare beautifullydone, very
eerie and grotesque, with a fascinating use of shadows, but il doesn't last
long. Its a major disappointment.
The cast is good. Gary Oldman is
the*best part of the film, faking great
delight in his role as Dracula. Anthony
Hopkins' character is rather ridiculous, as if he's still playing Hannibal
the Cannibal. Keanu Reeves is not a
good actor, and doesn't belong in (he
film, because he says everything in
the same sheepish monotone and
brings no depth to his role. Having
him in a film is like having a Greek
statue of Apollo act, great to look at,
but a little stiff.
Coppola took great pains to film as
much of the novel as he could. He
said that its something that noone has
everdone before, and wanted to stick
to the text. This causes him serious
problems. Certain scenes are in this

msoc.

Dennis Miller at Conte Forum
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youth are going to find Jay funny
Because Miller feels he has a conbecause it's a little square. I felt some nection with American youth he plays
sort of chemistry with kids and I think manycampuses on his stand-up tours.
that would have paid off."
But the affinity he now has for col-

not because they're interesting,
but simply because they're in the
novel., and that is not a reason. He
spends about five minutes superficially detailing an entire race across
Europe. Its boring and Coppolaknows
it, so he does it as quickly as possible.
He has characters lifted out of the
book who are entirely undeveloped,
because there simply isn't enough
time and film in the world to do
everylhing thoroughly. Focusing on
just part of the story would have
served him much better.
Coppola should have realized that
the reason the entire novel has never
been made into a film isn't because
he's the only one who's ever thought
of doing it. Its because such a film
would become exactly what his
Draculabecame: the novel in outline
form. Sorry Mr. Coppola, but at least
you still have Ihe Conversation, the
first two Godfathers, and Apocalpse
Now. Perhaps someday you will add
to your list.

film

I mean when I was on the rhinoceros run, the noise was deafening.
That's the loudest noise I've every
gotten on stage and I've been doing
comedy for 12 years. I was up there
going 'Wow, this is discombobulating,
it was a rush. Who could have more
fun than that?"

The Ramones and Social Distortion
roar at the Orpheum
not one to miss.

By TED COLEMAN
For The Heights

Friday night 1 had the chance to
catch a great concert, I he Ramones, at
the Orpheum on the last night of their
American lour. They opened with a
great smoke and light show and had
the crowdstanding up cheering, "Hey
ho. let's go!" from their new album
until < )rpheum security made themsit
down. There was very good guitar
workfrom C.Jay and Johnny Ramone.
The Ramones performed "Rock n'
Roll High School," "Livin' on a Chinese Rock,"(a song about heroine)
and "Pet Semetary." One of the highlights of the show was when a pin
head came onstage, waving the words
"Gabba Gabba Dey" from the song "1
Don't Want to be a Pinhead No More."
Overall, the show was great fun and
1

-

'\u25a0

'

Social Distortion opened up with
songs from 1990's self-titled album.
They performed the now-famous "Ring
of Fire" and went on to play "99 to
Life," and."Makin' Believe" from this
year's Somewhere Between Heaven
Hell, then closing with "Sick Boys,"
and a brand new song "I'm In Love
With My Car." The only disappointing
thing about the show was that .the
sound man had the bass drum turned
up way too loud, which drowned out
the vocals of Mike Ness.
The opening act was a band from
San Francisco's OverwhelmingColorfast. They opened with remakes like
"Keep Me Hangin' On" by The
Supremes and another cover of the
Misfits. Overwhelming Colorfast
played for about 30 minuetsfilling the
warm-up slot quite nicely.

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0'\u25a0'\u25a0''

"It's OK, it's OK, I'll promise I'll stay.
/Turn down the lights.
I'll sit with you, we'll talk like we're friends.
Tell me where this troubled love began.
We can count the flakes as it snows and snows.
We can't get hurt.
It melts and fades.
Close your eyes.
They've all gone now. So it's safe with me.
Was it only last week when we
got stoned off the sky, flew under the stars?
Was it only last week we made crazy promises,
mad as the snow?
Close your eyes.
They've all gone now,
so it's safe with me tonight."

Keanu Reeves and Gary Oldman in a scene from Dracula

?Kitchens of Distinction
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$200-$5OO weekly. Assemble
products at home. Easy! No

selling. You're paid direct. Fully
Guaranteed. Free information-24 Hourhotline. 801-379-2900.

Copyright #MAIIKDH.
GREEKS & CLUBS RAISE A COOL
$1,000.00 in just one week! Plus
$ 1000for the memberwho calls!
And a free headphone radio just

for

calling

1-800-932-0528.

"WANTED" Campus Representatives to promote Spring

Thursday 2:30 until 5:00 for two
children ages 4 and 8. Car necessary. Call Ruth at 527-4156.
"?CAMPUS REPS WANTED"*
Heatwave Vacations. Spring
Break 1993. The best rates & the
biggest commissions. For more

information, call 1-800-395-

WAVE.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: fisheries. Earn $5,000+/
month. Free transportation!
Room & Board! OverB,oooopenings. No experience necessary.

Breakand Ski trips. Earn free trip Male or Female. For employ+ cash!!! Call 1-800-862-7325.' ment program call Student EmBabysitter wanted Tuesday and ployment Services at 1 -206-545-

I
il
COSMETIC & PLASTIC SURGERY

home. 7-days-24hr. service.
Info 1 -504-646-1 700 DEPT. MA-

4155 ext 1 771
Want to earn $7000-$lO,OOO or
more? We are looking for self-

at

motivated,professional andhonest licensed salespeople for our
real estateofficenear Upper Campus on Comm. Aye. We enjoy an
excellentreputation with BC and
the community and have an outstanding selection of student
apartments. Excellent work habits and discipline a must! Car
required. Now training for '93
season. Call for interview. Great
Places Realty 964-8900.
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income,
easy work assembling products

Healthy males, ages 21-35,
wanted to participate in a blood
sampling/neuro-imaging study.
Pays $150. Call 855-2969 for
more information.
FREE ROOM AND BOARD in
exchange for 15-20 hours of
household help in homesconvenient to BC. Call NOW for 2nd
semester placement. The Student Housing Exchange. 277-

-6579.

-6420.
"IF YOU LIKE PINACOLADAS,"
Free Spring Break trips and cash,

have it all! We are
looking for serious students to
market programs. Reliable &
prestigious travel company. Call

you can

Carmine, 800-999-6166 or 203-978-1564.

DISC JOCKEYS WANTED for DJ
service. Must have knowledge
of oldies, rock and top 40. Call
964-4243, noon-5 pm only.

Babysitter wanted: after school

hours, part-time day care for 2 yr.
old boy. 2-3 hours a day. 2-3
days a week. Call Mike or Judi.

782-6135.

Childcareneededfor two boys, 4
1 /2 and 7, Mondays andWednes-

-\u25a0

WILLIAM E. LOVERME, M.D.
Certified American Board of Plastic SurgeryAmerican Society of Plastic & Reconstructive
Surgery

SPECIALIZING IN:
?COSMETIC SURGERY OF
THE FACE, EYES & NOSE

This Tuesday, Bpm - Midnite
at

?LIPOSUCTION
?BREAST SURGERY
?CHEMICAL FACE PEELS
?VIDEOTAPES AVAILABLE DESCRIBING
PROCEDURES
?FREE BROCHURES BY REQUEST
FOR AN APPOINTMENT PLEASE CALL
(617) 965-0011
ON ROUTE 9 WEST
575 BOYLSTON ST. CORNER OF PARKER ST.
NEWTON, MASS.
FREE PARKING

Mary Ann's
No Cover Charge
Proper ID Required-Must be 21

Special Drink of the Week
The Fiesta Bowl

I

TICKETS FOR

|

TWAS THE NIGHT...

f

* WILLCGCBE 95ON SEMI-FORMAL
SALE STARTING

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 18TH, 1992
AT THE
MCELROY TICKET BOOTH
PRICE: $2G/PERSON

I
$1.95|

HEY SIENEOESSm
QMT MHABY
THE FIRST NIGHT AT
THE RAT IS COMING
FOOD - D.J.
THURSDAY, NOV. 19
$4 ADMISSION
Doors open at 8:30 pm
21 AND OVER

VALIDATED I.D. REQUIRED
I.D.'S MAY BE VALIDATED IN THE MEAL
PLAN OFFICE IN LYONS

SPONSORED BY
CLASS GOVERNMENT COUNCIL '93

'The only legit kegs on campus"
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new and used Macintosh comdays, 2-s:3o;TuesdaysandThursputers and peripherals. Desktop
days, 12-5:30. 8 minute walk Quality General Dentistry. LoPerformance, Inc, 917 Beacon
from Newton Campus. Noncation: Newton Centre, flexible
smokers. Please call 964-7374 hours available(evenings and Street, Boston, MA 02215. 247-?470.
before 9 pm.
weekends), pleasecall969-8558
BREAK IN
Free Skiing & Extra Cash. Befor detailsat Dr. Winston Hung's SPRING properties JAMAICA?
the best
at the best
come Wildcat Ski Area's student office. (Ask for Debbie.)
ambassador. Earn cash and ski Intro Calculus Tutoring from a prices?Negril/Montego Bay
from $469. Call 1-800-BEACHpasses with each 20 tickets. You
real world pro, $15/hr. Hank,'
handle no cash. All tools proUL
IQ,
969-1851. Incredible amazTyping Service Available. Qualvided. Call Kristen 617-266-1009 ing tparhpr. nice tppth.
ity word processing. Term pafor Boston interview.
buy
and
sell
FAST CASH! We

pers, resumes, graphs, etc. Overnight service available. $2.50
per page & up. Laser output. Call
Lyn 617-244-1216.

Need an apartment for September '93? Get a head start. Look
now for the best selection. The
Next Move Realty is the original
BC off-campus housing specialist. Call or stop by, we're right
across the street next to White

HEIGHTS

Mountain at 27ACommonwelath
Aye. 527-6655. Large groups
welcome! Manylargeapartments
& house available!
Room for rent, Newton. Spacious, sunny, on Commonwealth
Avenue. Separate entrance, private bath, refrigerator/micro-

wave. No smoking/pets. $475/
month, includesutilities/parking.
332-2444.

\u25a0

\u25a0

THE ORIGINAL

Rent VCR's by the Week, Month
or Semester. USED Compact Discs
and Movies for sale.

"The Greatest Hits Tour"

New Releases:

FOR.EIGNE R

Far and Away
Sister Act
Encino Man
Deep Cover

K2
A Private Matter
Basic Instinct
The Cutting Edge

17 Comm Aye. 964-0002

1280Centre St. 965-7120

Change the World.

Fast.

Help us fight hunger and poverty. Join people on your
campus and giveup a meal or more, and donate the money
you would have spent on food to Oxfam America's lifesaving projects. It's called the fast for a World Harvest
and, since 1973,millions of college studentshavefas ted for
a day so that others could eat for a lifetime.
How To Get Tickets: 1. At the Box Office: M-F, Bam-12pm & lpm-4pm. Prior to performance.
2. By Mail: Send check payable to Cadet Activities Fund, Eisenhower Hall Theatre Box Office, West
Point, NY 10996 3. Thru Ticketmaster: by phone or at outlet, call 914-454-3388. Group Discount/
Gift Certificate Info: 914-938-4159. 24-Hour Info-Line: 914-938-5848.
No refunds or exchanges

FastNw.l9

I Change tfceWbrfd. I

SUMMER PROGRAMS ABROAD
1993

r^jAeorgetown

lift
OvfoTTll World

A\(£3»SLV

America ii

UNIVERSITY

harvest

i

Business and Economics

rfjj£

Undergraduate Program in International Business and Finance

\u25a1 Oxford University, England
|

I EpSHm
mi

Graduate Program in International Management

D Oxford University, England

* *

European Economic Community
\u25a1 University of Antwerp, Belgium
International Marketing and Business Policy
\u25a1 Hong Kong
Japanese Management
\u25a1 Tokyo, Japan

*

*

ijt___i

\u2666

\u2666

II

\u25a0

Wednesday:

\u25a0

I
I

Sunday:
Psychedelic Sunday

I
I

I BC/BU COLLEGE I
NIGHT
I
I

\u25a0j Language and Culture

French Language, Literature, Culture and Business

\u25a1 Institut dc Touraine, France

Spanish Language, Literature, Culture and Quichua

D Universidad Catolica del Ecuador, Quito, Ecuador
German Language, Literature and Business

\u25a1 University of Trier, Germany

Russian Language, Literature and Culture

\u25a1 St. Petersburg, Russia

Others
Shakespeare: Text and Performance
\u25a1 Dc Montfort University, Leicester, England
Life and Thought in Ancient Greece
D Study-Tour, Greece
m

For further information write, fax, or call:
The School for Summer and Continuing Education
Georgetown University, 306 ICC D Washington, D.C. 20057
phone: (202) 687-5942 or 687-6184
FAX: (202) 687-8954
NAME
j
ADDRESS
CITY

_

STATE

ZIP

I

GeorgetownUniversity is an equal opportunity affirmativeaction institution in employmentandadmissions.
\CM

1

with

SLIP KNOTS

J
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America's oldest SAAB dealer

Spring sublet in the circle, large
bedroom in spacious sunny apt.
Safe building. Parking available.
Heat and hot water inc. 739-

Complete service for new
and older SAABs

-5046.

Seeking 4th roommate for Jansummer. Ideal location, 2 minute
walk to BC bus and 7. 1719
Comm Aye. $350/single room.
Contact Kirn 782-2118.
Attention Sophomores!! Sneak
previews available for off-campus housing, fall of '93! We're
offering previews of some of the
nicest off-campus apartments for
next year.Great houses and great
apartments at great prices! We

have a fabulous selection near
BC and Cleveland Circle. Every
year the choice apartments go
fast and furious. Call now for
sneak preview. Also, we're looking for additionalBC brokers for
January'93. Call for details. Great
Places Realty 242 Commonwealth Aye. Chestnut Hill, MA
964-8900

Cheap! FBI/US seized:

89

Mercedes...s2oo, 86 VW...550,
87 Mercedes...sloo, 65 Mustang...sso. Choose from thousands starting $25. Free information-24 hour hotline. 801-379-2929, Copyright MAI IKIC
Save on Spring Break '93! Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas,
Margarita, Florida from $99.
Book early and save $$$! Organizegrouptravelfree! Sun Splash
Tours 1-800-426-7710,
1982 VW Rabbit. 5-speed, fuel
injection, Clarion AM/FM cassette. New: Mlchelins, bearings,
alternator, muffler. Good car,
need to sell (moving), 116 K.
$945/8.0. Kevin 965-3569.

Exclusive SAAB Parts-Sales-Service
Free shuttle service available
10% discount on service to BC students with this ac

CHARLES RIVER SAAB
570 ARSENAL STREET. WATERTOWN, MA

?

m

E

fHOT!

02172 617-923-9230

-...?...

i. .?. .

wants to send you

1 HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS! 1

HOT! HOT!

See You On Vne Beach

We

SPRING BREAK 1993
CAMPUS GET-AWAYS

guarantee the

lULowest Available

W/\fS&L

I

f||p

;§J

I

to your

A
___i>__fc___B__rv

/f//f\

A

Jl

Hometown!

,-000-2-CANCUN

CAU NOW TO BE A REP AND EARN A _______ME

?

4______K

wKss&%,

I

\u25a0_____Hfl________Pir

V

:

'^^^^^m_____L

Lost on the 2nd of November,
small cluster earring made of
semi-precious stones. Between
Sides Roads, Gonzaga, WhiteMountain (next to T stop), Bapst
Library. Greatsentimentalvalue.
Substantial reward. 558-8333.

'"

*'

Classified ad
rates are:

$5.00 for the
first 25

words and
$.25 each
additional
word; students pay
$3.00 and
$.20 for

each add itional word.
Pre-pa y m c nt
is required.
The deadline
is Thursday
at noon.
Please call
5 5 2-3548
for more

info.

All you can eat for under 50.
$

Now you can fly homefor
Thanksgiving for under $50 one way
between NewYork's LaGuardia Airport and Washington D.C.'s National
Airport, or New York and Boston's
Logan Airport when you use the
Delta Flight Pack!"
A Flight Pack is a book of four
one-way tickets for just $219. Or a
book ofeight one-way ticketsfor just
$399; that's under $50 for each ticket
based on eight one-way tickets. It's
good for a whole year, so you can use
it for future travel as well.

nc

llikll _____{
\u25a0< J

_r_|w

__R)l| V I I \u25a0
A 1 111
k H fl
____________________!

________

'°'

course i we st

'"

g've you

option of flying home with our
one-wayfareofs7o. The option isyours.
the

During this Thanksgiving holiday, we have even eliminatedstudent
blackout times, so you can take any
shuttle flight from 10:30 a.m. Tuesday,
November 24th thru 9:30 p.m. Sunday, November 29th.

()r more information,
call your Travel Agent or Delta at
1-800-221-1212.
We're sure you'll find it extremely

fulfilling.

AeDEnASHUTILEm,
Conditions oftravel: \&lid for youths 12-24 years of age. Proof of age required. Travel at non-designated youth times is permitted upon paymentof the difference between the fare
in effect at the time of travel and the value ofthe Delta Student Fare or Flight Packticket. Flight Pack travel valid for one (1) year from date of issue, Books and coupons are non-transferable to different individuals. Entire book must be presented at time of travel. Coupons are invalid if detached from book. Passenger facility charges do apply to the Delta Flight Pack.
There are no refunds for lost or stolen Flight Pack books. Refund and cancellation penalties will apply. Check with ticket reservations for holiday schedule reductions on 11/26 and
11/27Fares andrules are subject to change without notice. © 1992 Delta Air Lines, Inc.
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UGBC Communicator UGBC Communicator
Your Key

I

W(BB(Q JIHTiUvM,

jf UGBC AHANA Affairs )
along with
:
\

I
|

mmmi^M(Bwm

: Black Student Forum :
: and UGBC Senate :
Present
:
:

j
?

\

:

Friday, November 2©
©;?>?)
pm - 1 am
At Th© Eat
AdrnJlsalLom \u25a0

1

AIL3L ©w®htp©
wml©@mjhB

|
?

?

1

:
:

\

Christmas

:

Tues, December 8
7 pm - 1 am
at the
Boston Vista Waltham
Dinner Starts at Bpm

Danette Thomas at 552
: 3490 or 552 - 4650

?

The Musical Stylings of

THANKSGIVING

LIVINGSTON
TAYLOR

LOGAN AIRPORT SHUTTLE

BUS
COACHES WILL BE LEAVING FROM
ST. IGNATIUS AND STOPPING AT
EACH TERMINAL
SHUTTLES WILL BE RUNNING:
Mon. Nov. 23rd EVERY 2 HOURS
from 7am to 5 pm
Tue. Nov. 24th EVERY HOUR from 7
am to Ipm
Wed. Nov. 25th EVERY HOUR from
7am to 7pm
IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT YOU
SIGN UP FOR A BUS AT LEAST 2
HOURS BEFORE DEPAR TURE TIME
SIGN UP WILL BE AVAILABLE
DURING DINNER:
Tues. Nov. 17th in McElroy Dining Hall
Wed. Nov. 18th in Walsh Dining Hall
Thurs. Nov. 19th in Stuart Dining Hall
STUDENTS WITH RESERVATIONS
WILL BE GIVEN PRIORITY
FOR MORE INFO CALL: 552 - 4937

With Opening Act. ..

THE HEIGHTSMEN
Wednesday, November 18
7:00 pm
At The Rat
Tickets Will Be Just $5

-

Sponsored By UGBC
Programming Department
4

?

j

:
?

Tickets go on sale THIS
WEEK in the McElroy
Ticket Booth
For more info, call:

Coming Soon to
Boston College...

UGBC SENATE
FREE

L

?

The 3rd Annual

-

\
i
?

\

:

?

:
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UGBC Communicator UGBC Communicator
To UGBC mmmm^mmmm*^^m*immm^M
Students! Are you concerned about something
happening on campus?
Would you like the
chance to talk about it
with the appropriate administrator? There will
be a

Facts abouat the War
Against WomeifK
One out of three girls is sexually abused before she
reaches the age of 18
In Massachusetts, a woman is murdered by her male
partner every 9 days.
51,000 women were killed in the U.S. by the men who
supposedly loved them during the same period that the
war was waged against Vietnam where 58,000 U.S. sol-

diers were.killed.

The Clothesline Project

\u25a0 TOWN
MElTflN©

created by the

Cape Cod Women's Agenda
as part of their campaign to end the war

? IP ana

against women

Call the ACTIONLINE
552 8008 or leave a message w/ Nancy Drane at 552
3490 or 552 - 4650 about topics you would like addressed!

-

L?.

f

College
NowiKilbeir 23» 1992
Gas©o>ia. I®©
at B©st©ia

-

1

UGBC SENATE

Sponsored by:
UGBC Women's Issues
Wellesley College

1

PRESENTS A

UGBC Programming

FRANK
SANTOS

TO DISCUSS
OFF-CAMPUS ISSUES

R-Rated
Hypnotist
& Comedian

REPRESENTATIVES FROM ODSD, BC POLICE,
BRIGHTON POLICE, AND BOSTON POLICE WILL
DISCUSS PERSONAL SAFETY AND GIVE TIPS ON
PREVENTING BREAK-INS. ALSO, A LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE WILL DISCUSS TENANTS* RIGHTS AND
: QG LAIN WHAT LEGAL ADVICE IS ACCESSIBLE TO
BC STUDENTS AND MOW TO PURSUE LEGAL ACTION.

Saturday, Nov. 21
8:00 pm
at the

Walsh Pub

THURS., NOVEMBER 19

[

.*

presents...

MEETING

6pmEDMOND'S
FIRST FLOOR LOUNGE

~

Admission Is Absolutely

J
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Psychology Departmental Preregistration Advisement of Majors.
Takes place now through December 2.

Monday
9:00 am-5:00 pm

JQ

Psychology Departmental Preregistration Advisement of Majors.
Takes place now through December 2.

Call Jane Manwaring 552-4100.
12:00- 1:00 pm
Resume Workshop. Career Center. First
impressions make a difference. Learn how
to write the most effective resume and
cover letter you can. Sign up in Room
101.
4:30 pm
Environmental Action Center Meeting.
Carney 106. E.A.C. meets every week.
4:30 pm
Study Abroad in England. Gasson 202.
Mr. Seaworth will discuss Butler
University's Instep programs in London or
Cambridge. England. Sponsored by the
Foreign Study Office. Call Peggy Ramirez
552-3830.
4:30-5:30 pm
Campus Recruiting Orientation. Fulton
412. For those who plan to use campus
recruiting second semester and missed an
earlier session. Policies, procedures, and
other important information about the
Campus Recruiting Program will be
covered. Sponsored by the Career Center.
5:30 pm

"Suspended Dreams". Higgins 307. Fifty

minute film about the aftermath of the
Civil War in Lebanon. Discussion with
Jean Chamoun to follow. Sponsored by
the Middle Eastern Club. Call Grace
Shalhoub 828-7138 or 828-9382.
6:00 8:00 pm
Spring Course Registration Information Session. Hardey-Cushing Lounge.
Informal discussion between Freshmen
and Upperclassmen about getting the most
out of your classes. Senior and Junior
representatives from a variety of majors
will be on hand to answer your questions
about Spring courses. Sponsored by Jenks
Leadership Program (JLP). Call Kirn 558-8753 or Diane
6:30 pm
General Meeting forPro-Life Coalition
of B.C. Gasson 210. Call Cinnamon

-

Sarver558-9005.
6:30 pm
Activities Funding Committee Meeting.
Gasson 308. Held weekly. Do you need

money for a non-funded club? Yes?
Submit a requisition form Wednesday
before the meeting on Monday in the
UGBC Finance Office; then come to the
meeting on Monday. Sponsored by
UGBC. Call Sharad Sahu 552-4650.
7:00 pm

Jesuit Volunteer Corps. Meeting.
Higgins 304. JVC: East staffperson
Jennifer Pigza will be present with local
JVC's to show video on the JVC and
answer questions. Call Ted Dziak, SJ 552-

-3514.

7:00 pm
TREE Meeting. Chemistry 130. Find out
how you can help the recycling program at
B.C. while helping the homeless. Call
Keith Watson or Julie Twomey 552-3488.
7:00 pm
Spring Break Info. Session. Gasson 302.
An information session for anyone
interested in going on Spring Break. A
video will be shown along with a
description of the packages B.C. Travel is
offering. Sponsored by B.C. Travel. Call
Britt or Genie 552-3034.
7:30 pm
Amnesty International of B.C. Gasson
204. Meets weekly. New members are
always welcome. Call Scott 558-5863.
7:30-8:30 pm
Sexual Assault Support Network.
Women's Resource Center, McElroy
213. Meets weekly. Ifyou or someone you
know needs to discuss personal issues
regarding sexual assault?please join us!
Free and confidential. Sponsored by the
Women's Resource Center. Call Michelle
LeGault 552-3489.
8:00 pm

Bridging the Traditionalist-

Call Jane Manwaring 552-4100.
12:15- 1:15 pm
AHANA Christian Fellowship. McGuinn
1 18. Come join other AHANA students,
faculty and staff for a weekly Bible study
and fellowship. Bring your lunch.
Sponsored by the Chaplaincy. Call
Howard McLendon 427-0279.
3:00 4:00 pm
Resume Workshop. The CareerCenter.
First impressions make a difference. Learn
how to write the most effective resume
and cover letter you can. Sign up in Room

-

101.

4:30 pm

"Decolonizing Feminism". Gasson 309.
Mrinalini Sinha, Assistant Professor,
History to speak. Sponsored by Women's
Studies. Call Dr. Lorraine Liscio 552-

-8528.
4:30 - 6:30 pm
Intermediate Ballet Class. Bonn Studio -

Robsham Theater Arts Center. Free
classes every Tuesday and Thursday
throughout the semester. Sponsored by
Robsham Theater. Contact Bunny Doyle

552-4609.

-

5:45 7:00 pm
Women's Prayer and Support Group.
Women's Resource Center, McElroy 213.
Join us for a presentation of Shaker
women and their female images of God in
song; followed by a potluck supper.
Musician Anne Mapplebeck guest
appearance. Bring a friend and food to
share! Sponsored by WRC and
Chaplaincy. Call Kerry Maloney 552-3475.
6:00 pm
Roston College Coalition for Peace and
Justice. McGuinn 106. Meets weekly to
discuss issues of concern. Current issues
being discussed: Middle East, Central
America. G.E. Boycott. Call Jeff
Timberlake 558-9065.
6:00 8:00 pm

school. Meeting will discuss procedures
for applying. If you cannot attend, pick up
"Junior Packet" in the Premedical Office
(Higgins 610) on Nov. 19 or 20. Forms are
due by Wed., Dec. 2. Sponsored by
Premedical Programs. Call Dr. Wolff/Ms.
Davenport 552-4663.
5:00-7:00 pm
Intercultural Cafe. McElroy Third Floor
Cafe (Sweets 'n Treats). Please join us
next week for a relaxing evening. This
week features the Colombian Club. Cosponsored by the ODSD Intercultural
Office and Intercultural Club of 8.C.. Call
552-8005 or Karen Potookian 926-5214.
5:00 7:00 pm
Fencing Club Practice Rec Plex. All
welcome no experience necessary. Meets
weekly. Call Susan Master 731-0133.
5:30-6:00 pm
Weekly Meeting for B.C. Film Board.
Camey 104. We'll be talking movies and
picking next semester's series. Bring in
some fresh ideas and be a part of one of
B.C.'s oldest and most fun clubs. New
members are always welcome! Call Eric
Stunner 552-3593.
6:30 8:00 pm
Lecture: "Working with the Poor:
Human Pain and SocialPolicy". St.

-

-

Tuesday
7

Take Off the "Pro-Life" Straightjacket.
Chemistry 127. Are you interested in

Joseph's Chapel. UpperCampus. Kip

pacifist? If you have pondered these
questions on abortion and other life issues,
this lecture is for you! Meg Brodhead,
Catholic pacifist and peace educator will

552-3503.

discuss these and other points of interest.
People with all views are encouraged to
attend! Sponsored by the Pro-Life
Coalition of B.C. Call Cinnamon Sarver
558-9005.
7:00 pm
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship Large
Group Meeting. St. Joseph'sChapel,
Gonzaga. Meets weekly. There's
something to do on Thursday nights than
go to bars. [ know, I'm a bartender!
Personally, I'd rather be here. Praise,
song, worship, fellowship in our Lord
Jesus Christ. All welcome. Call DeAnna
963-5339 or Paula 244-3538.
7:30 pm
The Crisis in Moral Education: Have
Schools Lost Touch with Traditional
Values? Higgins 304. Dr. William
Kilpatrick, SOE, will talk about the failure
of schools to leach right from wrong, and
how school programs aimed at preventing
experimentation with drugs and sex have
only made matters worse. Sponsored by
the Saint Thomas More Society. Call Bill

Monday listing.

6:30 pm

Circle X Meeting. Gasson 309. Regular
meeting describing upcoming events. All
members try to make this meeting and
make sure your club dues are paid. Call

Christopher 558-8805.

7:00 pm
Spring Break Info. Session. Gasson 210.

See Monday listing.
7:00 pm
Lecture. Gasson 310. Joann
Boczenowski. Sponsored by Women in
Management. Call Teri Minervini 558-9229.
7:00 9:00 pm
Orthodox Christian Fellowship. St.
Joseph's Chapel. Upper Campus. Come
join us for weeklyworship, fellowship and
fun. Bring your ideas, we'll bring the
snacks. All welcome! Call Zillie
Theodorou 558-8296.
7:30-8:30 pm
Eating Disorders Support Network.
Women's Resource Center, McElroy 213.
A weekly support group for people who
are dealing with eating disorder issues.
Free and confidential! Sponsored by
WRC. Call Michelle LeGault 552-3489.
8:00 pm
Chess Meeting and Tournament. 80
Comm. Lounge. Meets weekly. All are
welcome?from novice to grand master.
Sponsored by the Chess Club. Call Steve
969-8490 or 558-9167.

-

Wednesday

9:00 am-5:00 pm

|

O

-

6:30-9:00 pm

Computer Science Academy Career
Night. McElroy Conference Room (a.k.a.
Trustees' Board Room). Open to all.
Geared toward Freshmen and Sophomores
to help them in their search for a career in
the computer field. Open to questions.
Refreshments served. Speakers from
Coopers and Lybrand/AT&T/Alumni of
B.C. Call Amy Bauer 558-9259.

7:00-8:00 pm
Al-Anon Adult Children of Alcoholics
Meeting. Murray Conference Room (2nd
floor of McElroy). If your life has been
affected by an alcoholic and you are
looking for support and others to share
your experiences with, come and see how
an AI-Anon-ACOA meeting can help.
Sponsored by ODSD. i_all Jennie or Beth

558-9188.
7:30 pm

Lambda Group Meeting. Hovey House.
Meeting for lesbians, gays and bisexuals
at Boston College, and their supporters
and friends. Call Lambda voice mail

200. William McDonough to speak on
"The Foreign Exchange Market".
Sponsored by Peter Drucker, Chair in
Management Sciences Seminar Series.
Call Sandra Howe 552-2005.
4:30 pm
A&S Faculty Meeting. Cushing 001. Call
Michael Malec, Depi. ot Sociology 552-4131.
4:30 pm
"Multiculturalism and the University:

to

552-2979.

8:00 pm
Belize Summer Camp Meeting.
Edmonds first floor lounge. Interested in
spending the month of August in Belize,
Central America running a summer camp
for elementary students? Ten B.C.
students will be selected as Ignacio
Volunteers to teach/coach in Belize. If
interested, come see slides at this
information meeting. Call Ted Dziak, SJ
552-3514.
10:00pm
Mass with the Jesuit Community.
Manresa House, 188 Beacon St. (across
from football stadium). Held weekly. Call
Kevin, Richie or Ted 739-0224.

Thursday

101.

welcome. Call Tim Barrett 558-9336.
8:00 pm
Artaria String Quartet. Gasson 100.
B.C.'s string quartet in residence. Free.
Sponsored by the Music Depl. Call
Jeremiah McGraw 782-2039.

-

Tiernan, Executive Director of Rosie's
Place and Founder of the Boston Food
Bank to speak. Sponsored by 4-Boston
Program and University Chaplaincy. Call

hopping meetings. All SOM students

|

McGuinn 121. Important meeting for
juniors and seniors who have not yet
applied to medical, dental, or veterinary

-

tion Session. Cheverus Lounge. See

-

4:30 pm
Peter Drucker Seminar Series. Fulton

-

558-8805.
5:00 - 6:00 pm
Junior Premedical/Predental Meeting.

Spring Course Registration Informa-

Undergraduate Management
Association Meeting. Fulton 317. We're

9:00 am 5:00 pm

-

Ralph Walker
from Manchester College at Oxford will
be visiting here to talk to students
interested in studying at Oxford. Call Rev.
Joseph Appleyard. SJ 552-3315.
4:15 pm
Music at Tea-Time. Gasson 100.
Japanese Koto Concert. Susan Asai will
be performing traditional and modern
music for the Japanese Koto. Sponsored
by the B.C. Music Dept. Call Jeremiah
McGraw 782-2039.
4:30 5:30 pm
How to Make Contacts in Your Job
Search. Fulton 412. If you think you don't
have any contacts, you're wrong! Learn
how networkingand contacts can be
critical assets to your job search.
Sponsored by the CareerCenter.
4:30 6:30 pm
Intermediate Ballet Class. Bonn Studio.
See Tuesday listing.
5:30 pm
Asian Caucus General Meeting. 80
Comm. Aye. This is our third general
meeting. If you want to get involved with
various committees and meet interesting
people, please come?all are welcome.
Bring a friend. Call 552-3502.
5:30-7:00 pm
Murray House Spaghetti Dinner.
Murray House. Come join us every
Thursday for our world famous pastafest.
Just $2 buys you all the pasta, soda, salad,
bread and dessert you can eat! Mangia.
Mangia!! Call Donna Doucette 552-8460.
7:00 pm
Italian Dinner. Dolce Vita?North End.
An excellent Italian dinner in the North
End with fellow Italian Club Members.
Sponsored by II Circolo Italiano. Call
Laura 552-9240.
7:00 pm
talking to people who disagree with you?
How can we separate Church teaching on
abortion from Church sexism? Would you
like to get more serious than the Pro-Life
movement allows? Ever want to be a

Psychology Departmental Preregistration Advisement of Majors.
Takes place now through December 2.
Call Jane Manwaring 552-4100.
11:00 am- 12:00 pm
Resume Workshop. The CareerCenter.
First impressions make a difference. Learn
how to write the most effective resume
and cover letter you can. Sign up in Room

bigger; we're belter; we're back. Every
Monday night come join us for ourhip-

(A&S Honors Library). Dr.

Multiculturalist Divide". Fulton 412.
Guest speaker Jorge Garcia from
Georgetown University. Discussion
following. Sponsored by the Philosophy
Club. Call Gabriela Martinez 266-3371.
4:30 7:30 pm
Brighton Congregational Church
Community Supper. Meet at St. Ignatius.
Come and join us for this weekly soup
kitchen serving the Allston-Brighlon
Community. Sponsored by Circle X
International. Call Christopher Kubala

1Q

9:00 am-5:00 pm
Psychology Departmental

Pre-

registration Advisement of Majors.
Takes place now through December 2.
Call Jane Manwaring 552-4100.

-

2:00 3:00 pm
Resume Workshop. The CareerCenter.
First impressions make a difference. Learn
how to write the most effective resume
and cover letter you can. Sign up in Room
101.
4:00 pm
Junior Year at Oxford. Gasson 112

Olevitz 268-0168.
8:00 10:00 pm
Thursday Night at the Cafe. Third Floor
Cafe (Sweets and Treats) McElroy. Come

-

and be entertained by great Boston
College student talent in a fun atmosphere! This week features The
Bostonians. Free and open to the B.C.
community. Sponsored by SPAC. Call
Nicole Kalicki or Jim Cavanaugh 552-4822.
9:00- 10:00 pm
Chess Club and Tournament. Second
Floor Lounge in 80 Comm. Aye. For
beginners to cxperts-we will teach all
aspects of game first 15 minutes, and play
the rest. All levels welcome. Meets
weekly. Free. Call Steve Mmcm 969-8490
or Pete Buchenholz 558-9167.

Friday
9:00 am-5:00 pm

-feU

Psychology Departmental Preregistration Advisement of iMajors.
Takes place now through December 2.
Call Jane Manwaring 552-4100.

1:30-3:00pm
Lecture: Statutory Reforms to
Strengthen Consumer Protection
Against Unethical Business Practices of
Financial Planners. Faber House/102
College Road. Prof. John A. Gray, Dept.

of Management and Law, Sellinger School
of Business and Management, Loyola
College, Baltimore, Maryland to speak.
Beverages and cookies provided.
Sponsored by the Jesuit Institute of Boston
College. Call Susan Rotondi 552-8290.
2:00 3:00 pm
Holy Hour Devotion. Cushing Chapel,
Cushing 321. An hour of traditional
Catholic prayer, includingExposition and
Benediction of the Holy Eucharist. Held
weekly. Sponsored by the Saint Thomas
More Society. Call Bill Olevitz 268-0168.
3:30 9:00 pm
Liturgy Arts GroupThanksgiving
Dinner. Tish Blain's home in R.I. Open to
all L.A.G. music ministers. Dinner,
prayer, music and a good time in general.
Please RSVP by Wed., Nov. 18. Call 552-4667.
4:00 pm
Lecture: "Medieval Arab Philosophers'
Interpretation of Islam". McGuinn
Auditorium. Michael E. Marmura,
Professor and Chairperson of Middle East
and Islamic Studies, University of Toronto
to speak. Sponsored by the Depts. of
Philosophy and Theology and the Lynde
and Harry Bradley Foundation. Call 552-0898.
7:00 pm
"My Mother's Fleabag" Performance.
O'Connell House. Come see the funniest
improv group on the B.C. campus...."a
veritable feast of funniness!" You could
die laughing; let it happen to you! Also
starring the band "Living Proof." Come to
laugh and bring your friends. $4 at
McElroy Ticket Booth; $5 at the door.
Sponsored by OCH staff. Call Elena
LaGratta 552-4311.
7:30 pm

-

-

Hello....Shovelhead! Comedy Troupe.
Gasson 305. An original skit comedy
performance, "Coping with Fame". Much

better than "Cats". Tickets are $4. Call
Maria 558-9170.
8:00 pm
"Night Mother". Bonn Studio, Robsham
Theater. One act play about a middle-aged
women's contemplationof suicide.
Sponsored by the University Theater
Workshop Production. Tickets are $4. Call
Jennifer Good 558-9244.
9:00 pm
Merengue Night at the Rat. Lyons Cafe
(The Rat). Merengue Dance with live
band, refreshments and cash bar. Come
join in and heat up a cold winter's night!
$3 at the door. All are welcome.
Sponsored by OLAA. Call Sonya Tavares

558-8884.
10:00pm
"My Mother's Fleabag" Performance.
O'Connell House. See Friday 7:30 pm

listing.

10:30pm
Hello....Shovelhead! Comedy Troupe.
Gasson 305. See Friday 7:30 pm listing.

Saturday
7:00 pm
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"My Mother's Fleabag" Performance.
O'Connell House. See Friday 7:30 pm
listing.

7:30 pm
Hello....Shovelhead! Comedy Troupe.
Gasson 305. See Friday 7:30 pm listing.
8:00 pm
"Night Mother". Bonn Studio, Robsham
Theater. See Friday 8:00 pm listing.
10:00pm

"My Mother's Fleabag" Performance.
O'Connell House. See Friday 7:30 pm
listing.

10:30 pm
Hello....Shovelhead! Comedy Troupe.
Gasson 305. See Friday 7:30 pm listing.

Sunday
7:30 pm

22

Concert: Celtic and World Music.
Gasson 100. John O'Connor, Vinnie
Kilduss, and Zan MacLeod will perform a
Blend of Celtic and World Music. Tickets
511.50 in advance, $ 13 at the door; $5
with B.C. I.D. Sponsored by B.C. Music
Dept. and Music for Robin. Call Rev. T.
Frank Kennedy 552-3395. For tickets and
information call 862-7837.
8:00 pm
O'Connell House Sunday Night Movie.
O'Connell House. This weeks movie is
"Wayne's World", featuring the
outrageous duo?Wayne and Garth. If you
want to laugh, this is the movie to see.
Bring your friends! Free. All welcome to
view this movie on our large screen T.V.
Call Elena LaGratta 552-4311.

